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Mr. DONNAN, from the Committee on Military Affairs, made the following 
REPORT: 
[To accompany H. Res. 23.] 
The Committee on JUilita1·y Affairs, to whom was referred House re:wlu.tion 
No. 23, to enable the Secretary of War to pay the expenses incurred in 
suppressing the Indian hostilities in the Territory of Montana, in the 
year 1867, having had the same nnder consideration respectfully submit 
the following report: 
In the spring of 1867 the authorities and people of the Territory be-
came seriously alarmed in view of a threatened attack by hostile In-
dians. 
General T. F. Meagher, governor of the Territory acting (it is claimed) 
under authority of the War Department, called out several hundred 
men, as a militia force, who were kept in the field for several months, 
and an alleged expenditure incurred for clothing, subsistence, transpor-
tation of supplies, &c., which, aside from personal military senTice of 
the men, amounted to nearly one million dollars. 
Liability for this expenditure on the part of the Government was de-
nied by General Sherman in his annual report .for October 1, 1867, as 
follows: 
The Secretary authorized me, under advice of extreme caution, to call out volnn-
teen; for the emergency if the regular troops were inadequate. Under date of May 14, 
1867, I telegraphed to Acting Governor Meagher that re-enforcements were coming as 
fast as possible, but if the danger was as great as he ha<l represented, to "call out in 
your interest the people and clear the way;" ad<ling, "there is no law authorizing the 
enrolling of troops in a Territory subject to the governor; but yon should meet the 
emergency withoht a formal organization and muster into service of the United States, 
confining yourself to self-protection." Governor Meagher bad already called out vol-
unteers, and subsequently asked me for arms and equipments, and to be mustered in. 
This I emphatically refused in a dispatch of the 9th of May, hut instructed Geueral 
Augur t,o order from his nearest post, viz, Salt Lake City, a discreet officer, to go to 
Virginia City, Montana, and to judge of the necessity of a call for volunteers. Gen-
eral Augur dispatched that most judicious officer, Major and Brevet Lieutenant Colonel 
William H. Lewis, Thirty-sixth Infantry, who reached Virginia City about May 19, 
1867, ancl, after remaining there a month, confirmed me in the belief that Galbtin 
Valley had not lJeen invaded by hostile Indians at all; bnt that the murder of a Mr. 
Bozeman, more than sixty miles beyond Gallatin, in tho direction of Fort C. F. Smith, 
wat> the only real act of hostility that he conlcl hear of that had been committed in 
that quarter. I then recalled Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Lewis, and left the whole 
mutter to General Terry, in I> hose department Montana was, and who was then known 
to be en route for that Territory. For the further consideration of this matter, I refer 
to General Terry's report herewith, and only allude to it here to show that the United 
States tue not iu any measure responsible for the call for volunteers in Montana, which 
Actiug Governor Meagher made, in spite of the decision to the contrary lJy the right-
ful Department of Government; and lJecausc I also learn tllat since the anintl there 
of Governor Green Cllly Smith, he also has retamecl in service these volunteers; and 
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bas also brought about a conflict with the Crows and other Indians outside of the set-
tled limits of the Territory, when he knew that the Government desired very much to 
retain peaceful relations between them. 
Payment on all vouchers has been withheld. 
Claimants then came to Congress for relief. The Committee on Ter-
ritori~s of the Senate, to whom the subject was referred, after a thorough 
examination, and after hearing testimonyrelative thereto, on the 9th of 
February, 1870, made a rep<;>rt to the Senate, of which the following 
is the closing paragraph: 
The committee clo not refer to the services of the men called out by the territorial 
authorities, but only to the expense of arms and supplies. These seem to have been 
furnished by persons in good faith, and without knowledge of the want of authority to 
call out the militia, and the committee recommend compensation for them. 
They think it would not be doing exact equity to such persons to withhold from them 
a reasonable indemnity for property thus furnished under what they. undoubtedly pre-
sumed to be competent authority. 
(For full text of thitl report, see pages 2, 3, 4, and 5, Ex. Doc. No. 98, 
Forty-first Congress, hereto attached.) 
In pursuance of this recommendation Congress passed the following, 
as section 10 of the act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses, 
approved July 15, 1870: 
SECTION 10. That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and 11equired 
to aseertain, or cause to be ascertained, the amount of expense necessarily incurred 
by the territorial authorities of Montana for arms and supplies of the volunteer forces 
called out t,o suppress Indian hostilities in the Territory of Montana, in the year 1867, 
and report to Congress at the next session the names of persons entitled to relief, 
together with a statement of the facts and sums upon which such report maybe based. 
In compliance with the requirements of this act, the Secretary of War 
detailed General James A. Hardie, inspector general, military division 
of the Missouri, to make an investigation and report as to amouuts 
justly due upon these claims, under the following instructions: 
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENEHAL's OFFICE, 
Wash·ington, D. C., August 31, 1870. 
Sm: I am directed b;)' the Secretary of War to inclose herewith certain papers relat-
ing to the claims of snnclry persons against the United States on account of supplies 
a11eged to have bet\n fiuuished to t.he volnutcer forces called into service by the terri-
torial authorities of Montana, for the suppression of Indian hostilities, in the year 1867, 
and to invite your attention to the tellth section of an act of Congress making appro-
priations for sundry civil t>xpenses of the Government, and for other purposes, approved 
Jnly 15, 1870, and published in General Orders No. 108, current series, from this office. 
It is the desire of the Department t.hat the inspector general serving at the head-
quarter::; of the Military Division of the Missouri be instructed to proceed to Helena, 
and snch other points in Moutana Territory, or elsewhere, as may be necessary, for the 
pnrpose of examining into an claims for arms and supplies furnished, or alleged to 
have been furnished, to or for tlJe volunteer troops or territorial militia of Montana in 
the year 18()7, when called into service by the officers of the Territory. The officer 
thus select.ed for the d nty referred to will be directed to make a full report of his 
investigation to this office as soon as practicable, setting forth particularly the names 
of all parties equitably entitled to cou1pensation and the amounts justly due in each 
case, taking into consideration the quantity and quality of the supplies actually fur-
nished, and the prevailing scale of prices for such articles at the time they were 
furnished. He will also be required to report what disposition was made of the prop-
e~>ty purchased and received by the military officers of the Territory, and to fnrnish 
such other information as may aid the Department to a full understanding of the facts 
and merits concerned. 
It is to be observed tbat no provision is made by the law cited for an ascertainment 
or allowance of any claims for personal service. · 
I am, very respectfully, ;your obedient serva11t, 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Adjutant General. 
COMMANDING GENERAL MILITARY DIVISION OF THE .MISSOURI, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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_HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, Illinois, SepternbeT 23, 1870. 
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Official copy respectfully furnished Colonel James A. Hardie, inspector general, Mili-
tary Division of the Missouri, by command of General Sheridan. 
GEORGE L. HARTSUFF, 
Assistant Adjutant Geneml. 
Acting under these instructions General Hardie made an examina-
tion of all the surrounding eircumstances, and of each individual 
claim, and collected and filed a large mass of record matter and docu-
mentary evidence, which were destroye.d by the great fire in Chicago, 
when he had nearly finished his report of awards upon the several 
claims. A previous report, however, had been made by this officer 
of date January 30, 1871, which contains a very complete. state-
ment of the long, patient, and thorough investigation which he gave 
to these claims. The sources of his information, the extent of his 
inquiry, and the conclusions reached, with a detailed statement of 
the nature and value of the supplies and services for which vouch-
ers had been issued. ' 
On March 11th ultimo this office suhmitted to the Secretary of War 
an additional report, setting forth the arrangements by which another 
list of awards were framed, statements of facts ascertained, of sums al-
lowed, and of persons entitled to relief, in tabulated form, as re-examined 
by him, accompanied by lists of unexamined, suspended, and rejected 
vouchers, with explanations of each separate class. Both these reports, . 
together with the testimony. submitted to the committee, are hereto at--
tached. 
In view of the Senate report, the law of 1870, the evidence and re-
ports submitted, the committee proceeded to consider the following points· 
relating to this subject-matter: 
1. Did section 10, act of July 15, 1870, bind Congress to an appro,. 
priatiou for all expenses incurred for arms and supplies of the forces 
called out by the territori{ll authorities to suppress these threatened 
hostilities~ In the opinion of the committee it only authorized andre-
quired au ascertainment of the amount of necessary expenses, with the. 
names of the persons entitled to relief, and a report of the same, for the 
further consideration and final action of Congress. 
2. Was there such actual or threatened attack by hostile Indians as 
would justify expenditure for defense, or was the action of the civil 
authorities in calling out the troops so wholly unauthorized by the 
General Government as would jnsti(y a refusal on the part of Congress 
to pay any portion whatever of the expenses incurred~ 
From the testimony of Mr. Claggett, the Delegate in Congress . from 
that Territory, and that of Mr. Insley, there cau be no doubt that quite 
a number of settlers were killed, and that the circumstances. were such 
as might well alarm persons of ordinary prudence, and that the bat-
talion placed in service may have been instnunental in preventing much 
more extenJed hostile incursions by the Indians. But whether or. not 
there may have been reasonable occasion for calling out the militia from 
the following telegrams, to wit: 
"\VASIIINGTON, D. C., May 4; .1867. 
General T. F. MEAGI-nm, 
Acting Governor Montana Ten·itory. Vi1'ginia City: 
In answer to your telegram of April 28, in relation to Indiarl· invasions, I am in-
structed by the Secretary of War to inform you that authority ha&; been given by this 
Department to Lieuteuaut General Sherman to call out, organize, officer, arm, and sub-
sist such militia force iu .Montana Territory as be deems necessary for the protection 
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of that Territory against hostile Indians. Any suggestions you may make to General 
Sherman at Saint Louis, on matters relating to this subject, will receive his attention. 
Acknowledge receipt. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant Genet·al. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Saint Louis, Missouri, May 7, 1867. 
To FRANCIS MEAGHER, 
Acting Govenw1' Montana Territory, Vi1·ginia City : 
If Indians enter the valley · of the Gallatin, organize eight hundred (800) volun-
teers and drive them out. These troops should only be used until the Regulars reach 
the Yellowstone. 
Official copy respectfully furnished by mail. 
•Col. W. H. LEWIS, 
Vi1·ginia City, Montana Territory: 
W. T. SHERMAN, 
Lieutenant Geneml. 
A. C. NICHOLS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
SAINT Lours, Mo., May 24, 1867. 
Muster in a battalion of 800 men, at the cost of the United States, for two months; 
~equip them as you can best until the arms en 1'0tde reach Fort Benton; move quickly 
to the threatened point, when the danger will either disappear or be removed; let the 
men furnish their own horses at 40 cents per day, and be rationed by contract; when 
the service is rendered, I will order payment by regular paymaster. 
(Signed) W. T. SHERMAN, 
Lietdenant GeneTal, Commanding. 
All of which have been proven as genuine, there appears to have 
been at least such recognition of the calling out and subsisting of troops 
.as to justify private parties in furnishing the absolutely necessary sup-
plies, in the full belief that the Go\rernment intended to pay for the 
same, as stated in the telegrams. Granting that the action of the civil 
authorities was hasty and injudicious, still, under the circumstances, 
the committee feel compelled to say there was ostensib1e recognition of 
these troops, (although never actual1y mustered into service,) as that a 
repudiation of reasonable indemnity for property furnishe-d in good faith 
by individuals would fall far short of that equity and justice which the 
-Government so generally extends to all her citizens. 
3. Should the entire amount of expenditures be paid~ 
There is no question tllat many irregularities, extravagant expendi-
tures, and doubtful, if not fraudulent, transactions occurred in COlmec-
tion with supplies furnished, and especially with the final disposition of 
the Government property, remaining on hand about the time these troops 
were disbanded, which have cast a cloud over the whole matter, and 
without doubt have prm-.,.ented the payment of just claims of innocent 
parties. It appears evident that a large number of the horses and eqnip-
ments, articles of camp and garrison equipage, and other items of value, 
including the purchased arms, were either sold and proceeds divided 
among the men, or were appropriated directly by them. The committee 
are therefore of the opinion that no appropriation wllatever ought to be 
made to pay the balance, if any is due., for the personal services of the 
volunteers. It further appears that iu some instances vouchers were 
issued for a greater number of articles or larger amount of property than 
were actually furnished; and in still other instances that vouchers were 
issued for property at an extraYagant value; and in still other instances 
for prop0rty which never was purchased at all. 
The committee are therefore of the opinion that no payment should 
be made upon ~:m:f of these claims, except upon satisfactory evidence 
that the property was actually delivered, and then only for a fair and 
reasonable valuation of such property. 
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4. Has such an examination been made as will enable Congress and 
the Departments to fairly discriminate between these claims upon the 
basis just stated? 
It appears that General Hardie spent several weeks at the different 
points in Montana, where these expenditures occurred, and by oral and 
written statements, and by sworn examination of persons and officers, 
obtained quite complete information as to the manner in which supplie~ 
were furnished; what quantity and quality of supplies were actually 
furnished; what amounts were actually issued to the troops, or in good 
faith used for the public service; what became of the property on hand 
when the men were disbanded, and its approximate value; and what 
particular persons had furnished supplies, and the actual deliveries to 
the territorial authorities. 
With this information he proceeded to an examination of each claim 
presented, and prepared a list of claims reported on with amounts 
claimed, amounts allowed, and names of parties; also lists of claims 
wholly rejected, and of claims suspended when proof of delivery of prop-
erty or of rendition of service have not been sufficiently proved, or the 
vouchers were irregularly issued, all of which are hereto appended, 
marked" Montana Indian War Claims, Nos. 4 and 5." 
In addition to this is a li~t, (too voluminous for publication,) which is 
a recapitulation of Nos. 4 and 5, with detailed statements of facts and 
sums, with a report in brief upon each voucher or claim examined, and 
with comments of General Hardie upon their merits. 
Beside these lists there is also transmitted a chest full of papers, con-
sisting of vouchers and documentary evidence submitted in support of 
the claims, with reports of General Hardie thereon. 
The total amount of the claims under consideration is $980,313.11. Of 
this sum $777,781.13 is for purchases and expenses in the Quartermas-
ter's Department, and $202,531.98 for purchases and expenses of the 
Subsistence Depart,ment. 
The following exhibit of prices charged for the supplies, and of the 
current market rates, will serve to explain the awards reported, upon 
vouchers for which the property was actually furnished: 
Articles. Prices charged. Prices at which the purchases could have been made. 
Wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16 to $20. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $6 25 to $7 50 per cord. 
Hay...... . . . . . . . . . . $45 to $65.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30 to $35 per ton. 
Oats ................ 14t cents per pound ...... 8 to 11 cents per pound. 
Barley . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14t cents per pound...... 8 to 11 cents per pound. 
$ 
5 General aver:tge of total, $tl0. 
Horses · ·- · · ·- ·---- · Average, 201. ·--- · · ·--- · { (See special discussion.) 
Mules .............. $200to$250 .............. 40 per cent. less. 
Flour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 to 19 cents per pound.. 10 to 12 cents per pound. 
Beef ..... .. ......... 28 to 30 cents per pound .. 20 to 22 cents. per pound. 
Bacon ....••........ 50 to 80 cents per pound .. 27 to 35 cents per pound. 
Sugar . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 60 to 78 cents per pound.. 32 to :~5 cents per pound. 
Coffee .............. 80 cents per pound ....... 37t to 44 cents per pound. 
$ $ 
5 Green, $2 50 to $2 81 per pound. 
Tea················ 2 to 4 50 ·----· ···· .... (Black, $1 57t to $2 18 per pound. 
Clothing . . . . . . . . . . . Overcharged from 25 to 40 per cent. 
Arms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Overcharged from 30 to 40 per cent. 
Saddles and equip-
ments . . . . . . . . . . . . Overcharged from 30 to 40 per cent. 
Medicines . . . . . . . . . . Overcharged from 40 to 60 per cent. 
Hardware . . . . . . . . . . Overcharged from 30 to 40 per cent. 
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From an examination of his reports, and from the testimony of Gen-
eral Hardie, submitted in explanation of his procedure, the committee 
are satisfied that a very thorough and careful investigation has been 
given to this whole matter; and that, should Congress authorize the set-
tlement of these accounts substantially upon the basis reported by Gen-
eral Hardie, after being carefull,y revised by the proper accounting officers 
of the Treasury, and requiring receipts in full from aH tbe claimants upon 
the payment of all such awards, the private interests of those persons 
who furnished property in good faith, unuer what they undoubtedly 
believed to be competent authority, will ha-ve been fully regarded, and 
the public interests faithfully protected. The report of the inspector 
general has received the full approval of the Secretary of vVar. 
5. Bas the reliability of this investigation been materially impaired 
by the loss of papers connected with the claims in the Chicago fire ~ 
In a great majority of the cases the original vouchers, after being 
inspected by General Hardie, were returned to the claimants, verified 
copies being retained. A list of the claims, memoranda of many 
awards, and a complete schedule of prices, which he had compiled, were 
saved, .Some of the vouchers destroyed were only lost in single, the 
duplicates being retained. 
In his letter to the Secretary of V\r ar, of November 10, 1871, he states 
that from data preserved he would be enabled to "frame, at no distant 
day, a new report of awards, which it is believed will be as reliable, and 
I trust as satisfactory to Congress, as the one lost, even if it were ac-
companied by the papers reported destroyed." . 
In the comparatively few cases, where the memoranda were des,troyed, 
and the precise action previously had was not directly recalled, no -
awards have been made. 
The committee are therefore satisfied that the reconstructed report 
furnishes a list of.a,vards very nearly, if not quite, as reliable as would 
have been the original list. 
The whole amount of awards up to date of report, March 11, 1872, is 
$456,504.21, upon $821,886.21 of the aggregate amount of claims. 
Vouchers were rejected to the amount of. __ . ___ .... _ . . . . $62, 331 49 
Vouchers were suspended to the amount of ... _ ... _.. . ... 56,172 49-
Vouchers on which suspension was made to the amount of 41,947 91 
Vouchers outstanding to the amount of .. _ . __ . _ . __ . _. . . . . 50, 868 25 
Vouchers amounting to nearly $7,000 of this last item have come in 
sjnce March 11th, and have been deposited with the other papers, ac-
companied by a supplemental report of General Hardie. 
The joint resolution referred to the committee asks for an appropria-
tion of $513,343. 
The report states that this sum will be needed, and will probably be 
sufficient to pay the awards ma,de on all the claims reported on, as well' 
as those yet to come in. 
Claimants complain of the pecuniary hardships they have suffered, 
because of the non-payment of their vouchers, and urge an allowance 
of interest thereon. 
The committee report adversely as to any claim for interest; express 
their entire confidence in General Hardie's examination and award ; 
report the following substitute, in the nature of a bill, for the joint reso-
ution referred, and recommend its passage. 
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APPENDIX. 
REPORT ON THE MONTANA INDIAN WAR-CLAIMS OF 1867. 
SECTION 10. That the Secretary of ·war he, and he is hereby, authorized and require(J. 
to ascertain, or cause to be ascertained, the amount of expense necessarily incurred 
by the territorial authorities of Montana for arms and supplies of the volunteer forces 
called out to suppress Indian hostilities in the Territory of Montana in the year 1867, 
and report to Congress at the next session the names of perso]}s entitled to relief, 
together with a statement of the facts and sums upon which such report may be based. 
Approved July 15, 1870. 
The undersigned has the honor to submit to the Secretary of War the following 
papers, pertaining to his investigation of the Montana Indian war-claims of 1867: 
1. Correspondence setting forth the fact of the destruction in the late fire in Chicago 
of the mass of the documentary and record matter, evidence, &c., collecterl and filed, 
and of the nearly finished report of awards ; and how it was arranged to proceed in 
this dilemma to frame another list of awards. 
2. A general report 011 these claims previously made by the undersigned, dated the 
30th of January, 1871. This document is now before Congress, but is made a part of 
this report as containing matter essential to the study of the proper disposition of in-
dividual cases. Reference to it renders unnecessary tedious repetitions of narrations, 
explanations, ::)Jncl discussions. 
3. " Statements of facts and sums, and of persons entitled to relief," in tabulated 
form. This is a report in brief upon each Montana voucher or claim re-examined. It 
is accompanied with copies of the vouchers or claims, (in some cases the originals,) 
with comments upon their merits. 
4. List of persons entitled to relief, as far as they can be safely named; a recapitu-
lation of No.3 as respects names and amounts. 
5. Lists of vonclJ.ers, unexamined or only partially examined, of suspended and of 
rejected vouchers. 
An inspection of these papers will show that there have been considered and dis-
posed of, in the reconstruction of the destroyed report, the great mass of the claims. 
It will nevertheless appear that certain claims, not important iu amount in relation to 
the rest, all papers or memoranda on my files pertaining to which were burned, have 
not been re-stated or re-presented by the parties interested since the fire. Where 
recollection is not distinct as to the precise action previously had upo11 such claims, 
awards cannot be safely made. Most of these claims are remembered to have had 
merit. vVhere the merits of the vouchers are known, and the amounts can be suffici-
ently made out from surviving memoranda or from memory, and the result of the 
former examination is clearly brought to mind, the cases have been disposed of in the 
general report. It is believed that some of the cases which are reported as not now 
being in a co11dition to be acted upo11, in the accompanying list, may still be made up 
and presented, some, perhaps, within a brief period. In such case they will be acted 
upon and considered in a supplemental report to be forwarded to the War Depart-
ment upon the conclusion of the examination. Some of the claims on the list will 
probably not be presented at all. . 
The suspended cases are those where proof of delivery of property or rendition of 
service, &c., has n~ been deemed sufficient to substa11tiate the claim, or where the 
vouchers concerned-are irregular or improperly issued. In some cases the identical arti-
cles charged for have not been delivered, but it is claimed thatother articles equivalent 
in value and equally necessary to the service were furnished. These irregular vouchers 
are, however, elsewhere discussed. They have uot been taken to be fatal where the 
parties receiving them have been found innocent of fraudulent design, and where the 
actual receipt by the public of valuable equivalents is clearly shown. Where such 
receipt, however, has 11ot been clearly proved, the accounts have not been admitted. 
When there has appeared reason to believe that something has been received on such 
vouchers, and there is not ground enough to pronounce the issue of the voucher to 
have bee11 for the private benefit of the.officer, they have been ~assed among the sus-
pended vouchers. Thus the snspe11decl claims embrace a variety of cases, those that 
may possibly be substantiated either wholly or partially, down to tlJ.ose having, per-
haps, a suspicious character, and from which the cloud may never be removed. 
The rejected cases have bee~ so dealt with, because the public received no equiva-
lent that could be shown. It is true that officers issuing them make general averments 
that the proceeds of the vouchers were applied to the public service, but they present 
no account of disbursements and do not make their case. 
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The appropriation asked for last winter, viz, $513,343, for the extinguishment of 
these claims, it is believed, will be needed, and will probably be sufficient to pay the 
awards made on all the claims reported upon, as well as those yet to come in, and such 
claims on the suspended list as may hereafter be relieved of the causes of suspension. 
In various cases the undersigned has refrained from deciding as to who is the" per-
son entitled to relief;" that is, the legal owner of the voucher or account concerned. 
Certain claims are of contested ownership, some involving issues of law and fact of 
such importance as that the rights of parties can only be safely determined by legal 
experts or by the courts. In such cases and in all cases where are doubts as to owner-
ship, the awards have bAen made payable to the "legal owner." 
Many of the claimants complain of the pecuniary hardships to which they have 
been subjected by being kept out of their money for so many years. They appeal 
for the allowance of a reasonable rate of interest. Their prayer is respectfully com-
mended to the consideration of the competent authority. 
Total amount of claims under the head of investigation given in the stat-
ute, as reported last winter ..•....••......•........................... $980, 313 11 
Number of vouchers and accounts...................................... 743 
Number of vouchers and accounts examined and now reported on....... 604 
Amount ()f these vouchers and accounts ..•............................. $939,239 71 
Amount of awards ....................••..................•........... $456,504 21 
Number of vouchers rejected...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Amount of vouchers rejected ...• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $62, ~{31 49 
Number of vouchers suspended........................................ :34 
Amount of vouchers suspended ........................... ··---·-~·--··. $56,172 01 
Amount of partially suspended vouchers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $41, 947 91 
N urn ber of vouchers not reported upon for want of information ... _.. . . . . 139 
Amount of such vouchers outstanding ............................. < ~... $50, 868 25 
NOTE.-This is drawn from retained memoranda not entirely reliable. 
The addition of a duplicated claim ($1,291.25) to the total amount of vouchers exam-
ined, and probable errors in the list of vouchers not heard from, which cannot be cor-
rected until the claims come in and the accounts are stated, increase apparently the 
amount of all these claims, examined and unexamined, by the sum of $9,784.85 over 
and above the total amount reported last winter. The errors are, however, of noma-
terial consequence now, and will, of course, disappear on the exhibHion of the vouch-
ers or stated accounts. 
INSPECTOR GENERAL's OFFICE, 
JAS . .A. HARDIE, 
Inspecto1· General. 
MilitaTy Division of Missouri, Chicago, Illinois, Mm·ch 11, 1872. 
No.1. 
Correspondence between Inspector General Hardie and the Secretary of \Var, relative 
to the destruction by fire, October 9, 1871, of important matter pertaining to the 
Montana Indian war-claims of 1867, and to the course to be pursued in framing a 
new list of awards: 
1. Telegram reporting the loss by the fire. 
2. Instructions of the Secretary of War thereupon. 
3. Advertisement calling for re-statement of claims. 
4. Letter to the Secretary of vVar, reporting the loss in detail, and proposing basis for 
new list of awards. 
1. 
[Telegram.J 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
INSPECTOR GENERAL's OFFICE, 
Chicago, Illinois, October 17, 1871. 
Hon. W. W. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of Wa1·, Washington, D. C.: 
Upon openiug my safe to-day, I found the contents to have been entirely destroyed. 
There is, therefore, lost all the evidence collected in the Montana claim business, 
together with my list of awards, which ·was completed, my report merely awaiting 
for testimony in regard to suspended claims. 
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Some memoranda that I have, but which are quite mea.ger, together with a partial 
report in the w·ar Department, will enable me, I hope, aided by my memory and what 
I may be able to obtain from claimants in the way of renewed evidence, to make 
another report, but by no means at as early a period as the assembling of Congress. 
I can finish one by, say, the 1st of March. I have not concluded, exactly, how to pro-
ceed, however, and must consult you, say about November 1st. At the present time 
my labors in connection with the relief question here are so absorbing as to prevent 
me from doing anything else. 
2. 
JAMES A. HARDIE, 
Inspector General. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington GUy, Octobm· 23, 1871. 
DEAR SIR : I am sorry to learn from your dispatch of the 18th instant that the pa-
pers relative to the Montana claims have been destroyed by the late fire, and I would 
be gratified if, by means of surviving papers and well-sifted evidence, you shall be 
able to make another report which would not involve injustice to claimants or damage 
to the Government. For this purpose I authorize you to delay your report until March 
1st, and also direct that you proceed to Washington, as soon as your duties will per-
mit, to consult with me upon this matter. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Gen. JAMES A. HARDIE . 
. Chicago, Illinois. 
• 
3. 
WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of War. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, October 30, 1871. 
All persons holding or claiming to own vouchers pertaining to the Montana Indian 
war-claims of 1867, or claiming awards to be found clue thereon, are requested to 
send forward copies of such vouchers, or statements of their claims in detail, with 
affidavits as to the fact of ownership, to Inspector General James A. Hardie, United 
States Army, Chicago, Illinois. 
Notwithstanding the destruction of the list of awards, nearly completed, and of 
important evidence pertaining to the claims, sufficient data exists upon which to frame 
a new list of awards without injurious delay. 
By order of the Secretary of War. 
4. 
To the honorable the Secretary of War: 
JOHN POTTS, 
Chief Clm·k, Wm· Department. 
WASHINGTON, November 10, 1871. 
SIR: In the great fire of the 9th ultmo, at Chicago, the returns and accounts of the 
officials of the Territory of Montana, charged with the supply department of the ex-
pedition of 1867, to repel Indians incursions in that Territory, which I had collected, 
were destroyed. Together with these, were also destroyed all the territorial records 
in my possession, embracing correspondence, both by telegraph and otherwise; reports, 
&c., pertaining to the origin and raising of the militia force in question. In addition 
were also destroyed all the papers filed by claimants, with the exception of those of a 
single case and part of another, together with all the manuscript memoranda prepared 
by myself, embracing copious notes of testimony taken in Montana and at Chicago; 
valuable memoranda regarding prices, &c., collected from books of merchants, and 
from current newspaper reports of the day, and from other sources. 
Much of the matter destroyed pertained to the general subject of these claims, their 
nature, their authenticity, the manner in which they originated, and the mode of 
transacting business of the territorial officials. This matter was the basis of a general 
report to Congress, made laRt session, and is not now of material consequence to the 
remaining work. Should it be found desirable at any future time to replace this ma-
terial, so far as the correspondence is concerned, the more important parts of it can 
perhaps be supplied from the files of the War Department, aud the Headquarters of 
the Army, and the Telegraph Office. 
There remains to be prepared, in order to comply fully with the requirements of the 
• 
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statute, a list setti11g forth the names of the parties furnishing supplies or rencler-
mg services, the amounts to which they are equitably entitled, together with the 
grounds upon which the awards are based_ In the preparation of this list, considerable 
progress had been made, and its completion was onlr awaiting the receipt of evidence or 
information touching some suspended claims or on certain doubtful points. It was 
destroyed, however, by the fire, and this work now remains to be gone over. 
In a great majority of the cases the original vonchm·8 pertaining to these claims, after 
being inspected by me, were returned to the claimants, verified copies being retained. 
Thus, claimants hold, in the main, important testimony as to their cases, siuce the pre-
cise value of the statements of the vouchers (having been ascert~tined upon thorough 
investigation on the spot by personal examination of witnesses, or through affidavits 
furnished by the parties, or from other sources) is now definitely known. In certain 
cases parties will be able to replace, without great delay, evidence heretofore fnrnished. 
There are also other papers saved, a list of the claims, aud retained memoranda of 
many awards, together with a complete schedule of the ruling prices, (of the period 
when these daims took rise,) of most commodities, &c., which had been compiled from 
copious data heretofore collected. Thus, it will be observed, materials exist, which, 
with the knowledge of the subject quite detailed, acquired by me in the course of this 
laborious investigation, will enable me to fra,rne, at no distant day, depending upon 
the diligence with which claimants proceed in the premises, a new report of 
awards, which it is believed will be as reliable, and, I trust, as satisfactory to Congress 
as the one los.t, even if it were accompanied with the pa.pers reported destroyed. 
Claimants have already been notified, through .extensive advertisement, to forward 
<lopies of vouchers, or statements of their claims, supported by affidavits sustaining 
the material points of each case. When these shall be received, it is proposed to ex-
amine each case, indorse upon the certified copy of the vouchers a brief~ pertinent 
statement as to whether the property claimed to have been delivered was so delivered 
<Jr not, or whether in whole or in part, and wheth~ the services were rendered, putting 
down the price found equitable and the amount of award due. This in the case of 
admitted or partially admitted vouchers or claims. 
The cases suspended for further testimony are not in any worse condition than they 
were bef-ore, ancl so with the reject~d claims. Upon each copy furnished of vouchers 
in the last-named cases, a brief statement of the merits of the case can be indorsed. 
It is als-o proposed to furnish a tabulated statement, setting forth the names of the 
original holders of vouchers, detailed items of property and services for which charges 
have been made, the amounts of the various vouchers issued, the names of the present 
holders or owners, the fact whether the deliveries claimed to have been made, or the 
services rendered, is sustained or not, in full or in part, by the investigation, the prices 
found equitable, and the awards justly due on each voucher, and the name of the 
person, in all clear cases, to whom the award should be made, as in the report already 
mentioned as destroyed by fire. There are more than a few cases in which the ques-
tion of ownership is so complicated as to indicate a reference either to the courts or to 
the accoumting officers of the Treasury for solution. In such cases, the award can be 
made, if any be found due, to the" owner" of the described voucher, "upon making 
his case before the proper authority." 
It is not believed that it will be necessary to go though the long and laborious 
task of replacing all the lost material; indeed, much of it can never be replaced. 
In fact, a large portion of tlte material which bad been collected had already 
performed its work by fitting me for the task of report.ing upon these claims 
and wouldonly,hadit survived, in all probability have incumbered thepigeon-holesofthe 
Department. The loss of the hi!'!torical portion is regretted on account of its interest to the 
people of tbe Territory of Montana; but, then, all the material portion of this matter 
exists in newspapers or individual corresp-ondence, and may be replaced. The loss of 
b-ooks, papers, and returns of the officials, so far as they relate to the question of sup-
plies, is of no serious eonsequence, enabled as I am (as shown above) to set forth all 
the liabilities fairly involved in the premises. Consiclerable testimony, in cases of in-
dividual claimants, can be replaced, but much has been destroyed and can never be 
renewed; but as I have been enabled already to pronounce upon most of the claims 
through information gained from this testimony, as well as from a variety of other 
sources, it is doomed unnecessary to put claimants to long and tedions delays, or throw 
them out altogether, by requiring them to replace the matter lost. In such cases I pro-
pose t-o report in brief the result of my official investigation as based upon testimony 
adduced, but. lost. 
In the matter of the vouchers destroyed, the claims can all be restated. Some of 
the destroyed vouchers were only lost in single, t.be duplicate being retained. I know 
those destroyed in duplicate, and my official statement of them being burned will 
remedy the defect of tlleir non-production. 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES A. HARDIE, 
Inspector General. 
Approved by the Secretary of War and the Second Comptroller. 
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No. 2.-REPORT OF JANUARY 30, 1871. 
Letter ft·orn the Secreta1·y of rVar, transmitting a 1·eport 1tpon the Montana Indian war-
claim8 of 1867. Feb1·uary 4, 1871. Refer·red to the Com1nittee on Militw·y Affairs and 
m·de1'ed to be printed. 
"'WAR DEPARTl\mNT, February 4, 1871. 
The Secretary of War bas the honor to submit to the House of Representatives the 
accompanying report of Inspector General James A. Hardie, United States Army, upon 
the Montana Indian war-claims of 1867, an investigation into the said claims having 
been undertaken by the War Department, in obedience to the requirements of section 10 
of the act of Congress of J nly 15, 1870. It will be seen upon reference to the report 
that the claims amount to $980,313.11, but that the searching inquiry pursued by the 
officer charged with their investigation has induced him to report to the Department 
that an appropriation of $513,343 will discharge, upon just and equitable terms, all the 
obligations which the United States, by the act above cited, have been pleased to as-
sume. Upon careful consideration, the views of the investigating officer are sustained 
by the Secretary of War. 
The investigation into the general subject of these claims being now concluded, and 
the result reported, an examination is now progressing with a view to ascertain what 
persons are equitably entitled to relief and what particular sums should be paid to the 
various claimants, and though some delay \Vill necessarily attend upon this branch of 
the investigation, a report will in due time be prepared and submitted to Congress, or 
to the executive authorities empowered to settle the claims, as circumstances may then 
require. Meantime it is believed that the report now presented contains all the in-
formation necessary to an ascertainment of the amount to be appropriateu in liquida-
tion of the expenses incurred by the Territory of Montana in calling out its militia 
forces in the year 1tl67. 
WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of TV w·. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURt, 
INSPECTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Chicago, Jamta1"Y 30, 1871. 
SIR: In the month of September last I received at my station in this city the follow-
ing order from the \Var Department: 
wAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., August 31, U370. 
SIR : I am directed by the Secretary of War to inclose herewith certain papers relat-
ing to the claims of sundry persons against the United States on account of supplies 
alleged to have been furnished to the volunteer forces called into service by the terri-
torial authorities of Montana, for the suppression of Indian hostilities, in the year 1867, 
and to invite your attention to the tenth section of an act of Congress making appro-
priations for sundry civil expenses of the Govemment, and for other purposes, ap-
proved July 1G, 1870, and published in General Orders No. 108, current series, from this 
office. 
It is the desire of the Department that the inspector general serving at the head-
quarters of the Military Division of the Missouri be instructed to proceed to Helena, 
and such other points in Montana Territory, or elsewhere, as may be necessary, for the 
purpose of examining into all 'claims for arms and supplies furnished, or alleged to 
have been furnished, to or for the volunteer troops or territorial militia of Montana in 
the year 1867, when called into service by the officers of the Territory. The officer 
thus selected for the duty referred to will be directed to make a full report of his 
investigation to this office as soon as practicable, setting forth particularly the names 
of all parties equitably entitled to compensation and the amounts justly due in each 
case, taking into consideration the quantity and quality of the supplies actually fur-
nished and the prevailing scale of prices for such articles at the time they were 
fnruished. He will also be required to report what disposition was made of the prop-
crt_\~ purchased and received by the militn,ry officers of the Territory, and to furnish 
such other information as may aid the Department to a full understanding of the facts 
and merits concerned. 
It is to be observed that no provision is made by the law cited for an ascertainment 
or allowance of any claims for personal servi.ce. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Adjutant General. 
COMMANDING GENERAL MILITARY DIVISION Ol!' THE MISSOUHI, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, Illinois, Septembm· 23, 1870. 
Official copy respectfully furnished Colonel James A. Hardie, inspector general Mili-
tary Division of the Missouri, by command of General Sheridan. 
GEORGE L. HARTSUFF, 
Assistant Adjutant Genm·al. 
Accompanying these instructions were copies of an act of Congress of July 15, 1870, 
directing an investigation into the subject-matter of this report, and of a report of 
the Senate Committee on Territories, dated on the 9th day of February last. The text 
of these papers is as follows: 
[Punuc, No. 183.] 
Act making appropTiations fol' sMndry civil expenses of the Govm·nment, and for othm· pur-
poses. 
[Extract.] 
* * * * * 
SECTION 10. That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and required 
to ascertain, or cause to be ascertained, the amount or expense necessarily incurred 
by the territorial authorities of Montana for arms and supplies of the volunteer forces 
called out to suppress Indian hostilities in the Territory of Montana in the year 1867, 
and to report to Congress at the next session the names of persons entitled to relief, 
together with a statement of the facts and sums upon which such report may be based. 
Approved July 15, 1870. 
Report of the Committee on Territories of the Senate, February 9, 1870. 
The Committee on Territories, having; had under consideration the bill to provide for 
"the settlement and payment of expenses incurred by the territorial authorities of 
Montana, for troops during the year 1867," submit the following report: 
It appears from the papers and the evidence of Colonel Lewis taken in this case, 
that in May, 1867, the authorities and people of Montana generally became greatly 
alarmed from au apprehension that they were about to be attacked by hostile Indians. 
General Sherman, in his reply to a call from the War Department for information 
upon the subject of this claim, says t,hat the governor and civil authorities of Mon-
tana became stampeded, and made such reports that Major Lewis was sent there by 
General Augur to inquire into the condition of affairs generally, and to judge of the 
necessity for troops either to be sent there or mustered in as volunteers for a limited 
period. 
Arriving in Montana, he found that Acting Governor Meagher had already issued his 
proclamation ordering out troops, and was then organizing and sending them into the 
field, and had entered into contracts for supplies. 
The testimony in the case seems to disclose the fact that the civil authorities, nuder 
the inspiration of a sort of panic, acted hastily an(l injudiciously. The only ground 
for the panic proves to have been the killing by the Indians of a man named Bozeman, 
and wounding another, some one hundred and sixty miles from the principal settle-
ments. Speaking of this affair, General Sherman, in his annual report for October 1, 
1867, says. 
"The Secretary authorized me. under advice of extreme caution, to call out volun-
teers for the emergency if the Regular troops were inadequate. Under elate of May 
14, 1867, I telegraphed to Acting Governor Meagher that re-enforcements were coming 
as fast as possible, but if the danger was as great as he had represented, to' call out in 
your interest the people and clear the way;' adding, 'there is no law authorizing the 
enrolling of troops in a Territory subject to the governor; but yon should meet the 
emergency without a formal organization and muster in to service of the United States, 
confining yourself to self-protection.' Governor Meagher had already called out vol-
unteers, and subsequently askecl me for arms and equipments, and to be musterecl in. 
This I emphatically refused in a dispatch of the 9th of May, lmt instructed General 
Augur to onler from his nearest post, viz, Salt Lake City, a discreet officer, to go to 
Virginia City, Montana, and to judge of the necessity of a can for volunteers. Gen-
eral Augur dispatched that most judicious officer, Major and Brevet Lieutenant Colonel 
William H. Lewis, Thirty-sixth Infantry, who reached Virginia City about May 19, 
1867, and, after remaining thore a mon~h, confirmed me in the belief that Gallatin 
Valley had not been invaded by hostile Indians at all; but that the murder of a l\1r. 
Bozeman, more than sixty miles beyond Gallatin, in the direction of Fort C. F. Smith, 
was the only real act of hostility that he could hear of that had been committed in 
that quarter. I then recalled Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Lewis, and left the whole 
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matter to General Terry, in whose department ::\'Iontaua, was, and who was then known 
to be en 1·oute for that Territory. For the further consideration of this matter, I refer 
to General Terry's report herewith, and only allude to it here to show that the United 
States are not in any measure responsible for the call for volunteers in Montana, which 
Acting Governor Meagher made, in spite of the decision to the contrary by the right-
ful Department of Government; and because I also learn that since the arrival there 
of Governor Green Clay Smith, he also has retained in service these volunteers, and has 
also brought about a conflict with the Crows and other Indians outside of the settled 
limits of the Territory, when be knew that the Government desired very much to 
retain peaceful relations between them." 
On being informed of the supposed imminency of Indian hostilities in Montana Ter-
ritory, General Sherman, then at St. Louis, sent to General Augur, then stationed at 
Omaha, the following telegraphic dispatch : 
"SAINT LOUIS, MISSOUtn, May 24, 1867. 
"Colonel W. H. LEWIS, Vil'ginia City, Montana Ten·itory: 
"Muster in a battalion of eight hundred men at once, at the cost of the United 
States, for three months. Equip them as best you can till the arms en route reach 
Fort Benton. Move quickly to the threatened point, when the danger will either 
disappear or be removed. Let the men furnish their own horses and arms at forty 
cents per day, and be rat.ionccl by contract. When the service is rendered, I will order 
payment by the regular paymaster. 
"W. T. SHERMAN, 
"Lietttenant Genm·al, Commm1ding." 
It is plain that this telegraphic order, although positive in its terms, was merely in-
tended as provisional, and not to be carried out unless the officer charged with its exe-
cution should be of opinion that there was an emergency requiring its execution. 
General Augur, it seems, placed it in the hands of Colonel Lewis, whom he dispatched 
to Virginia City, with such instructions as are above set forth in General Sherman's 
annual report, which required him, before raising troops, to satisfy himself of the actual 
danger of Indian hostilities. 
In his note to the Adjutant General, of November 14, 1Flti7, General Sherman says: 
"I have the honor to admowledge the receipt of the communication of A. Sands, 
dated New York, October 28, 1H67, asking whether the United States Government re-
cognizes commissary and quartermaster's vouchers, for supplies obtained for the Mon-
tana Territory militia, referred by you for report, and to state in reply that the troops 
mustered into service in Montana by Acting Governor Meagher were not iu the service 
of the United States. 
''He had no aut>lwrity from me, but such authority was emphatically withheld. 
These so-called troops were never mustered into the service of the United States, and 
no department of the Government is liable for the debts created, or the vouchers 
issued. The subject is covered in my annual report of the 1st of October. 
"I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
"W. T. SHERMAN, 
"Lieutenant General, Contmanding." 
Colonel Lewis testified before the committee as follows: 
"I was directed by Gf'neral Augur, in command of the Department of the Platte un-
der General Sherman, to proceed to Montana and inquire into the condition of affairs 
there, and in case of necessity to muster in volunteers. In pursuance of these orders 
I proceeded to Montana Territory. 
"Question. There is among the papers of this case a telegram purporting to lJe a dis-
patch sent to you by General Sherman, un<ler elate of May 24, 1867. I ask you to look 
at that dispatch and say if you recognize it as a copy of a dispatch received by you 
from General Sherman; an<l if so, state, if anything, what you did subsequently to the 
receipt of that dispatch. 
· "Answm·. I received a dispatch of that purport elated May 24, as well as I recollect, 
authorizing me to raise a batallion of eight hundred volunteers, if necessary; to fur-
nish tbemselYcs with horses and arms at a cost to the Government of forty cents a 
day. I replied to the dispatch that I could not raise men on those terms ; that they 
would not consent to furnish horses and arms at forty cents a day. 
" Question. State whether you made any report to General Sherman or General Augur 
in which you indicated the necessity for the presence of troops there. 
"Answe1', I did. I reported that I believed troops should be mustered in, and it was 
my intention to muster in a battalion of not to exceed four hundred men. That re-
port was based upon the fact th~1t I bad received information, before I reached there, 
that an Indian campaign was to take place by troops going north from Platte River. 
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I believed they would force the Indians into Gallatin Valley, and that troops would 
be necessary to protect the settlers in that valley. The event proved that no such raid 
was made. I had information, however, that such a raid was to be made, and believ-
ing the effect would be as I stated, I reported that troops would be necessary. 
"Question. Where did you receive the dispatch of General Sherman referred to~ 
"Answe9·. At Virginia City, and I answered it from that point. Several dispatches 
passed between General Sherman, General Augur, and myself. I recommended that in 
case no volunteers were accepted, the regular forces which were then at the mouth of 
Judith River, on the Missouri, should be moved up into Gallatin Valley. General 
Sherman replied that the troops I referred to could not be Rpared at that time; that 
they were wanted to protect the river road, but that I might communicate with Major 
Clinton, in command of the troops named, and if, in his opinion, any portion of them 
could be spared, he had authority to forward them. I wrote to Major Clinton to that 
effect. I did not receive any answer to my communication while I was at Virginia 
, City. I subsequently got the answer, after I reached Salt Lake•City, stating that he 
could not spare any troops. Finally, I receive<l a telegram from General Sherman 
asking me what depredations actually had been committed. I could not learn, at that 
time, that more than one murder had been committed. I learned that a man by the 
name of Bozeman, who, with another man, was coming from Fort C. F. Smith to Gal-
latin Valley, was attacked by the Indians; Bozeman was killed and the other man 
·wounded. General Sherman then replied that if there were no other actual (1epreda-
tions, he did not think it was necessary to send troops, and as that was the only mur-
der I knew having been committed at that time, and the only depredation I was 
aware of the Indians having commi.tted there, I returned to my post and did not mus-
ter in any troops. 
"Question. State whether your failure to muster in troops was not in consequence of 
the dispatch received by you from General Sherman~ · 
"Alnswer. Yes; I should have mustered iu a battalion of not to exceed four hundred 
men but for that dispatch. As before stated, I believed there was to be an Indian 
compaign which would drive the Indians out of the Platte Valley, aud tllat they would 
overrun Gallatin Valley, rendering a force there necessary for the protection of the 
settlers. 
"Qtwstion. Did you have any conference vdth the territorial authorities as to what 
yon had done ? 
"Answer. I did; I communicated to Governor Meagher what was done; before I ar-
rived there Governor Meagher had called ont troops and sent them to the mountain 
passes toward the Yellowstone. 
" Question. At the time you left Montana and returned to Salt Lake City, did you 
communicate to the territorial authorities any disapproval of wlutt tlley had done~ 
"Answel'. I was not called upon to approve or disapprove anything they had done. 
I had nothing to do with the territorial authorities, or what they had done." 
It appears, then, that none of the troops in question were ever mustered into the 
service of the United States, and that in reality there was no necessity whatever for 
calling them out. A Ringle homicide had been committed, or is supposed to have been 
committed, by the Indians upon a man by the name of Bozeman, whose companion 
was also wounded by them. Whether these persons gave any provocation for their 
violence seems entirely unknown; there is no proof whatever before the committee 
of any of the surrounding circumstances. Nor does it appear that t.hegovcrnor of Mon-
tana, or any of its constituted authorities, made any inquiry into the circumstances of 
this alleged mnrLler, or any effort to ascertain how far the Indian tribe to which the 
suspected murderer or murderers belonged sympathized in the act, or whether they 
were preparing for war, or were intending any further violence. For aught we know, 
or for aught they seemed to have known, the homicide may have been the result of 
provocation or insult on the part of Bozeman or his companion, or some sudden excite-
ment which often, in more civilized regions, leads to such sad results. 
And your committee submit that, without evidence of the reality and magnitude of 
the danger, (evidence satisfactory to men of ordinary prudence or self-command,) it 
would be setting an unsafe precedent in regard to territorial governments to recognize 
the liability of the United States for such military services. Doubtless the Govern-
ment is, as a general rule, bound to protect the people of a Territory from Indian hos-
tilities. But in the present case. there were none worthy of the name, and no reason-
able occasion for calling out the militia of Montana. The constituted authorities were 
bound to make a careful inquiry as i.o the necessity of so important a step. It might 
easily have led to an extensive and costly Indian war, involving the loss of thousands 
of lives and millions of treasure. Instead of performing this obvious duty, they seem: 
in the language of General Sherman, to have been "stampeded "-frightened out of 
their propriety-when by a moment of self-possessed and calm inquiry, that could 
have harmed no one, the panic would have been quieted, and the occasion for troops 
would have vanished from their imagination. 
The committee do not refer to the services of the men called out by the territorial 
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authorities, but only to the expense of arms . and supplies. 'l'hese seem to have been 
furnished by persons in good faith, and without lmowledge of the want of authority 
to call out the militia, and the committee recommend compensation for them. 
They think it wonld not be doing exact equity to such persons to withhold from them 
a reasonable indemnity for property thus furnished under what they undoulltedly pre-
sumed to be competent authority. 
They therefore herewith present a bill for that purpose. 
* * * * 
With these instructions were copies of the correspondence between the Secretary of 
War, Lieutenant General Sherman, and the territorial authorities referred to in the 
Senate report, and other papers, being chiefly letters of inquiry from claimants or 
holders of vouchers seeking payment of the claims, and reiterated reports from vari-
ous Bureaus of the War Department disclaiming any knowledge of Government re-
sponsibility for the indebtedness incurred by the territorial authorities, and alleging 
the absence of authority or means to settle the claims, if any such responsibility • 
existed. There we1·e also sundry reports of interest from military officers on the spot 
relating to these transactions. Vouchers only to a trifling amount, however, were 
among these papers, claimants generally having reta.ined them. 
Upon due examination and consideration of the instructions, the law, and the con-
gressional report referre<l to, and upou ]earning that the probably material pa11ers on 
which the congressional action taken was grounded could nQt be obtained till the as-
sembling of Congress, I determined to proceed to Montana and there pursue the in-
vestigation intrusted to me by the vVar Department. 
It is, perhaps, proper to state here that I from the first assumed that the ques-
tions of the necessit.y of calling out the troops, and of the authority for so doing, \Vere 
not within the scope of my iuquiry, and any information on those points gained or 
furnished by me is but incidental and illustrative of the main questions herein dis-
cussed, especially the question of reco~nizing as strict,Iy valid certain contracts which 
it has been alleged are entitled to settlement according to the law of contracts, rather 
than upon the equitable lJasiR adopted for the ordinary class of claims. 
I would also state that I did not regard my instructions, or the law and the congres-
sional report, as designeil to exclude, under the restrictive terms" personal services '1 
and "supplies/' those claims arising ont of the services rendered by civilians employed 
to perform the necessary and usual duties and lauors of tiw suppTy branches of the 
army. These claims, using the term supplies in its broader sense, are believed to fall 
within tbe purview of the law, and, in any event, whateYer arguments may be 
advancecl in favor of tho other claims are as fully applicable to this class. The team-
sters, b1acksllliths, and laborers employed by the territorial quartermasters and com-
missaries, had as much reason for believing in the ample anthority of those officers to 
employ them iu the national service as the parties who accepte<l the vouchers of those 
officers for forage and provisions Stlpplied to the militia force. But whether or not this 
view of the case shaH be sustained by higher authority, there could be no <loubt of 
. the propriety of receiving such claims and examining into their merits, upon the 
express understanding that sucl1 action did not commit the Government to their recog-
nition an<l payment, as such a course might save the trouble and expenses of a future 
separate inquiry. 
Arri\'ing in Montana, I spent several weeks at different points making personal 
inquiry, frequently upon oath, into the general circumstances attendant upon the sup-
plying of the troops ca11ed out; the manner in which tlw supplies were obtained; 
what resources and credit were at the command of the Territory to equip and maintain 
the troops by the purcbase of the needed supplies; what amount of available supplies 
were on hand at the centers of trade to meet tho sudden dem::tnd; wh::tt the current 
market rates were for such articles as were purchased, and what advance in prices to 
private pnrcbasers took place as the result of the purchases on account of the militia; 
what constituted a fair difference between current cash rates and those based UlJOn the 
contingency of payment by vouchers that could not be immediately converted into 
money without deduction; what the business character, extent of trade and furnishing 
capacity in capital, stock, and control of goods was, with respect to the various parties 
claiming to have fumishecl supplies; what quantities and qualities of supplies were 
actually furnished, as distinct from the quantities and prices exhibited in the vouchers 
and accounts; what amounts were actua.Uy issued to the troops, or used in good faith 
for public military purposes; what disposition was made of any not issued or used; 
what remained to be tnrned over to the Unittld States upon assumption of the indebt-
edness by them; what kind and degree of responsibility was maintained by and 
between the territorial officers charged with the organization and maintenance of the 
troops in regard to pnrchasiug, keeping, issuing, and supervising till final use or con-
sumption, the supplies collected; and what particular persons had furnished supplies, 
and what amounts had been actually delivered by them to the territorial officers. 
Inquiry was likewise made into the organization of the staff departments and the 
militia force, and into the strength of the latter~ taking the average for the whole 
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period of service, as well as the distance of the separate detachments from each other 
and from their bases of supply. 
The foregoing information was partially obtained in Montana, Colorado, and Kan-
sas, and partially here in Chicago, whence, with the approval of the War Depart-
ment, I published the following notice in the leading journals throughout the coun-
try: 
"HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOUIU, 
,, INSPECTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
"Chicago, Ill., November 10, 1870. 
"SIR: The examination of the Montana Indian war-claims of 1867, under the pro-
visions of a recent act of Congress, is now in progress at my office in this city. All 
parties interested in the same, who have not already appeared, are desired to present 
their claims or vouchers, with such proof in their support as they may have to submit, 
· either in person or by attorney, without delay. 
"JAMES A. HARDIE, 
"Inspector General United States Army." 
The desired information, so far as I have obtained it, has been gleaned from sworn 
examinat,ions and oral and written statements of the then staff officers who organized 
and supplied the troops, ot rather such of them as I have succeeded in finding, or as 
have answered my summons; from civilians employed in the supply departments, or 
who had clone work for those departments; from persons alleged to have furnished 
supplies, their business associates and employes; from other business men of good re-
pute; from residents of Helena, Virginia City, and other points wltere troops were 
raised or stationed, supplies purchased or issued, or services rendered; from account 
and memorandum books kept by territorial officers, and such accounts, returns, and 
reports as were found, all of which are in my possession; from the books and papers 
of the claimants and other dealers ; and from the newspaper prices current, as pub-
lished at the time. 
My investigation has been long, patient, and thorough, and I am thus particular in 
setting forth minutely, as just done, the extent of my inquiries and the source of my 
information, in the ho_pe of inspiring both the Department and the claimants with the 
·belief that public and private interests have been impartially and fully regarded, and 
that the conclusions reached and the statements made are as just and reliable as is 
now practicable. 
As the investigation progressed, I became convinced that the better course to pursue, 
with regard to the expected report, wo.uld be, first to ascertain, by a careful yet not 
exhaustive examination of each claim, what amount would be sufficient to pay all that 
could be proved, at fair rates, and report that sum in gross, accompanied by such a 
statement of facts as would show, irrespective of the parties furnishing them, what 
quantities and kinds of supplies were furnished; what would be a fair priee, consider-
ing all special circumstances, for the average article of each kind of importance; what 
became ofthe property; what excessive issues were made to the troops, and how far 
they should be admitted; and other facts pertinent to the subject. It appeared to me 
that this would embrnce all the material information required as a basis for an appro-
priation to settle the daims, and that afterit was laid before Congress, I could, pending 
its consideration of the general report, proceed with more leisure (necessary,· but not 
heretofore attainable) to examine into each claim, increasing or decreasiug, per hap , to 
some extent, my first determination of the quantities furnished, and allowing or rather 
advising the allowance of higher or lower prices than the general average, acconling 
as the supplies furnished are shown to have been above or below the usual quality in 
particular instances, or according to the market standard of value at the time of pur-
chase. Such deliberate reconsideration is especially desirable in connection with the 
claims for horses, forage, subsistence, clothing, arms, horse-equipments, &c. Finding, 
upon inquiry, that my views were concurred in by the Department, I have proceeded 
to their execution. 
On the 24th of April, 1867, the acting governor, (Meagher,) yielding to the mainly 
genuine but not well-founded alarm of the settlers, called for six lnmdred volunteers 
for three months' service in the Gallatin Valley and on the Yellowstone River, and 
appointed sundry recruiting officers to enlist and command the troops, and various 
staff officers to organize and supply the force. From this time to the early part of 
July, it is not certainly known, with the want of regular muster-rolls for that period 
and from the unreliability of the ration returns, how many men were actually in the 
service, but it is calculated that there were not more than eighty men at the end of April. 
During May there were prooably 150, and from that time until the middle of July the 
number probably was about 250. During this period there were in service an average 
of fifty line and staff officers, among the upper grades of whom there was a dispropor-
tionate degree of rank. This number includes only those who performed the service. 
The acting governor's call of the 24th of April is addressed to the patriotic feelings of the 
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commumty, to arouse them to come to the reliefof their brethren in the Gallatin Val-
ley, seeing that the Federal authorities had not listened to their calls for help. Upon the 
spur of the moment volunteers came forward; but, as merchants and others, :finding 
little prospect of payment by the "Federal authorities, and knowing the Territory could 
not pay, were unwilling to furnish supplies in sufficient quantities, some who had en-
listed became discouraged and left, and recrniting was slack nuder the discouragement. 
During the month of May, and especially toward its close, the correspondence be-
tween the governor, the Lieutenant Ge::wral, and the War Department, officially 
described in the report of the Senate Committee on Territories, was assumed to exhibit 
the facts of the recognition on the part of the United States of the call for militia, and 
of an engagement to pay the necessary expenses incurred therefor. As the community 
became satisfied t.hat such was the case, those having supplies became less relnctant 
to sell. Some came forward and took large contracts, and others sold in considerable 
quantities to the purchasing departments, and recruiting became more brisk. About 
the middle of July, Governor Green Clay Smith arrived at .the capital, and thereupon 
reorganized the troops, giving them a regimental organization. At the end of July 
the numbers reported present and absent were 32 officers and 481 men ; aggregate, 51:~. 
As the term of service of these three months' volunteers was about expiring, the 
men manifested great anxiety to be re-enlisted for a period to embrace the coming 
autumn and winter. The settlers had recovered from their alarm and naturally en-
couraged the plan, and the governor, apparently convinced that the troubles threaten-
ing the settlement of the Territory by Indian inYasion had not been brought to a ter-
mination, issued a proclamation on the 31st of July, calling for the service of 800 men 
for six months from the 1st of August, and inviting the olcl force to re-enlist. They 
did so, and at the eml of August there were 32 officers and 409 men reported; an 
aggregate of 441. At the end of September there were 32 and 391 men; an aggregate 
of 423. 
For the supply of this force enlarged preparations became necessary. · 
The constant refusal of the department commander to recognize this military force 
and the necessity fori t.s existence: notwithstanding the appeals of the governor, :finally 
induced the latter to issue orders for its disbandment in the latter part of September. 
The property on the Yellowstone that could not be readily transported and that bad 
not been stolen or lost, was abandoned, and the companies were marched to Virginia 
City and Helena, and there mustered out early in October. 
Major Lewis, the regular officer sent by the military commander to Montana to 
inquire into the necessity for volunteers, and to muster them into the Uuitecl States 
service, if needed, made ·what seems to have been a .careful estimate of the cost of 
equipping and supporting a battalion of 400 troops for six months, aml placecl the 
amount at about $414,000; but his estimates were admittedly liberal, so as to insure 
the covering of all possible expenses, and the number of men contemplated by him 
were not in service for the time named. It would, I think, be a liberal estimate to pnt 
the number of men, redncecl to a six months' term, at 250, and $258,750 would be a full 
estimate of their expense, if the usual customs aml eeonomies of the Government service 
had been observed. But there were no United States officers empowered or present to 
&upervisc the organization and supplying of the troops, and the territorial militia offi-
cers, even if they hall the knowledge nnd experience, had not the customary incentive 
of national officers to keep down the expenses. It is but justice to the governor, how-
ever, to state tha.t by the issnance of suitable orders an1l instructions, similar to those 
proall11gatcd in the United States service, efforts were made to impress npon officers 
and men the propriety and necessity of an economical nse of the supplies, care for their 
preservation, and responsibility for the return in good order of the horses, arms, and 
property at the end. 
It is here :fitti .. ng to remark that I have not regarded the terms of the law which 
provide for an ascertainment of the expenses "necessarily incurred," as intended to 
exclnde from consideration and ultimate set.tlement claims for supplies that are not 
embraced in the Army Regulations, and that perhaps were not actually necessary. 
Such a procedure would not, iu my judgment, accord ,yith the spirit and iut.ent of the 
law, which, interpreted in part by the report of the Senate Committee on Territories, 
is clearly designed. to afford relief to all who furnished supplies in good faith. Rea-
soning from the analogies of the case, it was the duty of the territorial officers to 
decide upon what supplies were necessary, and to sec that no unnecessary expenses 
were incurred; and, were the present question one of fixing the responsibility or set-
tling the accounts of those officers, I should feel little hesitatatiou in applying the 
restrictive term of the law above quoted. But, as it is, it is believ-ed to be the duty of 
the examiner under the law to inquire into and recognize all claims where supplies 
were famished and services rendered in good faith, and in a belief that the purchasing 
officers had valid authority for their acts. Confidently expecting to be sustained by 
the Department in this position, I refra in from further remark upon it. 
A question here to be considered is the extent and relief to be afforded to certain 
parties who entered into contracts for the furnishing of supplies with the territorial 
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authorities, and who now set t.p their goou faith, the widely prevalent belief iu the 
authority of the officers v;rith wh om they contracted, and the legal obligation of con-
tracts, as reasons why they shonld be paid accordiug to the terms of their contracts, 
irrespective of any qu est,ion of fair market prices for the snpplies they deliYered. I 
have not been able to perceive that these elaimants are entitled to stand in any better 
position than those from whom supplies were bought in open market. The contract-
ing officers, it is certain, had no power to hill(} the United States in the manner alleged, 
nor is the National Government liable before the law, it is contended, for any expenses 
incurred in the calling ont of these troops. The Telief no"· to be extended is an act of 
grace on the paTt of the United States, a measure of equity only, and there seems to 
be no obligation to observe the letter oLthc law, when the spirit itself never existed. 
The reclamations of such contractors should be against the Territory of Montana, 
whose office1~s made the contracts. 
The machinery employed in the procurement and issue of supplies consisted of a 
quartermaster and commissary general at the capital of the Territory, a purchasing 
quartermaster and commissary at Helena, the commercial center, and a quartermaster 
and a commissary with the troops in the field, to issue supplies, and purchase such 
needed articles as were obtainable in the vicinity of the camps. Vouchers were at 
first issued both by the quartermaster general at Virginia City and his assistant at 
Helena, for their respective purchases, but subsequently, to simplify accounts and en-
force a better responsibility, the vouchers issued by the assistant were called in and 
replaced, as far as possible, by vouchers issued by the quartermaster general, who gave 
Teceipts to the assistant for the property, relieving him of responsibility, :.wd con-
centrat.ing it in himself. In ·a short time this quartermaster general was relieved of his 
commissary duties, and a separate commissary general appointed. Efforts were made to 
p1·eserve an appearance of conformity to the military regulations conr-erning property 
and accounts, and considerable clerical labor was employed in this behalf, yet the 
accounts and returns are both insufficient and unreliable, and, for reasons to become 
apparent, it is to be regretted that any knowledge of the Army Regulations was pos-
sessed by these officers, forit is probable that, had the case been otherwise, the accounts 
kept and vouchers issued, thongh informal, would have been much simpler ant.l far 
more trustworthy in the way of representing facts. 
The total amount of the claims under consideration is $980,313.11. Of the above, 
$777,781.1:~ was for purchases and expenses incurred by officers of the Quartermas-
ter's Department, and $202,531.98 for purchases and expenses of the subsistence de-
partment. This includes claims for recruiting, mounting, arming, equipping, subsist-
ing t.he troops, transporting supplies, rents, ancl other expenses incidental to organiz-
ing, setting in motion, maintaining, and disbanding a military force. Vouchers were 
issued for all but a few hundred dollars of these claims, and nearly all have been seen 
by myself. Of those not seen, some have been lost or destroyed by various casualties 
during the three years elapsing between their issue and this investigation; some have 
not been presented, through ignorauce of the ilwestigation, despite the pains taken to 
publish it all over the country, and some have been purposely withheld in expectation 
that the particular interests concerned in them would be carried along with those of 
the claimants who have gone to the trouble and expense of presenting their vouchers, 
or making their cases, without the necessity of exertion on their part. But as more or 
less have been from time to time received since the investigation commenced, there is 
a reasonable prospect that all in existence may yet come in. • 
There are various defects and irregularities in these vouchers which go to iuv~lidate 
their right to be regarcled as conclusive or even prima facie evidenc.e of the transactions 
they profess to represent. The prices of nearly all are exceptionable ; some set forth 
larger quantities of articles as sold than were r.ctually delivered. Others purport tore-
cord transactions that never took place at all; that is to say, no equivalent was ren-
deretl by the alleged creditor for the sum to be paid. The pretext will be stated fur-
ther ou. Some, again, attempt to create an indebtedness for articles or services 
recognized by the Army Regulations, which were not furnished in kind, other articles 
and kinds of services not· embraced in the regulations being the real objects supplied. 
Not all these irregularities are necessarily fraudulent or fatal; for, as at the time of 
the supposed emergency, the Territory was not prepared to furnish, either from 
public s-tores or private trading establishments, .the regular equipment or agencies 
of supply for a military force, the authorities were justified, if they had any justifi-
cation to equip and organize a force at all in equipping it with the best material, aud 
supporting it by the readiest means at hand, till better could be provided, so long as 
no more than the lowest prices obtainable were paid. A desire to facilitate collection 
of the amounts from the United States by presenting accounts, such as the military 
bureaus are accustomed to receive and pay, and thus avoid inquiry into the necessity 
for nnnsual articles, suggests itself as the only reason why a person furnishing meals 
to a party of recruits should receive in payment a voucher for forage or fresh beef not 
really furnished. The case becomes different when cash was raised on vouchers for 
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property never delivered, to re-imburse expenditures alleged to have been made, of 
which there is no account beyond a few fugitive receipts for inconsiderable amounts 
or when property of one denomination was paid for by a voucher for property of 
another; the former, though received, not being accounted for, and the latter accounted 
on the papers as being consumed in service, though never received. Sorne illustrations 
of t,hese transactions which have been revealed by this examination will appear further 
on. 
The following is a statement more in detail of the nature and value of the supplies 
and services charged : 
Fuel: 
Pine wood .. ___ .... _ ................................. . 
Bituminous coal. .................. __ ................. . 
Forage: 
Barley ............... ___ ..........................•... 
· Oats . ____ ............... _ ............................ . 







Books, blanks, paper, and advertisements ............. _ ............ . 
Office furniture ... _ .... __ ..............................•....... _ ...... . 
Means of transportation : 
I-Iorses ...... __ ........ - ............... -- .. - .. -. ----.- --
Mules .. ___ .. ____ ...... __ . _ .. ___ ... __ .... _ ....•.... _ .. . 
Wagons, harness , &c ................................. . 
Hire of teams and pack animals .. __ ............ _ .. _ .•.. 
Transportation of supplies (ordnance) and ferriage .....• 
Miscellaneous : 
170,790 50 




Tools, equipage, &c ................................•........ ...... 
Clothing . _ .... ___ •................................. _ ..... _ .....•.. 
Arms, ammunition, &c.: 
Arms . _ ... __ ..... _ ..................•. · .... - ..... -.- .. . 
Ammunition ............................ ·----· ....... . 





For magazine ................ _ .. ___ ........... __ ................. . 
Subsi!>tence stores .................................... ------·----· ...•.. 
Medical stores .. _ .................................. __ ... _ ............. . 
Rent of buildings for offices., warehouses, and quarters .............. _ .. . 
Hire of civil employes, clerks, teamsters, herders, wagon-masters, me-
chanics, &c .. ____ .... _ .... _ . _ ....... ___ ....... __ ... ___ ............. . 















2, 211 66 
Grand total. ....... _ .. _ ......... _ ... _ .. _ ............ _ ... _... . . . . 980, 313 11 
I now present an exhibit of the prices charged for the leading articles supplie<l, and 
contrast them with the current market rates for such articles as shown by the commer-
cial quotations of the leading journals of the day in Montana, and other data obtained 
from reliable sources. The circulating medium in the Territory was gold-dust,. the 
value of which differed according to its quality, but as an average valuation it may be 
stated that one dollar in gold-dust was worth from fifteen to twenty-five cents more 
than a legal-tender dollar. In the ensuing list the prices have been reduced to a green-
back standard : 
20 
Articles. 
Wood _____________ _ 
Hay ...... ·----·----
Oats .............. . 
Barley ... ___ .. _ . __ . 
Horses ............ . 
Mules ...... --·- ... . 
Flour ...... _ .. - ... . 
Beef.·----· ....... . 
Bacon ...... ____ ... . 
Sugar .... _ ...... _ .. 
Coffee ............. . 
Tea··----·----- ... . 
Clothing ... __ ..... . 
Arms.·----- ....... . 
Sadtlles and equip-
ment's ........ _ .. . 
Medicines .... ·-----
Hardware ....... _ .. 
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Prices charged. 
$16 to $20.------ ....... . 
$45 to $65 .............. . 
14t cents per pound ..... . 
14k cents per pou!J-d. _ . .. . . 
Average,$201. •.... - ·-----
$200 to $250 ............ . 
18 to 19 cents per pound .. 
28 to 30 cents per pound .. 
50 to HO cents per pound .. 
60 to 78 cents per pound .. 
80 cents per pomid ...... . 
$2 to $4.50 ..... _ ......... . 
Prices at which t.he purchases could 
have been made. 
$6.25 to $7.50 per cord. 
$30 to $35 per ton. 
8 to 11 cents per ponnd. 
8 to 11 cents per pound. 
5 General average of total, $80. 
{ (See special discussion.) 
40 per cent. less. 
10 to 12 cents per pound. 
20 to 22 cents per pounrl. 
27 to 35 cents per pound. 
32 to 35 cents per pound. 
37t to 44 cents per pound. 
5 Green, $2.50 to $2.81 per pound. 
i Black, $1.57t to $2.18 per pound. 
Overcharged from 25 to 40 per cent. 
Overcharged from 30 to 40 per cent. 
Overcharged from 30 to 40 per cent. 
Overcharged from 40 to 60 per cent. 
Overcharged from 30 to 40 per cent. 
The risk of lengthened delay in payments at a time when business was done on a cash 
basis, and the currency was gold, and when money was worth all the way np to 5 per 
cent. per month, is set up by merchants and others as sufficiently accounting for charges 
otherwise appearing extravagant. The distance of the Territory from its eastern 
sources of supplv, the long and expensive lines of water and land transportation at 
that period, the railroad not then being finished beyond the limits of Nebraska, the 
limited amount of certain commodities in the Territory, whence it would happen a 
sudden and large tlemaml. would swell rates out of all proportion to their ordinary 
current, are all set up as accounting for, and, to a, certain degree, not unfairly, the 
large prices set on almost everything furnished. 
Using the ample knowledge obtained by me dnring tllis investigation, concerning 
tbe circumstances, the transactions, and the parties, I am induced to venture the state-
ment that, after making snitaule yet reasonable deductions from the several claims, 
on account of fictitious vouchers where no property of any kind was delivered, overstatecl 
deliveries "ithont fraudulent eollusion between parti6s, suspected transactions which 
may fail of establishment to an extent justifying payment in full, and exorbitant 
charges, the snm of $513,343.10 will discharge all the equitable obligations that the 
United States has seen fit to assume, and an appropriation to that amount is recom-
mended, though possibly a somewhat smaller sum may suffice in the end to pay, at 
fair and reasouable rates, for all supplies whose delivery, in good faith, to the territo-
rial authOTities for t.he use of the troops, is reasonauly established. 
The vouchers issued by the territorial officers being reganled as Government certiti-
cates of indebtedness for accounts liquidated by them and not subject to revision, were 
circulated throughout the Territory at the time and since, and, in fact, most. of them 
have passed outside the Territory in settlement of various transactions and at various 
rates. Though tho assignment and transfer of these vouchers do not appear to be il-
legal, their non-recognition by the United States, and the repm1iation by the national 
authorities of the transactions they represent, deprive them of any valne as prima faci e 
evidence of any indebtedness of the GoYernment t@ their holders; and the question 
arose as to the statns of the original clairnant,s and the present holders of the Yonch-
ers, with regard to the distribution of the sums to be paid. For the present, I have 
recognized holders as claimants, with a view of reporting their interests in the vouch-
ers, so that the proper authorities may at the proper time pass npon their asserted 
right to receive upon the vouchers such sums as may be paid for the quantities deliv-
ered, or services rendered, at the equitable prices fixed by the examiner or other 
United States authorities. 
The h eavier items of expenditure are for means of transportation. (indnding horses 
for tlw troops, a.nd hire of teams, &c.,) forage, subsistence, clothiug, ordnance and 
ordnance stores, (including arms a.nd ammunition,) horse eqnipments, &c., and hire of 
employes. 
Means of transportation-lwrses.-The numuer of horses claimed to have been deliv-
ered was 848. These horses were used for mounting officers and men and civilian em-
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ployes. I a,m satisfied that nearly all of them were delivered. The evidence as to the 
value of this stock is conflicting. Undoubtedly the market price for horses was en-
hanced. b:r the prospect of a call for a considerable number of them ; but the testi-
mony collected discloses great variety in the quality of the stock and antagonistic 
estimates of its value. Some were good, well-broken .American half-breed horses, but 
of these the number was not large; the remainder were Inuian poni.es of various 
grades and value, many of them being wild, unbroken, and unshod. Indeed, the break-
ing of horses was the frequent cause of detention in mounting antl senuing forward 
recruits. 
Most of the stock was bought at from $200 to $225, at currency rates, to be paid for 
in vouchers; and, at the close of tile expedition, such as were left were appraised at 
$41 each to the men, and those that were sold did not bring $20 each, in gold. They 
were, of course, more or less worn down by ca.:mpaigning, and the market was then 
naturally depressed. As it is necessary that some Atandard of value be fixed, it has 
been determined to deduce one in the light of an the evidence and information ob-
tained on the subject. It is, then, desired to reach tile probable value of the average 
horse, of all tbe bauds and individual anima,ls purchased. It is left to individual 
claimants to prove the value of their particular stock in adjusting their claims. 
The United States Quartermaster's Department purchase<l horses in Montana., that 
same season, for $120 each, and, being a favored customer, got a higher grade of the 
same classes of horses alleged to have been furnished by claimants, that is, American 
haJf~breeds. This suggests the qnestio:J;l, whether, as there was no prospect of im-
mediate payment, the price allowed for the militia horses should not, at least, be 
equal to that paid by' the United States. But it is undeniable that the territorial 
horses were far inferior, the inspection not being rigid like that of the Government, 
and that all sorts of animals were received, some iudeed of insignifi.cant valne. The 
advertisement calling for the horses in fact indic:ttes a lower grade of animals than 
the United States would receive. Taking the horses fumished as fairly ranging in real 
value from $40 to $120,$80 becomes the sta.ndard price. Multiplying this amount by 
the number of horses furnished, we get the total sum which the United States should 
justly pay on this account. 
Hil'e of transpol'fation.-Ten four-mule teams, fifty-five six-mule teams, five two-mule 
teams, two four-horse teams, t\YO six-horse teams, and fifty pack-mules, it appears, 
were hired for various periods by the Quartermaster's Depa1'tment; the heavier teams 
continuously. This is an average of thirty-five six-mule teams and twenty pack-mules, 
in constant use for five months, in addition to ninety-seven mules, nine wagons, equiv-
alent to nine six-mule teams and forty-three· pack-mules, purchased for theuse of the 
expedition. 
In view of the fact t,lutt the number of officers and meu was hardly in excess of five 
bnndred at its highest limit, and that the nnmber of civilians to be suf)plied was 
under seventy, anu that the average for the whole period of service was not much over 
two hundred and fifty, some of whom were not at what was called the frout, the Yel-
lowstone, His difficult to avoid the conclusion that t,here was want of economy and of 
judgment in the employment for so continuous a length of time of so much of this 
class of material. 
It is, however, to he said that had the command to be supplied been considerably 
larger, no adflitional means of transportation would h:ive been required. The centers 
of supply, as we have seen, were Helena and Virginia City, distant from each other 
about one hundred and twenty miles. The principal settlement in the Gallatin Valley 
is the town of Bozeman, distant from Helena about one hundred miles, and from Vir-
ginia City about sixty miles. Bozeman was the point where the troops entered to pro-
Lect the Gallatin Valley. The troops were stationed latterly on the Yellowstone, 
abont thirty miles from Bozeman, to the east of the range of mountains, the passes 
through which to the Gallatin Valley they were ostensibly to defend. One company 
of troops was sent to the mouth of the Muscleshell, in Angust, a distance of over two 
hundred miles from Helena. A detachment was sent with supplies from the Gallatin 
Valley to Fort C. F. Smith, a distance of over two hundred miles. Small scattering parties 
were frequently sent out; detachments were constantly passing to and from the camp on 
the Yellowstone; bodies of recruits were raised in the Salmon River country, in Idaho, 
and in various places in the Territory of Montana. Between the various points stated 
mountain ranges, or spurs, had to be crossed, and heavy loads frequently could not be 
taken. On the Yellowstone a fort was constructed, and several log buildings erected, 
and a, stockade, requiring the use of considerable transportation in hauling logs. Thus 
there was much hauling and journeying of teams and stock; and so the denmnd for 
transportation service was considerably more than would at first appear necessary. 
The rates of pay charged are deemed too high for a continued engagement, 
and in the settlement with individuals must be reduced. The m e:-ms of trans-
portation furnished by contractors aml others were of a good character, and 
there is but little reason to doubt that nearly all the teaming charged for was 
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actually furnished. Of the amount charged under this head, $24, 725.76 is for 
transportation of the territorial quota of small- arms, artillery, and ammunition 
delivered to the Territory by the General Government, from Sun River, near Fort Benton, 
to the capital, a distance of so·mewhere near two hundred and twenty miles. As 
this ordnance property has been delivered within the limits of the Territory to a 
territorial agent, at the expense of the United States, it is hardly considered just that 
the United .States should be chargeable with after freight. ' Besides, the charge of 
sixteen cents per pound freight is extravagant . 
.F'orage.-Amount represented as having been purchased and delivered: 244,633 
pounds of oat.s; 81R,370 pounds of barley.; 1,122,875 pounds of bay. 
The evidence of deliveries of forage is less positive and reliable than that with 
regard to most of the other supplies. No books or accounts have been obtained from 
which deliveries 'from time to time can be definitely ascertained, nor were sncb 
accounts for the most part kept even .. In the absence of this kind of evidence, which, 
if in existence, indeed, might not be reliable, no available testimony could be supplied 
from any other source beyond that furnished by the books and accounts of the 
territorial quartermaster general. This officer, and the territorial commissary general, 
as already stated, took up the purchases mad~ by their assistants in Helena and else- -
where as made by themselves, accounted for the property by the receipts of their 
subordinate officers. and thus became responsible for transactions had through these 
latter. Transactions of the principal officers themselves at Virginia City are 
accounted for in detail. The assistant quartermaster ana commissary with the troops 
on the Yellowstone received and issued a large amount of property, itemizing 
deliveries of the same as having been issued to troops or otherwise disposed of. 
It does not appear that the assistant quartermaster and commissary general at 
Helena did the same thing, so far as the quartermaster's department was concerned. 
His testimony is general concerning the fact that the quartermaster's property went 
into the public use, and inquiry bas satisfied me in confirming his statements with 
regard to a certain and considerable portion of his purchases. The books and accounts 
of the territorial officers I found unrelhtble, in many particulars, and especially with 
regard to transactions in forage. Thus it becomes impossible to specify precisely what 
deliveries were actually made; nor could a return be constructed from the data in my 
possession, or existing anywhere, which would show how much forage was actually 
received, and bow much was actually consumed in an authorized way by the public 
animals. The Army Regulations were taken in these, as in other transactions, as a 
rule by which property should be acquired, disposed of, and accounted for, and papers 
and returns were made out in a manner intended to appear satisfactory to tlw United 
States authorities with reference to proper accountability. Without the resource, tllen, 
of any eompletc reliable record testimony iu connection with the deliveries of forage, I 
am prepared to say, from general examination on the spot, and a rather thorough 
knowledge of the transactions of the parties concerned, that considerably more than 
one-half claimed has been furnished. Of the $201,577.32-h the indebtedness alleged to 
have been incurred on account of forage actually delivered, it; has been discovered 
beyond question that an amount for which $42,458.94 is charged has never been fur-
nished. Vouchers have been issued for this amount, and have been disposed of, and are 
now in the bands of various parties throughout the country. The territorial officers 
issuing the vouchers explain this by stating that there were various personal expenses 
to which they were subjected, purchases made, and money disbursed on account of the 
Terri1 ory; aml that these vouchers were issued in indemnity of such expenses and dis-
bursements ; that the public animals being fed principally on grass during this period, 
could not consume the whole of the regulation fora.ge, and a margin was thus presented 
on '\vhich accounts of this class could be placed. The parties represented to have fur-
nished this amount of forage appear to have consented to this arrangement, though in 
their personal testimony (and all original claimants were examined under oath when-
ever accessible) they made no claim.to have furnished the same, and frankly admitted 
that they did not so furnish it. Any payment on these vouchers will not, of course, be 
recommended. 
I am not called upon to examine into the motives of the territorial officers who issued 
these vouchers ; but it is stillmore a matter of regret in this case than in those of the 
substitution of articles lately described, that there was not less empty observance of the 
forms designed for ordinary occasions, and a greater regard for the plain duty of a 
public officer to make his certificates accord with the facts concerned. Tllere could be 
no reasonable apprehension that any necessary expenditures would be rejected, if prop-
erly established, when the time of settlement came. 
An estimate of the average number of animals to be fed shows that the whole 
amount of forage charged for is not in excess of the regulation allowance for that num-
ber ; but it is beyond question that the troop horses were principally feel by grazing, 
supplemented by short rat.ious of forage frorr time to time. 
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Subsistence.-The troops, officers, and men, and civilians connected with this command 
were subsistec1 generally upon good and wholesome rations. Comphtints, it is true, 
were made of certain portions of the provisions fnruished, some haYing been con-
demned by a board of survey, but the amounts of inferior issues were not considerable. 
There were periods when the troops on the Yellowstone were not continuously supplied 
with the full articles of the ration, and some complaints were made on this score, but 
the cause of dissatisfaction was not prolonged, and was mainly clue to bad management. 
The officers connected with the subsistence department seem to have rendererl com-
paratively full returns, which set forth the quantities purporting to have been pur-
chased, and the manner in which the same were disposed of. It is certain that some of 
the vouchers given in payment for subsistence were not correctly issued, the snbsistence 
never having been received. This pertains to bills of provisions amounting to nearly 
$10,000. This property was never received, and yet is accounted for on tho retnrns us 
having been properly issued. Many articles, such l1S baking-powders, molasses, &c., 
were furnished from time to time, and not always taken up under their own designa-
tion, but nnder other beads. Tobacco, an article which, by law, is required to be paid 
for by the men, was pnrchased in large quantities, at high rates, and issned as part of 
the ration, without charge. The amount represented to have been paid for tobacco is 
nearly one-fifth of the whole expenditure for provisions. It appears tha,t larger quan-
tities than the regular allowance were occasionally issued of other articles, when the 
full ration could not be issued, to remove discontent. It also appea,rs, fl'Om an inspec-
Hon of the p~1pers, that occasional uuplicate issues of rations were made, and there is 
reason to suppose that issues were made to nnauthorized persons. 
The number of daily rations pnrporting to have been issued to soldiers and laun-
dresses is 96,118, exclusive of 2,077 rations issued to men in hospital. The same nnm-
. ber of men, during all this period, would have been entitled to near 80,127 rations of 
the regular allowance. Issues to citizen employes amount to 10,761 rations. The offi-
cers drew the number of rations affixed to their grades, according to the then es:isting 
regulations, for themselves and servants, on the ground that, not receiving pay, they 
could not live without them. The large amount of 29~49~ rations in kind were issued 
to officers. Somewhere about 2,000 rations were if;sued to Indians, and there were 
about 7,000 rations lost, destroyed, or abandoned. 
The total quantity of rations reported by the territorial commiRsary general to have 
been purchased amounts to between 145,000 and 150,000 full rations of aU kinds. In 
some descriptions of articles, meats especially, the number of rations purchaserl con-
siderably exceeded that of the minor articles. 'rhe average reported purchaserl was, 
say, about 147,000 rations in all, or 4,900 thirty-day rations. The total issued to a,U 
persons concerned is represented to be 138,444. The provisions fnrnished were pork, 
bacon, fresh beef, flour, hard bread, beans, peas, rice, hominy, coffee, tea, sugar, vin-
egar, candles, soap, salt, pepper, potatoes, tobacco, and other minor ~•rticles; and I am 
fnlly satisfied that the articles reported as purchased were mainly delivered. Some of 
the sales were at a high though not exorbitant figure; but others were made at ex-
travagant rates. 
The number of men of all grades reported as having been subsisted is probably exag-
gerated, and returns have been made to agree by reporting issnes which did not take 
place; or, if they did take place, were over-issues, to which parties would not have 
been entitled under the regulations. Articles designed in the regulations to be issued 
in lieu of other articles were claimed in many cases, and issued as part of the regular 
issue without deduction. There is an unusual amount of wastage reported; but, then, 
the circumstances of the transportation over long lines of wagon travel, with men 
hanilling the property careless and undisciplined, leaving it at times unprotected, want 
of means of taking care of property, the negligence of custodians, may account for much 
of this, and for recorded instances of losses by theft and from other causes. All the 
wastages reported, however, is probably not fairly chargeable under that head. 
Clothing.-'rhe clothing purchased was principally citizens' clothing, varying in qual-
ity and grade, including every article of men's wear~ hats, boots, clothing proper, blan-
kets, &c. Most of it appears to have been of fair quality; of a better average, indeed, 
in that respect than that furnished to the Regular Army; and some of the invoices ap-
pear to have been not excessive in prices. Clothing was issued to officers, soldiers, team-
sters, herders, &c.; in fact, to all the civilian employes connected with the movement. 
The employes, however, appear to have been charged with the amounts issued to them, 
and deducted in final settlement on the vouchers issnetl them. In the issne and nse of 
clothing there appears to have been considerable e:s:tmvagance, and not a satisfactory 
accountability. The amount used was largely in excess of that allowed to the regular 
troops during their first year of service. There seems to have .been special over-issues 
of certain articles. For instance, there were purchased and clelivere1l (as is state1l) for 
the use of the troops and employes, 2,7:33 shirts; 1,694 pairs of drawers; 1,293 pairs of 
boots; 1,221 hats; 1,730 pants; 2,294 pairs of socks. The qnantity purporting to have 
been purchased was probahly all received, with the exception of an amount for which 
vouchers were issued for $2,246, for an entirely different class of articles. 
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Bm·se equipments, accouterments, <f·c.-The largest item of purchases under this head 
is 711 saddles. They were probably nearly all delivered, but a large proportion \Yere 
second-hand. They were picked up all over the Territory; were of all the varieties 
in ordinary use, and some of them in a dilapidated condition, so that considerable 
expense was incnrred in having them put in serviceable. order. Some of the invoices, 
however, were of new saddles) and of a good description. 
Anns.-There were purchased 201 rifles, muskets, and carbines, aud 102 pistols. At 
the origin of the expedit.ion arms were not abundant throughout the Territory, 
especially those of a better quality. They had to be picked np all over the country, 
most of them being second-hand, embracing all k:nus and varieties of patterns in 
ordinary use, from the most approved breech-loader to tl1e old-fashioned musket. Am-
munition was scarce, and the prices asked for it generally extravagant. In July the 
arms sent by the Uuited States Government on account of the territorial quota reached 
the troops, and purchases on that account mostly ceased. It is believed that the arms 
and ammunition charged for were received. 
Oi1•ilian employes.-The services charge<l for were, except in a few instances, mostly 
rendered, though the number employed seems to have been unnecessarily large, and 
the rates of pay higher than can be allowed. Some of the employes reported were not 
ordinary hired persons; t,hey were livery-stable keepers, blacksmiths, saddlers, &c., 
who supplied materials and labor mixed, aml who were paid in vouchers separating 
tho former from the latter, but equal in the total amounts. 
There were employed, at different times, eight clerks, one saddler, ten blacksmit~s, 
one carpenter, thirty-seven teamsters, four wagon-masters, six corral-masters, six herd-
ers, four packers, one forage-master, three guides and scouts, one Ycterinary surgeon 
and inspector of horses. Although the ration returns exhibit an average of rati6ns 
issued to citizens of seventy-one daily, for five mouths, the monthly average is not 
thought to reach sixty. 
There is no property of any kind left which can be turned in to the United States on 
its assumption of what may be found to be the equitable indebtedness. 
All the subsistence stores purchased, as has been seen, were nearly consumed in vari-
ous ways in the service. The balance of ~,315 rations, left over 011 the disbanding of 
the force, were delivered over to and charged to the men. Upon the breaking up of 
the campaign 19,164 pounds of potatoes were reported aba11doned,with 182 tons of hay, 
and some other property on the Yellowstone. Of the horses, 147 only were returned 
out of the whole outfit of those purchased. These, with their equipments, together 
with other property, being au ambuln,nce, four wagons, some articles of camp and gar-
Tison equipage, and other items of insignificant value, were disposed of by auction, 
(that portion which was taken to Helena,) and the proceeds delivered to tho men. The 
portiOn taken to Virginia City was appraised and delivered to the men there on ac-
count of their pay. At the latter place there also appear to ha,ve been sales. No 
account of any of these sales appears among the returns, though such vouchers ~tre 
alluded to; but I have learned that that portion of the property solll. at Helena realized 
$:~, 128.56 in cash. 
Cash paid to the men, $1,276.52. Charged on final statements of the men, (a pay-
ment, in effect, to that amount,) $1,226.76. Paid to officers, on what account not 
explained, but claimeLl as reimbursement for expenses, $244.40; and the remainder 
paid for expenses of sale and on other accounts, of which an item of $165 for board is 
not explained. 
No clothing was left over at the close of the expedition. The public arms that were 
in the hands of tho troops were turned in mostly to the agents of the Territory, but 
none of the purchased arms were so turned in. Some of them were appraised and 
turned over to the men. 
The loss of a considerable amount of property is thus accounted for: When the 
troops wei·e ordered finally to be disbanded, after repeated refusals of the depq,rtment 
commander to recognize theq~. aR necessary, and to commit the Government to recog-
nize their services, there was intense dissatisfaction among the men,· who had recently 
been re-enlisted for a term of six months, which would have carried them through the 
autumn and winter, and afforded them the loug-covete<l and promised opportunity of 
prospecting the unsettled regions east of the Yellowstone. This feeling culminated in 
the forcible seizure of such horses, arms, and suppliei as they saw fit to take by a la.rge 
body of the men, led on by one of the officers, aud the desertion of the party with the 
plunder thus gained. From telegrams sent by the governor to the adjacent States and 
Territories and the military posts, in the hope of intercepting this party, an(~ also 
from the commander of the troops, it would seem that some two hundred of the men 
were engaged in this act; and as the majority of those who took no active part in the 
affair sympathized with those who did, no effective effort could be made to regain the 
property. 
Complete retnms of what was thus lost by this expedition have not been rendered, 
but the property included ne~essaries of all classes for the outfit of a large armed pros-
pecting party. -t 
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The soldiers, except deserters, were paid a large proportion, nearly all, of their dues, 
as we have seen, by the proceeds derived from the sale and by the delivery to them, at 
appraised value, of the property remaining on hand at the disbanding of the force. 
The officers were subsisted, and probably more than subsisted, by the issue of rations 
in kind. They also drew their allowances of forage and fuel, and received clothing. 
Thus they have been partially paid; still, there are balances which would be coming 
to them if they could be allowed by Congress the usual rates of pay of officers of like 
grades in the Regular Army for their periods of service. To such of them as did not 
hold mere complimentary positions, and who can discharge their responsil>ility accord-
ing to the usual mode of settlement with the Treasury for property received by them, 
it is hoped Congres& will grant such balances that would l>e found coming to them, on 
the l>asis of the allowance to them of the rates, at the period, of compensation for 
service in the same grades in the Regular Army. 
It is respectfully recommended that an appropriation of $1,900 be asked for, to cover 
those expenses of this investigation that are not properly chargeable to any of the cur-
rent appropriations. The sum of $1,054.04 has been expended in payment of witness 
fees, stationery, expressage, and extra clerical services. The balance will be needed 
before the close of the investigation. The amounts paid have beeu drawn from the 
appropriations l>elonging to the Quartermaster's Department, though hardly a proper 
charge against these funds; but there has been no other way of meeting necessary ex-
penses. 
In conclusion, it is well, perhaps, to state that certain other testimony will probably 
be received before my investigations are closed, l>ut nothing yet to come in as evidence 
will affect the general questions, though additional testimony is both useful and neces-
s~ry to the determination of individual claims. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The ADJUTANT GENERAL OE THE ARMY, 
Washington. 
JAS. A. HARDIE, 
Inspecto1' General United States Anny. 
TESTIMONY OF M. H. INSLEY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 10, 1872. 
M. H. INSLEY duly sworn and examined. 
By Mr. DONNAN: 
Question. Were you in Montana Territory in the spring of 1867, in May?-A.nswer. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. State whether the governor of that Territory showed you any authority for calling out 
troops for the protection of the people.- A. I have here copies of telegrams furnished me by 
the Governor of Montana Territory, at my request, under the official seal of the Territory. 
They purport to be the authority that he had for calling out and subsisting the troops. 
['fhe following are the telegrams furnished. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 4, 1867. 
In answer to your telegram of April 28, in relation to Indian invasions, I am instructed by 
the Secretary of War to inform you that authority has been given by this Department to 
Lieutenant General Sherman to call out, organize, officer, and subsist such militia force in 
Montana Territory as he deems necessary for the protection of that Territory against hostile 
Indians. Any suggestions you may make to General Sherman at Saint Louis', on mattPrs 
relating to this subject, will receive his attention. 
Acknowledge receipt. . 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
General T. F. MEAGHER, Actin,!( Governor Montana Territm·y. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI. 
Saint Louis, lJ'lissouri, May 7, 1867. 
If Indians enter the valley of the Gallatin, organize eight hundred volunteers and drive 
them out. Those troops should only be used until the Regulars reach the Yellowstone. 
Official copy respectfully furnished by mail. 
W. T. SHERMAN, 
Lieutenant General. 
A. C. NICHOLS, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
FRANCIS MEAGHER, Acting Governor Montana Territory, Virginia City. 
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SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI, May 24, 1867. 
Muster in a battalion of eight hundred men at the cost of the United States, for two 
months. Equip them as you can best until the arms en route reach Fort Benton. Movs 
quickly to the threatened point, when the danger will either disappear or be removed. LPt 
the men furnish theil· own horses at 40 cents per day, and be rationed by contract. When 
the service is rendered I will order payment by regular paymaster. 
W. 'r. SHERMAN, 
Lieutenant General, Commanding. 
Colonel \V. H. LEWIS, Virginia City, Montana Territory. 
M. H. Insley, being first duly sworn. deposes and says that the foregoing are true and 
correct copies of dispatches as furnished to him by the governor of Montana Territory, in 
1867, and certified to as correct by the governor, with the official seal of the Territory affixed 
thereto. 
M. H. INSLEY. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 9th day of May, 1872. 
[sEAL.] H. CLAY JOHNSON, 
Notary Public.] 
Q. Did the governor of that Territory show you the original of either or all of these tele-
grams ?-A. He showed me the books in which they were copied-all this correspondence, 
with others; all that he had, the telegrams sent to Washington, with the replies. He ex-
hibited all his books to me, all the orders pertaining to calling out troops, and furnished his · 
authority, at my request. 
Q. Why did you ask for this authority ?-A. Because I did not want to invest my money 
if there was any question as to the payment for the supplies . . I was very particular about 
it. The governor furnished that authority for calling out the troops, and gave me these 
assurances that the Government would assume the liability; that he was fully authorized. 
Q. I understand you never saw the original telegrams claimed to be sent to General Sher-
man ?-A. Yes, sir; I saw the telegram that Colonel Lewis had. Colonel Lewis furnished 
the governor with a copy of this dispatch. It was recorded in his books; and Colonel Lewis 
exhibited his telegram, with others, to me, and had a copy of it tacked up in the banking-
house of A. Hannan & Co., in Virginia City. While we were discussing it, as it was a 
matter of a good deal of interest to us, Colonel Lewis said that was an answer sent by Gen-
eral Sherman to muster in these troops. He said, <(There, gentlemen, is authority for you; 
that is sufficient." 
Q. Did you furnish the entire amount of supplies in kind, for which you claim payment 
in this case ?-A. I furnished every single thing, every single pound, to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, for which I have received my vouchers. These articles consisted of 
bacon, flour, coffee, sugar, the Regular Army rations. Everything I furnished I could have 
sold for gold, and I believe for more than I was allowed by General Hardie. I wish to ca,ll 
attention to one thing. The most of these articles \Vera transported from the Missouri Riv6r 
to Virginia City, nearly two thousand miles. :From Leavenworth, Kansas, I sent a train of 
six-mule teams, in 1867, loaded with groceries, for the pmpose of ;.:elling them to the miners 
and the people of that Territory. I did not have the flour. The proposals called for about 
five hundred sacks of flour, and I had to buy flour, for which I paid $12.50 in gold. I 
bought this of a merchant. For this I have been allowed, I believe, $12. I have waited 
for that five years. Money up in that country was worth 5 per cent. a month. I bought 
Saint Louis flour, which was an extra lot; I was to receive $19 in vouchers. 
Q. General Sherman in hiR report, October 1, 1B67, says: "For the further consideration 
of this matter I refer to General Terry's report herewith, and only allude to it here to show 
that the United States are not in any measure responsible for the call of volunteers in Montana, 
which Acting Governor Meagher made, in spite of the decision to the contrary by the right-
ful Department of the Government." Now, I want to ask you whether the original dispatch 
which you saw in the l1ands of Colonel Lewis was identical, or if not so, very nearly iden-
tical, with this which I hand you. 
[The dispatch was as follows: 
SAIN'I' LOUIS, MISSOURI, May 24, 1867. 
Colonel ,V, H. LEWIS, Virginia City, Lllontana Territory: 
Muster in a battalion of eight hundred men at once, at the cost of the United States, for 
three months. Equip them as best you can till the arms en route reach Fort Benton. Move 
quickly to the threatened point, when the danger will either disappear or be removed. Let 
the men furnish their own horses and arms at 40 cents per day, and be rationed by con-
tract. When the service is rendered I will order payment by the regular paymaster. 
W. 'f. SHERMAN, 
Lieutenant General, Commanding.] 
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A. This is the telegram which was furnished me by the governor. There might be a Jif-
ference of a word or two, but the purport was the same. It was furnished me by the gov-
ernor of the Territory as a true copy of a dispatch received by him. 
Q. The point is this: did the original telegram. which yon saw, order the governor to 
muster in a battalion of eight hundred men at the cost of the United States ?-A. It ordered 
Colonel Lewis to muster in eight hundred men, I will say further, that, desiring to be fully 
satisfied, I went to the telegraphic operator and asked to see a copy of this dispatch. He 
looked at his records and furnished me a copy. He said it was a public matter, and there 
was nothing wrong in his doing so. I had that copy which he furnished me for a long 
time, but I have misplaced it. 
Q. Ha,·e you ever received any pay from the United States Government, in any amount, 
as a remuneration 7--A. Never; but I have spent a good deal in paying hotel bills and try-
ing to get some action of Congress. I would like to say that everything that I put in was 
the same as gold, and I should never have put in a dollar if I bad not fully believed the 
Government of the United States had ordered it. Further than that, Colonel Lewis assured 
me that it was his belief that the Government would pay for the supplies furnished and the 
services rendered. On that assurance I went into it. I furnished transportation and paid 
my teamsters $2 a day in gold, and kept my wagons in repair, every stick of hard timber 
for which had to be taken with me from Missouri River, 1,500 or 2,000 miles. My wagon-
master I paid $150 a month in gold. I kept my own mules shod, &c. Everything furnished 
was staple articles-coffee, sugar, flour, soap, salt, beans, &c., and I could have gone out 
and sold them for gold at any time. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. State what business you had been engaged in previously.-A. I was merchandising 
in Leavenworth, and I sent goods up to Montana on speculation. It was a customary 
thing with freighters to send goods to the mining regions for sale. 
Q. Had you ever freighted up there before ?-A. I had been interested in freighting to Salt 
Lake, with another man. We had about fifty teams employed. One object I had in going 
was to sell my train. I thought I could load the train and then sell both the load and the 
train when I reached Montana Territory. I have evidence filed with the Committee on Ter-
ritories in the Senate, before whom this question was pending for a year or more, that parties 
there offered to take my bills and to pay me $17,000 over the first cost of the goods, which 
would have been what I would have reahzed as profit. 
Q. They offered to take the goods at invoice price and pay you $17,000 in advance?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. How long before you furnished them to the Government ?-A. The fall before. 
Q. What amount of flour did you buy ?-A. About five hqndred Racks. 
By Mr. DoNNAN: 
Q. What was the original amount claimed by you on the vouchers 7-A. The original 
amount was about $42,000 for commissary supplies. 
Q. What was the value of the flour 7-A. I purchased about five hundred sacks. 
Q. Was that included as a part of the $40,000 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Did you furnish anything else besides that 7-A. Yes, sir ; I furnished transportation. 
Q. What was the nature of the transportation 7-A. Six-mule teams. We hauled the 
supplies from Virginia City down to where they were fn the service. 
Q. Did they find any enemy there 7-A. I saw three men brought in who were shot to 
pieces. 
Q. Were they Indians or white men 7-A. White men. 
Q. State what you know about actual hostilities there.-A. The only men I saw killed 
were these three. I saw them brought in from across the YellowstQne. 
By Mr. DONNAN : 
Q. Were they soldiers of this command ?-A. No, sir; they were citizens. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What was the extent of the marching at that time f-A. They bad to patrol the coun-
try all the time. I suppose they had to go to Fort Parker from Virginia City, which is 
about one hundred and twenty-five miles. Most of the supplies ·were taken from Virginia 
City to where this command was. 
Q. Were there eight hundred troops in the field 7-A. No, sir; about four or five hundred. 
Q. How was this transportation made 7-A. I transported the supplies back and forth for 
the relief of the volunteers. This force was made up of volunteers, and the volunteers were 
_ supplied until General Sherman sent the regular troops to relieve the volunteers, which was 
on the last days of September, w ben the Regulars marched in and the volunteers marched 
out. 
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM H. CLAGGETT. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., ~lay 10, 1872. 
WILLIAM H. CLAGGETT duly sworn and examined. 
By Mr. DONNAN: 
Question. State your name, residence, and position. -Answer. William H. Claggett, 
Deer Lodge, Montana. I am a Delegate in Congress from that Territory. 
Q. Were you a resident of Montana in 1807 ?-A. I was at that time engaged in the 
business of mining. 
Q. Let me call your attention to the report of General Sherman of October l, 1867, in 
which he states that the Gallatin Valley had not been invaded by hostile Indians at all in. 
May of that year, and that the only murder committed was that of one man at BoReman, 
more than sixty miles fnm Gallatin Valley, and that this was the only act of hostility that 
occurred ; and let me ask you to state what you know on the subject.-A. So far as per-
sonal knowledge is concerned, I cannot say much, but can speak only of matters of common 
notoriety. At that time Red Cloud was the chief of the Sioux Iudians, at the head of about 
four thousand fighting men, as was understood, and during the winter of 1865-'67 parties 
were continually coming in from the Indian country with the report that as soon as the grass 
g-rew in the spring Red Cloud would run the whole population out of the Gallatin Valley. 
This was apprehended by the people during the latter part of the winter. At that time, so 
far as my knowledge goes, and I am satisfied it is correct, there was not a soldier in Mon-
tana Territory outside of Fort Union, five or six hundred miles distant on an air .. line from 
the settlements, and by river navigation it was nine hundred miles below Fort Benton. 
In the spring of 1867 many Indian raids were committed in the Territory. I was mining 
about thirteen miles from Deer Lodge, the county seat, and there was a raid made into the 
gulch where I was mining, and they carried off several hundred horses, in fact, every hoof 
except two. They_ came right in and up to the settlements. Stock was also run off from 
the vicinity of Blackfoot and Lincoln Gulch, in my county, which were not in an exposed 
locality. When it was rumored that the Government was proceeding to organize a military 
· expedition, it was believed by the military authorities and the people that the effect ·would be 
to drive these Sioux Iudians right upon our unprotected frontier; and, taking this in connec-
tion with the rumors that had prevailed in the winter of 1866-'67, it was apparent to our 
people that there was little required to drive them right upon us, as they seemed to be more 
than willing to come without driving. The next thing heard of was the killing of Bose-
man, and another man-Tom Coover-was also wounded. There were three or four 
accounts published in the papers in reference to finding bands of Indians hovering around 
Gallatin Valley; whether true or not, I do not know ; but the reports were believed to 
be true. The people began to call upon the gov:ernor for protection, and before he called 
out troops large numbers of men had mounted their horses and gone into the valley to 
afford temporary protection while troops were being raised, and as they went there they 
found the citizens rushing out pell-mell into the vicinity of Helena, about sixty-five or 
seventy miles distant. They camped around on the hills near Helena for some time. It 
seems to me that some of them staid there for two months. The citizens opened their houses 
and entertained them as well as they could. 
The next thing I remember about it was Major Lewis coming up, and in the mean time 
Governor Meagher began to call for troops. Telegrams were published in the papers which 
I have seen here in the report of the Senate eommittee, but there was considerable doubt 
as to whether the authority had been given to the governor to call these troops out. 
As a matter of current inf•1rmation, I may state, as the reason of this doubt, that the year 
1865, or before I moved to Montana, a large number of our people had been killed on the 
Missouri River, and Governor Edgerton had called out some volunteers. They had gone 
out to furnish protection to the citizens, and they had never received a dollar for their ser-
vices. The consequence was that, when Governor Meagher called for troops, the people 
refused to respond. They said that if they went they would go on their own responsibility, 
without any connection with the Government. There was, therefore, a slowness in volun-
teering, and in the mean time the people who had gone into the valley were furnishing tem-
porary protection until the volunteers could be raised. 
After awhile came this dispatch from General Sherman to Colonel Lewis, and, when that 
dispatch was made known, the question was settled in the minds of the people as to author-
ity, and they began to get the men. I saw, in the testimony of Colonel Lewis before a 
Senate f'.ommittee, that he states that the only actual hostilities he knew of when in Mon-
tana was the murder of Boseman. The committee will bear in mind that Colonel Lewis tes-
tified as to the condition of things when he was there; the number of people killed in the 
Indian country transpired afterward. How many of these outrages were happening in the 
Indian country was not known at that time. The Crows were driven back by the Sioux, 
and made common cause with the whites. On the 7th day of September, 1867, I left Port 
Benton ori a steamboat, and started down the Missouri River for the States. We were some 
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two months getting to Fort Union, and for about six weeks of that time the 385 men, women, 
and children on board had nothing to eat except what they got in the woods with their rifles. 
the boat having run out of provisions shortly after starting. We bad to keep out hunting-
parties continually for the purpose -of getting game. I was out hunting most of the time 
myself, and that gave us full information in reference to that section of the country as to 
the presence or absence of hostile Indians. We lost three of our passengers while bunting 
in the river bottoms. One was killed and scalped within a cable's length of the boat. Two 
others, who went out to hunt, never came back. There was but one settlement between 
Sioux City and Fort Benton, and we found that every wood-yard but one on the upper river 
had been abandoned and the yards destroyed by Indians, the men having been killed or 
driven o"ff. We found one only that was kept, which was, I think, three or four days' travel 
below the mouth of the Muscle-Shell River. There were three men there, one of whom got 
on board the boat as a passenger, fearing to remain. As we were often delayed by shoals, 
the little Mackinaw boats, filled with miners going east, would run down by us, and we 
would make inquiry of them as to the men left at the wood-yards. Five or six of these little 
boats came down one night while we were lying on a sand-bar, and we learned that four or 
five days after we passed the wood-yard the Indians had captured the two men left there, 
stripped them, cut off their secrets, and turned them loose to bleed to death. One of them 
died in consequence of the mutilation by the Indians within about five miles of the wood-
yard, ai.td the other wandered about nine miles to the bank of the dver and was picked up, 
and bad only time to relate the circumstances of his capture and mutilation before he died. 
We heard of thirteen men in all who were killed on the Missouri River while we were pass-
ing down to Fort Union. 
One word with reference to Indian wars generally. If we take the idea of an Indian war 
as involving regular stand-up fighting between bodies of men, I doubt if there is any such 
thing as an Indian war. \Vhenever you are prepared to go to attack them they are never to 
be found. I have seen it stated that when G-eneral Sully went after the Indians in Minnesota, 
in 1862, the expedition cost tbe Government forty millions of dollars ana only two Indians 
were killed. We cannot have a war with the Indians in which they will stand up and be 
killed like men, but they will come and make their attacks when they can catch you nap-
ping·, and there is no way to subdue them but to track them down in their winter-quarters. 
If they wonld fight, in the sense of fighting, as in an ordinary war, the question of Indian 
h6stilities would be settled very soon. It is tlus continual sense of danger and the necessity 
for standing guard, as it were, all the time that renders the Indians suc-h a terror to the people 
in exposed localities. 
So far as the dispute about calling out these troops is concerned between General Sherman 
and Governor Meagher, I do not know ·which is right. There Fcems some conflict as to 
whether be (Meagher) was authorized by General Sherman to call out the troops. I have 
heard it stated that General Sherman's telegram was charged by bim to have been cbangeu 
by Governor Meagher so as to read "threatened invasion," instead of "invasion" of Gal-
latin Valley. If we bad waited until the valley was actually invaded, the people would all 
have been scalped before any troops could have been raised or have reached the place. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. State the extent of Gallatin Valley.-A.It is about 50 miles long and an average of 
about 20 miles wide. 
Q. How long would it take to sweep that ?-A. ·with a large foree of Indians, about ten 
hours. 
Q. Are the Indians mounted 1 -A. Yea, sir; a11d they have some very fine horses. 
Q. What distance will they go in a day ?-A. They will go, if pressed, for two days, 
scarcely without getting out of the saddle, or until their horses urop. Their ponies are very 
hardy, and if necessary, I think, they can make ~00 miles without stopping to eamp. \Var 
parties, encumbered with plundPr, can easily make 100 miles in twenty-four hours. 
There has been a good deal said in connection with these claims with reference to the ac-
tion of the territorial authorities. The committee will ber.r iu mind that these territorial 
authorities were 11othing more nor less than Governor Thomas Francis Meagher. appointed 
by the General Government without consulting the people of the Territory, and to all in-
tents and purposes a Federal officer. Our people had no control over his appointment to nor 
retention in office, nor over his appointments on his military staff. W bile governor his 
habits on the point of sobriety were exceedingly exceptional; and if there was any lack of 
careful preparation and management in raising and supplying these volunteer troops, it should 
be borne in mind that the whole affair was under the coutrol of the governor, who was the only 
territorial authority we had. We had to do the best we could with the authorities which 
the Federal Government saw fit to send us. We had to take things as we found them, and 
if the best use was not always made of the supplies which were furnished, those who 
furnished them were not to blame. 
These people furnished that money in supplies, which was worth 5 per cent. a month. 
Money is now worth in Montana from 2t to 3 per cent. a month on gilt-edged paper, with 
the best of security; and if these men were paid every dollar for which they put in their 
claims, instead of the amount recommended by General Hardie, they would not get one-half 
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as much as the amount recommended by General Hardie plus five years' interest at current 
rates would amount to. 
One thing· should be considered, viz, that, whatever may have been the case on the ques-
tion of authority to call out these troops, we did the work which it was the duty of the Gov-
ernment to do, and we relieved that Government of the expense. Since then the Govern-
ment itself has establif'hed posts at Fort Parker, Fort Shaw, Fort Ellis, and Camp Baker, on 
our eastern frontier, Forts Parker and Ellis on the very spots camped on by the volunteers, 
all of whid1 goes to show the propriety of the selections we made, and that there was an ab· 
solute necessity of throwing out a line of mountain posts to guard our frontier. 
Q. Do you know how much money these men expended ?-A. General Hardie teports 
something over $500,000. I think myself they expended more, say $700,000. 
Q. What leads you to that conclusion? -A. Because I know the cost of things at that 
time. I paid that summer $1.50 per pound for butter, 75 cents per pound for sugar, in gold-
dust, which was a more costly currency than ~old coin, and other articles cost in the same 
proportion. 
Q. Do you know that those articles which you have named were furnished ?-A. I do not 
know what particular articles were furnished. I assume that the staple articles· afforded by 
the markets of the country were furnished. In arriving at the sum total I tttke a~ a basis 
the report of General Hardie. I am satisfied, from what I can hear of the prices arrived at 
by him, that the prices of the supplies and provisions would come to a la1·ger figure. At 
the time these difficulties occurred in Montana our supplies nearly all came up the Missouri 
River, which was navigable for rmly one trip in the year to Fort Benton, the head of naviga-
tion, some 3,200 miles above Saint Louis. Oar merchants, therefore, had to buy supplies 
for a year in advance, and when money was worth 5 per cent. per month thAy had to ch!tr~e 
enormous prices to get their money back with current ratP.s of interest. Besides this, 
freights were very high, this being the only way to get our good,;, except by wagoning them 
from Leavenworth to Omaha, a distance of some sixteen hundred miles, (which was some-
times done in order to take advantage of the exceptionably high prices in the spring;) the 
consequence was that every spring the markets were almost entireiy bare, and prices up to 
the time the boats got up the river unusually high even for that country. Tile boats usually 
got up from the middle of June to the last of July. My recollection is that many of these 
supplies were furnished before the arrival of the boats and while these exceptionably high 
prices prevailed. 
The people who furnished these supplies have suffered geeatly from not getting their 
money. Many of them were poor men who turned in everything- they had. I know sev-
eral instances of the kind. I call to mind just now a particularly hard case, that of a 
miner whose whole property eonsisted of some nineteen horses. He turned them all in at 
current prices, and has been prospecting ever since, carrying his blankets from place to 
place on his back, too poor even to buy a cayuse. The interest on $500,000 at 5 per cent. 
p13r month comes to $:300,000 per annum. If you average the interest for five years at 4 per 
cent. per month, it will amount on the amount recommended to $200,000 per annum, or 
$1,000,000 in all. 
By Mr. DoNNAN: 
Q. From what you know of the surrounding circumstances, had not this battalion of men 
been raised do you think there would have been an extended hostile Indian incursion into 
that portion of the 'ferritory ?-A. I have not a doubt of it. From what I know about In-
dian matters, and signs of Indian raids, I have not a shadow of doubt that if the volunteers 
had not been collected and the preparation made for defense it would have been as it was 
in Minnesota. 
Q. Was this battalion of volunnteers effectual in preventing it? -A. Undoubtedly. There 
are continually half-breeds and renegade whites who convey information from the Indians to 
the whites, and vice versa. It was known that the Indians were preparing for the raid, and 
were all around; and httd it not been for the information, doubtless carried to them, that we 
were prepared to meet them, there is every reason to believe we would have had a sweeping 
massacre that year along our exposed border. 
TESTIMONY OJ<' INSPECTOR GENERAL HARDIE. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 10, 1872. 
Inspector General JAMES A. HARDIE duly sworn and examined. 
By Mr. DONNAN: 
Question. Plea~:~e state your name and position.- Answer. James A. Hardie; an inspector 
general in the Army of the United States. 
Q. State to the committee, as fully as you can, the action you have taken, under orders 
from the War Department, in pursuance of an act of Congress of the 15th of July, 1870.-
A. I was directed by the Secretary of War, in the summer of 1870, to assume the duties of 
• 
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the investigation with which he was charged by the act referred to. There were no papers 
at that time in the possession of the War Department which g!l.ve ·an idea of the extent of 
the claims and their nature, much less the names of the elaimants and the circumstances 
under which the claims occurred. I proposed to the Secretary, while at Keokuk, to proceed 
at once, in order to take advantage of the season, to Montana, and investigate the claims on 
the spot. I went upon the assumption that the territorial authorities, especially the quar-
termasters and commissaries, bad kept their books and accounts in such order that I could 
learn there what the precise claims were-become thoroughly posted npon the whole of these 
accounts by inquiries there-and then, upon my return to the East, I could reeeive such 
official papers which were then in the hands of some committees of Congres~, and therefore 
could not reach me before I left. I thought I would thus have these duplicates, and all the 
information necessary for a thorough investigation. I went then, in the autumn of the 
year 1870, to Montana. I questioned, in conversation, everybody that I met in traveling 
through the Territory. I got a great deal of interesting information in regard to the char-
acters of individuals, the names of claimants, the character of the transactions, how the 
quartermasters did their business, whether anybody connected with the territorial govern-
ment had made money out of these transactions ; and, if so, how, and where the parties 
were; and, in fine, learned primarily much matter essential to the investigation. I passed 
some two or three weeks in Helena, making inquiries pretty extensively there, calling upon 
individuals to bring forward their claims, going to the books of the merch~mts and finding 
out from them pertinent matter. At first I could not reach the books or accounts of the ter-
ritorial quartermaster and eommissary. Governor Ashley and Governor Potts told me there 
were no papers of these officers on file. I found that all the official records had been referred 
to the territorial legislature to get some action on the subject. But instead of being re-
turned, thny had been retained by the chief-quartermaster, and were on the point of being 
taken out of the Territory, I suppose, for his personal protection. I finally secured all these 
paper~, and among them all the books and accounts, all the official correspondence, tele-
grams, and everything which had passed between t,he territorial authorities and the Gen-
eral Government in regard to the call for these troops, and which has been published in va-
rious forms. I brought them out of the Territory. About that time the annual agricultural 
fair was being held in Helena, and I took advantage of the occasion to examine people from 
all parts of the Territory. 
By the CilAIRMAN: 
Q. Do I understand that you got all the original telegrams ?-A. The original telegram, 
as sent, would probably be in the handwriting of the sender, and would be filed and in the 
office whence it was sent. I saw the papers that reached Helena and Virginia City, and I 
afterwards had copies under the authentications of the War Department, which copies had 
been before Congress, and which came down to me in the ordinary course. I perceived no 
difference in them from those that I give in this report. All these papers were destroyed in 
the fire in Chicago, October 8, 1871. I baa borrowed the papers from Governor Potts, with 
the intention of sending them back. I had found them for him, and was making the inves-
tigation for the benefit of the Territory as much as for the public service; they were in my 
office when burned up. 
Referring to the fair, I had there an oppol'tunity of conversing with witnesses from all parts 
of the Territory. I saw officers and soldiers, clerks and ciYil employes, who had been in 
the volunteer service, and heard their stories. At Helena, at Virginia City, at Bozeman, and 
elsewhere, I examined claimants, as well as witnesses in their behalf and in behalf of the 
United States. I became, by degrees, pretty thoroughly acquainted with the claims. I 
ascertained from this wide variety of sources who absolutely furnished property, or rendered 
services, or rented property. I examined also into what was the condition of the property 
furntsbed, and the prices that should be allowed. I afterward examined all the quarter-
masters and commissaries, and the governor, Green Clay Smith, thoroughly on all the 
accounts; one commissary alone could not be found. 
With regard to the subjeet of prices there is considerable dissatisfaction among the claim-
ants. I have tried to be just; and, to show how far I have been successful, I will state how 
I came to fix the prices allowed. I got the newspapers of Helena and Virginia City in which 
the quotations of the period wheq_ the articles were got were given from time to time, of all 
the principal articles. They were very full quotations, more so than are usually found in 
o~r ordinary country papers. A claimant, a merchant in Virginia City, was one who con-
tr.rbuted the I?ric~s-current to the paper there. Finding him to be a man of truth, I assumed 
hrs reports ot pnces to be fair. I also had the quotations in Helena. I went also to the 
books of merchants, and saw what they had been selling goods to others for. I noticed a 
great difference in prices at different times, particularly in articles where there was a tempo-
rary scarcity, and especially at retail; but I had copious data as to the rates ordinarily cur-
rent. From all these sources I came to the conclusion as to the rates whieh should be fixed 
for ~he articles. I ~ad m~ch matter on this and other; topics given under Mth. Besides this 
testrmony collected m vanous ways, I had the report of Colonel Lewis, who was the officer 
sent by General S~erman at the time, who reported the prices at which the principal articles 
could then be obtamed. I had other papers also, drawn from the examinations of the offi-
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cials there as to prices, &c. These I collated, and from them constructed, as I have said, a 
scale of prices. 
The matter of the value of horses caused me the greatest difficulty, as in regard to them 
and the article of forage there was the greatest opportunity for exorbitant charges. I 
found horses put in for $200 to $220, and on the question of their value there was a great 
diversity of testimony. Some put in horses that were half broken; some few were broken, 
taken from the livery stables. Many were unbroken Indian ponies. Besi:ies other and di-
rect proof on this point there were the blacksmiths' bill for shoeing, which were very large. 
Blacksmiths testified it was as much as a man's life was worth to shoe some of the horses. 
But there was a middle streak of tile horses that was pretty good ; some half-breed horses 
good enough for any service. The average of all was about fair aud no more. 
One witness, I may note, was keeping a tavern and had a ranche on the road from Helena 
to the Yellowstone, through which all the detacbments went down and came back. I asked 
him about the value of a certain group of horses which he saw, which was a large item of 
charge in one of the claims, and in fact saw most of the stock going and coming from 
Helena to the Yellowstone. I said to him: "You saw all those horses, did you?" "Yes, sir; 
I saw them all." "What kind of horses were they?" He described them to me as I have 
described them. I said, "What was the value of the horses?" He said, ''I would not like 
to say." Now, I said, "if I should allow $60 as the value of the horses, on an avE.Jrage for 
the lot, don't you think that would be satisfactory?" This witness is a man of courage and 
of truth, and his expression in reply was, ''They would laugh down in their boots if they 
could get that." Those horses were put in at $217 each. Out of a hundred horses, perhaps 
ten would be worth $75 or $100; but out of the lot fifty would not be worth $30 apiece. 
My examination with regard to the quality of the horses extended to all the different 
bands, or groups, or as far as possible to individual horses. They were bought all over the 
Territory. One party came from Deer Lodge, and others from other directions, being 
brought in small bands, generally, from time to time. 
After thus thoroughly examining into the character of the horses, I fixed upon $80 as a 
standard for horses. Claimants are dissatisfied, but I am sure, in my own mind, that it is a 
liberal allowance. If any man could prove that his lot of horses was worth more than the. 
standard of $SO, he might come with his· proof; but I now recollect none that have satisfied 
me that they were worth more. I reported that sum, therefore, to the Secretary of War, and 
he adopted it with the other items of the standard as fixed by me. 
Q. As to the number of horses, was there any discrepancy ?-A. I examined that pretty 
thoroughly. I found none. 
By Mr. DONNAN: 
Q. You have given the amount charged for each horse; can you state the aggregate 
amount allowed ?--.:..A. I could calculate it easily. Thera were 848 horses furnished, and the 
stock was brought in at from $217 to $220. I allowed $f:l0. 
Q. That was considerably less than 50 per cent ?-A. Yes, sir; there was a larger reduc-
tion in the price of horses than in that of any other item. The prices found just for other 
articles are stated in my reports and the papers herewith; but this is the most important re-
duction . 
These purchasing departments commenced their purchases without any m0ney, and all the 
credit they had was based on the assumed assurance of the U niteJ States au thorities that all 
their purchases would be paid for by the United States paymasters. At first the merchants did 
not like this; but finally they got what they thought to be sufficient assurances, as we have seen, 
and thereupon they commenced to furnish goods. There were some contracts made at that 
time. among them one very extensive one for forage. The quartermasters knew enough of 
the forms of service to satisfy themselves that the United States forms would be the best for 
making out vouchers; that such vouchers would thus more readily pass current, besides 
being more easily settled ultimately at the Treasury. The first purchases made by the 
quartermaster at Helena, for which v.:;mchers were issued, were taken up by the chief quarr 
tormaster and chief commissary at Virginia City, and were approved by the governor unde-
an order issued to that efl'ect, and new vouchers issued. 'fhereafter all vouchers were 
issued at. Virginia City. Thus they would have to be issued, in the case of disbursing 
officers not resident in Virginia City, upon memoranda or data sent in by the absent officers. 
Many of the tmnsactious were extended over the season, and they were closed up at Virginia 
City in the autumn anJ winter. To that place the officers then repaired and made up their 
accounts. Then the opportunities of improper practices in squaring returns to meet cases 
of issues of vouchers for property never received, or of issuing additional irregular 
vouchers, occurred. How they were taken advantage of appears in the reports from me to 
the Secretary of War of last year, and Lhis. I refer the committee also to those reports for a 
full history of this investigation, and of an account of .all the general matter essential to the 
disposition of the subject before them. 
' · 
; 
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WASHINGTON, D. C., JJ[ay 16, 1872. 
Inspector General JAMES A. HARDIE recalled. 
BY Mr. DoNNAN: · 
Question. Proceed with your statement.-Answer. An inspection of tho papers filed in this 
case show the following different classes of claims: claims found just-for property delivered, 
services rendered, &c.-with prices deemed equitable assigned; claims rejected and claims 
suspended. 
Q. You speak of claims for services rendered. I want to call your attention to the limi-
tation of authority excluding the personal service of the men.-A. I called the attention of 
the Secretary of War to that. It was concluded that the intention of the law was to ex-
clude military personal service, and not to exclude civil personal service, such as that of 
teamsters, laborers, and others, without whom the military service could not be conducted. 
As, for example, it would be perfectly useless to purchase property without having the means 
of getting it into the bands of the troops by hiring teams and drivers. It would be useless 
for the officers to purchase stock for the use of the troops and not to have herders to take 
care of them, or not to have a place like Virginia City or Helena corrals to put them· in. 
So that there is a necessary connection between supplies and the labor and storage, &c., 
essential to the proper distribution and care of it. I have not aJmitted, because I know it 
was not the intention of tbe statute to admit, taking the report of the Senate committee in 
connection with it, anything for military personal service whatever. If we take into con-
sideration the number of men maintained, and the amount of service rendered, with all the 
reductions that I have made, (which has created a good deal of dissatisfaction among the 
claimants,) the expenses still appear to be very large. But then it must be taken into con-
sideration that the country was distant. It was a mining country. Supplies only found 
their vmy there for the maintenance of the mining population. The market is rarely over-
stocked with anything. People cannot afford to send their trains out there loaded with 
freight on such distant and uncertain speculations. A sudden demand for anything will 
make a corner in any particular article. There is no doubt, for instance, that the price of 
horses run up owing to the fact that there was a great demand for them. I have taken that 
into c1nsideration in making the price $RO for each hor(Se. Thus prices in some articles would 
vary very much during the season, and it therefore might be possible that the claimants pur-
chased some property, especially where deliveries were extended over a considerable period, 
at a fraction higher rate than bas been allowed. But, as I have before testified, my scale 
was constructed from the usual and ordinary market quotations of the papers; from the in-
spection of books of the merchants, and ascertaining what they sold for to others, and from 
inquiries made of them. I obtained some of these statements under oath-many not re-
corded-from men accustomed to dealing for years in the Territory-freighters, laborers,. 
merchants, ranchmen, all sorts and conditions of people. 
By Mr. TERRY : 
Q. Considering the sudden emergency and great demand, did you put your figures high 
enough to cover even that state of things ?-A. My instructions and the terms of the statute 
v;ere to find out precisely the value of the property or service; and I think I have, as nearly 
as practicable. I may have erred, but it has not been my intention to do anything· other 
than strict justice. Wherever I could ascertain the ruling price at a period identical with 
delivery, I have allowed it, but in most cases it was impracticable. Reeurrence has been 
had to· the standard fixed; m&ny commodities have, indeed, few or no fluctuations in value, 
from their nature. 
Q. Have you stated the number of troops ?-A. I can give it exactly. There was a 
fluctuation in the recruiting. At first they got a good many recruits, who carne in and were 
informally enrolled; but the people would not give them supplies, and they went off. Then, 
as soon as the telegrali's came in, and it was said that the Federal officers actually assumed 
the expenses, then the recruiting went on. 
I extract from my report : 
"On the 24th of April, 1867, the acting governor, (Meagher,) yiel<ling to the mainly 
genuine but not well-founded alarm of the settlers, called for six hundred volunteers for 
three months' service in the Gallatin Valley and on the Yellowstone River, and appointed 
sundry recruiting officers to enlist and command the troops, and various staff officers to or-
ganize and supply the force. Fro.m this time to the early part of July, it is not certainly 
known, with the want of regular muster-rolls for that period and from the unreliability of 
of the ration-returns, how many men were actually in the service, but it is calculated that 
there were not more than eighty men at the end of April. During May there were probably 
150, and from that time until the middle of July the number was probably about 250. Dur-
ing this period there were in service an average of fifty line and staff office1:s, among the 
upper grades of whom there was a disproportionate degree of rank. This number includes 
only those who perfo~-m~d th~ service. The act~ng governor's call, of tbe 24th of April, is 
addressed to the patnotlc feehngs of the commumty, to arouse them to come to the relief of 
their brethren in the Gallatin Valley, seeing that the Federal authorities had not listened to. 
their calls for help. Upon the spur of the momem volunteers came forward ; but, as mer-
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ehanfs ,and others, finding little prospect of payment by the Federal authorities, and knowing 
the Territory could not pay, were unwilling to furnish supplies in sufficient quantities, some 
who bad enlisted became eli scourged and 11'\ft, and recruiting was slack under the discourage-
ment. During the month of May, and especially toward its close, the correspondence be-
tween the governor, the Lieutenant General, and the War Department, officially described 
in the report of the Senate Committee on Territories, was assumed to exhibit the facts of the 
recognition on the part of the United States of the call for militia and of an engagement to 
pay the necessary expenses incurred therefor. As the community became satisfied that such 
was the case, those having supplies became le'ls reluctant to sell. Some came forward and 
took large contracts, and others sold in considerable quantities to the purchasing depart-
ments, and recruiting became more brisk. About the middle of July Governor Green Clay 
Smith arrived at the capital, and thereupon reorganized the troops, giving them a regimental 
organization. At the end of July the numbers reported present and absent were :32 officers 
and 481 men; aggregate, 513. 
"As the term of service of these three months' volunteers was about expiring, the men 
mauifest'ed great anxiety to be re-enlisted for a period to embrace the comiug autumn aud 
winter. Though the settlers had recovered from their alarm, they naturally encouraged the 
plan, and the governor, apparently convinced that the troubles threatening the settlrment 
of the Territory by Indian invasion had not been brought to a termination, issued a procla-
mation on the 31st of July, calling for the service of SUO men for six months from the lst of 
August, and inviting the old force to re-enlist. They did so, and at the end of August there 
were :32 officers and 409 men rt>p01ted; an aggregate of 441. At the end of September there 
were :32 officers and 39'1 men: an aggregate of 4:!3." 
Q. vVas the service continued from April to September ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who ordered its disbandment 7-A. The governor of the Territory. 
Q. The Government refusing to recognize them ?-A. Yes, sir. All the time, from the 
commencement to the end. General Sherman never designed to recognize them. But there 
is a telegram, w bich was alluded to in the testimony of Colonel Insley, a copy of which I 
had, which was avowed by the territorial officers as having committed the Government fully 
as much as the telegrams that have been presented in the Senate committee's report. 
By Mr. HAY: 
Q. Did you see a copy of the Sherman telegram ?-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. DoNNAN : 
Q. Is this the telegram you refer to ? 
The tP.legram was examined, and is as follows: 
"To FRANCIS MEAGHER, Acting Governor Montan·rt Territory, Virginia City: 
"If Indians enter the valley of the Gallatin, organize eight hundred (800) volunteers and 
drive them out. These troops should only be used until the regt1lars reach the Yellowstone. 
"W. T. SHERMAN, 
"Lieutenant General." 
A. Yes, sir; and I had copies of this from General Sherman's headquarters. But, as I 
said before, the historical matter bad not been especially committed to me. The field of the 
iuvestigation was pointed out by the statute, to ascertain the property expended and the 
value of it and the persons furnishing it. But in the mean time I investigated the wpole 
thing. The evidence and information I collected sustains the Senate committee's report and 
General Sherman's report of October 1. 
Q. Do you know for what period the articles of supply-forage, for instance-c.ame in; 
whether actually limited to the time the troops were in service, or whether it extended be-
yond that period ?-A. When Govet:nor Green Clay Smith yielded to the demands of the men 
to have their force continued in service on the Yellowstone, they began to make large prepa-
rations, part.icularly in regard to hay. I was in the valley of the Gallatin, and I ascertained 
that they bad indeed collected a large quantity of hay on the other side of the Yellowstone. 
It was claimed that there were 18~ tons. It was destroyed by being abandoned when the 
expedition left in September. That had been collected before; and a couple of hundred of 
them took the stock and everytlting and deserted, headed by their officers, aud went off on 
their own hook, prospecting. The rest of the men brought in what property was left, but 
the hay was abandoned. There was a very great destruction and wa:,te of property: and 
the bay was never paid for. A man there, who had a band of stock ranging on the other 
side of the Yellowstone, told me that while on his way to Powder River country he saw the 
stack of bay, and that his cattle went to it and ate as much as they wanted. He said be 
t hought there must have been over 80 tons of the hay. 
By Mr. TERRY : 
Q. Had that bay been gathered in the Territory ?-A. It was gathered by Mr. Black; there 
s no doubt pf that. I found out from various sources that he had people there empLoyed to 
do the work; in fact, he got one of the quartermasters to superintend it . I fuund out he had 
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bought a mowing-machine and sent it down, which was a rare thing in that country. He 
had that in operation, and as it was a good pface to put up hay, there is no reason why he 
should not put up any desired quantity. 
Bv Mr. DoNNAN: 
Q. Did you ascertain whether any of the property of the Government had been tnrned 
over to individuals employed in the service of the Government, not in a military capacity?-
A. I think the soldiers took most of the property. What was not taken out of hand by 
them was sold at Virginia City and distributed to them ; and at Helena a distribution was 
made of the property among the soldiers, and a deduction of the valuation amount thus dis-
tributed was made on their final statements. No property now occurs to me as having been 
iu1properly held, or passed into bauds of the civil employes. A team, which I now recollect 
of, is deducted from the account of the man who helJ it-this was a four-mule team, very 
much worn, which the chief qu~trtermaster sold at public sale to a merchant in Helena, 
being public property, in payment of a private bill, the sum received being a little over $200. 
By Mr. TERRY: 
Q. Have you had an opportunity of knowing something about the cost of maintaining 
regular forces in these Territories 1 I wish to know if you can state how much more, in pro-
portion to the number, was the eost of this expedition than that of regular troops 7-A. In 
answer to that question, I have said in my report as follows: "Major Lewis, the regular 
otlicer sent by the military commander to Montana to inquire into the necessity for volunteers 
and to muster them into the United States service, if needed, made what seems to have been 
a careful es timate of t.he cost of equipping and supporting a battalion of 400 troops for six 
months, and placed the amount at abont$414,000; but his estimates were admittedly liberal, 
so as to insure the covering of all possible expenses. and the number of men contemplated 
by him were not in service for the 1time named. It would, I think, be a liberal estimate to 
put the number of men, reduced to a six months' term, at 250. and $·2?>8,750 would be a full 
e;;timatc of their expense, if the u:mal customs and economies of tl1e Government service had 
been observed." 
By Mr. DONNAN: 
Q. State to the committee what class of claims you have suspended, and explain the 
rules of your action in regard to such suspension.-A. I haYe suspended claims to the 
amount of $56,17~ . UL. I have partially suspended claims to the amount of $41,941.91. I 
mean by partially suspended claims, claims where deliveries were only partly allowed. 
For inl!ltance, the claim of L. M. Black. I found there bad been received from him hay and 
forage all through the country; that there was no sort of doubt but that there had been received 
at least half of the hay and two-thirds of the short forao-e; but I was not certain as to the 
balance, which was suspended for want of proof. I h~ve suspended, in fact, all vouchers 
wherein I could not obtain sufficient infNmation or proof, after search, to justify me in de-
termining the question whether the deliveries claimed to have beeu made were actually made, 
either fully or partially. One group of vouchers was suspended, not because it was not as-
certained that there had been some deliveries of property, bnt because I couldn't ascertain 
with sufficient definiteness what had been delivered to justify me in making any award. In 
view of the fact that the property was put in in the name of the brother-in-law of a quarter-
master whose testimony I eould not get, nor any other corroborative testimony, I thought 
this claimant should be made to come forward and prove his claim thoroughly before any 
awards could safely be made. I have suspended one claim for $15,000, where it was not 
proved that the property had been delivered to my satisfaction, and I found a doubt existing 
in the mind of the chief commissary of subsistence as to its being a proper charge at the 
time. Other vouchers were suspended because there were names of persons inserted in the 
vouchers who really had not furnished the property, and the quartermaster in giving the ex-
planation was not sufficient1y clear; that is to say, the quartermaster issuing the voucher 
said that he would frequently purchal3e property of persons coming in, a horse or a saddle at 
a time, or other goods, and then group the purehase together and issue a voucher to some one 
person. There would be not so much objection to this if that were merely a form used in 
good faith, and if the circumstances were clearly and satisfactorily explained and the fact 
established that the property was delivered and the transaction a bona-fide one. 
Q. State what class of vouchers you have rejected, and explain to the committee the 
rules governing your action in such rejection.-A. As illustrations of my mode of pro-
eedure under this head, I rejected one voucher for $240, which was issued for the 
pretended purchase of a horse, whereas it was money drawn by the Chief Quarter-
master Cummings from a bank in Helena; J. J. Atchinson, late cashier of the First 
National Bank, Helena, was the claimant. This officer, as well as the other officers in-
dulging in irregular practices, set up that the money thus derived was in payment of 
expenditures incurred by them in the public service. As already reported, I could not, 
however, get from these parties a statement of the amount which the United States was 
i~de?ted to them, or any account, in this connection, of expenditures or the receipts. De-
hvm:Jes of forage, during .May, by the contractor at Virginia City, I... M. Block, were uot 
admitted by me, and were subsequently withdrawn by him. His contract took effect in 
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June, and the circumstances were ·well known to be such that it was impossible for him to 
have made any deliveries in May except by taking up sub-vouchers of others who had made 
deliveries under his contract; but he could not give definite information on that head, and 
I was obliged to reject all these vouchers. A voucher was issued for a horse for public 
purposes, but it turned out that the horse was borrowed, and when not returned it was 
charged as an officer's horse. I rejected vouchers for three horses in the name ofT. Chi mid-
lin. I asked him if he had sold these ho~ses. He said he never had. !•rejected ten vouchers 
of A. Hanauer. They purported to have been issued for forage delivered to the Government 
during the summer of 1867. I ascertained that he had not furnished any forage at all. I 
desired to know how it came about that he received such vouchers as these, and that they 
were afloat in his name with his signature to the receipt to give them currency. He told 
me he was forced to consent to this issue to get a settlement of the balance of his claim 
from the quartermaster. He told me frankly that be bad not furnished any property thereon. 
The full amount of these vouchers is $15,783.80. I rejected one voucher of Dr. Hovaker f~r 
$826 for medical services, who had a commission from the governor as a surgeon, and was, 
therefc,re, a military officer. His claim was not within the sphere of my examination. 
Another claim of F. E. Patton of $150, said to be so much material furnished, I ascertained, 
upon examination, to be really a claim for a small bouse burned by the troops. One claim 
for $1,291.25 of Lamb & Paine was duplicated, and was thrown out. One claim of $7,260 
of Nelson Story for provisions was rejected, because nothing whatever was furnished on 
tl1e voucher, Mr. Story so testifying to me ; nor did he before know of its existence. One 
claim of $75 was thrown out for services not rendered as stated. One claim of W. Her-
man of $150 for rent was rejected, because there were no .premises rented from him as 
charged; but the voucher was given for furniture, Herman being a cabinet-maker. The 
explanation was that the quartermaster was entitled to an office as commissary of subsist-
ence, and also as quartermaster ; that he had a sort of right to these offices as something in 
the nature of a perquisite. He performed all his duties in one office. It was claimed that 
the furniture was furnished for the public service, but it could not be traced. I rejected 
another group of vouchers, amounting to about --, because the property had not been 
received. The vouchers, bad been issued toW. W. ·watkins under the following circum-
stances: Watkins was a livery-stable keeper in Helena. The stock of parties would be 
brought to his corral and would be fed and charged so much per head for feed and attendance 
and everything in the livery-stable line. In making out vouchers for what was really fur-
nished by him, they were made out so much for the amount of bay estimated to have been 
furnished, so much for corral rent, and so much for the hire of a corral-master. Three 
vouchers, not enumerated in the list rejected, for property absolutely furnished, were ad-
mitted at reduced rates, it having been ascertained that there was no doubt as to the gen-
eral fairness of the bill with a deduction. Colonel Fiske, quartermaster in Helena, on giv-
ing him these vouchers at settlement, said to Mr. Watkins: ''I have expended a great deal 
of money. I am out of pocket considerably for the public service, and I have no way of 
reimbursing myself except by taking advantage of the saving of forage. The troops have 
not used all the forage they would be entitled to according to the allowance of the regnl!l-
tious. There bas been a great. saving in consequence of the stock being put to grass dur-
ing the summm:, and if you will consent to my issuing two or three vouchers for forage, 
(the amount not stated,) it will only be a mere form, and I can diSJ)Ose of the vouchers: 
and if you wm authorize me to sign and receipt for them it will be a great convenience to 
me, and be of no sort of consequence to anybody else, as it is a mere form, and I shall 
thus be able to re-imburse myself." Mr. Watkins told me under oath that be did not know 
anything about that kind of busine'ls at all; but that he supposed Colonel Fiske knew about 
it, and he thought it was a simple matter, and nothing wrong· in it, and he did authorize 
him to issue thel>e vouchers. He was perfectly astonished, however, when I told him there 
must have been so large an over-issue of forage vouchers in this case. Mr. Watkins frankly 
said that he had not furnished the material at all, and I rejected the claims outright. I have 
seen the vouchers. They were signed with Watkins's signature, he having authorized Fiske 
to write his name. 
Q. Did Watkins sign the receipt ?-A. He authorized Fiske to sign a few to a small 
amount, and Fiske filled them up to a large amount, and sold them throughout the community, 
the whole amounting to about $25,000. The number of vouchers in all is seven. · 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Did you inquire what he got for it ?-A. Yes, sir; he told me he got about ten cents 
on the dollar for them. He was assistant quartermaster of the Territory of Montana: 
not a United States quartermaster. If he had been a United States officer I should have 
preferred charges against him. 
By Mr. DONNAN: 
Q. Please explain the Couch and Drew claim ?-A. This was explained by reading from 
the written report under head of transportation: 
" Of the amount charged under this bead, $24,725.76 is for transportation of the territorial 
quo~a of small arms, artillery, and ammunition delivered to the Territory by the General 
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Government, from Sun River, near Fort Benton, to the capital, a distance of somewhere 
near two hundred and twenty miles. As this ordnance property had been delivered within 
the limits of the Territory to a territorial agent, at the expense of the United States, it is 
hardly considered just that the United States should be chargeable with after freight. Be-
sides, the charge of sixteen cents per pound freight is extravagant." 
Upon coming to make the awards, as required by statute, I brought this case directly to 
the attention of the SMretary of vVar, aud asked him for instructions, stating that although 
I had made that report, still the subject had not been noticed, except as in eonnection with 
the general subject of these claims; but I felt that I had made a decision in this case, which, 
perhaps, was not in my province to make. The Secretary directed me to collect and report 
the facts in this as well as in the other cases, leaving the judgment thereon to Congress. 
This is in the list of claims allowed, the price being cut down from sixteen cents per pound 
freight to ten cents. 
The report in the case was read, showing performance of the work, and the attending 
circumstances. 
By Mr. DONNAN : 
Q. What is the usage of the United States in the distribution of the quota of arms to 
States and Territories, as to paying the freight thereon ?-A. The usage is, I learn from 
the Ordnance Department, to pay the freight. 
Q. What material composed this quota ?-A. I have learned from the Ordnance Office, 
as '"ell as iu Montana, that the material was six 12-pounder mounted howitzers,. carriages, 
appliances, ammunition, &c. ; two thousand five hundred rifle-muskets, accouterments, 
ammunition, ·&c.; value, $67,561.50. 
By Mr. SToUGHTON: 
Q. W'hat service did these troops render to the Government ?-A. Garrison service, princi-
pally, in the Yellowstone Valley. They made scouts of no great value to the Government. 
The whole organization rendered no more important service than, by their presence in the 
Yellowstone Valley, in preventing the Sioux from coming in that direction. Such, at least, 
are my impressions with regard to the military services and of the expedition. 
By Mr. DONNAN: 
If there had been no such expedition, would there have been danger of a hostile incursion 
of the Indians in that section of the Territory? -A. Perhaps my testimony on this subject 
is not valuable; but I am inclined to think that if the Crow Indians had been properly 
managed they would have been a barrier between the Sioux and the settlements until regu-
lar troops came, and thns the volunteer troops would not have been absolutely necessary to 
protect the settlements against an Indian incursion. 
Q. Under the circumstances, and with the Orow Indians not properly managed, would 
there have been danger ?-.A. My opinion on this point is not valuable. It would be con-
jecture. 
By Mr. TERRY: 
Q. Do yon wish to make a further explanation in regard to certam vouchers referred to 
that have been burned ?-A. A list of vouchers whieh have not been replaced since the fire 
is with the report. As I stated in the report, the appropriation named by the Secretary of 
vVar is believed to be sufficient to pay all the vouchers which are good. Some of those 
vouchers I know are good, and as I cannot state them fully, I have not been able to report 
upon them. I intend to report on them as fast as they come in to the Secretary of War. 
W.-\SHI~GTON, D. C., May 20, 1872. 
J.niES A. HARDIE recalled. 
By Mr. DoNNAN: 
Question. State any additional facts within your knowledge which may affect the Montana 
elaims.-Ans'''er. There is no fact within my recollection at present which may be essential 
to the adjustment of these claims, or which affects the proper consideration of the subject, 
beyond those reported by me, in the printed reports and other documentary matter, in the 
hands of the committee, and the evidence given by me before them. 
The amount of awards that I find is $513,000. About that amount will extinguish all 
jnst claims. 
As the committee direct, I take up the list of elaims which I have examined and reported 
npon, and remark as follows: ' 
· No. 1 is that of Joseph H. Allen, for $1.750, for rent. This rent was for offices. I visited 
the buildings and ascertained that the offices were absolutely rented; but he charged too 
much. He was allowed $1,000. 
The next four vouchers are in the nafl"le of Anthony S. Jay. He was a clerk; and I knew 
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very well that he rendered the service of a clerk to the chief quartermaster in the field ; and 
I knew he rendered the service during the time claimed, with the exception of a portion of 
the month of May. He told me they allowed pay to commence on the 1st of May, and he 
did not commence until some time after that. I allowed him, instead of$300 for the first two 
months, $225. The rest of the amount claimed for pay was reasomtble, $150 a month. 
The next is J. W. Alley; the amount claimed, $4,597; the amount allowed was 
$3,363,40. 
I may say generally that the clothing waQ generally charged about 33t per <lent. too high. 
But it was difficult to fix the value, because " a coat" might m@an anything worn for such 
a garment. And where it was difficult to fix tho prioes, I had to take the articles at tho 
prices quoted at the time. 
Thomato H. Alden claimed for service. This service was rendered, a.nd I Otlt dowu the 
claim from $750 to $500. 
R. Alden claimed for servioe $540 1 sorvioe rendered ; $450 allowed, 
,V, P. Armstrong furnished beds. 
Bruce & Wright, of Virginia City, had a claim for $1.117 for printing' blanks and publish-
ing· advertisements. The service was aotually rendered, but the p1•iee was too high; $588.50 
allowed. 
George Booker had a claim for service of $720, The service was rendered as wagon~mas. 
ter. The amount awarded is $480. 
Martin Blakely, for tn\>n&portation, charged $~,376, and was allowed $1,584, 
John Blake furnished fuel. He claim(\d $1,125, and was allowed $675. 
N. J, Bond had seven voucher£ , I{e absolutely furnished a considerable quantity of slock, 
articles of out:Qt, and sorne provis.ions, and ft,rnished trains &lso. Most of his vouchers are 
sold, and in most cases the awards have been made to. th~ lv.wfJ..\l awu,o\·~ the qt\estio.u of 
owuers.hip here beiug not Mcert~.1u~d. or in dispu.te, · 
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!~ == 0 Vouchers. g~ Names of parties en- ]'or what vouchers wer<· c·ce ~0) titled to relief. issued. 
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~ ::I :::1.;.:> a 0 ea5 ::I s z <j <j 
1 Allen, .Joseph H ...... $1,750 00 $1,000 00 Lawful owner ......... Rent. 
52 Anthony, S . .J ......... 300 00 225 00 . ..... do ............... Services. 
3 ...... do ............... 450 00 450 00 Receiver Ocean Na- Do. 
tional Bank. 
4 ...... do ............... 150 00 150 00 Lawful owner ......... Do. 
5 ...... do ............... 150 00 150 00 Hughes & Bissell ..... Do. 
6 ...... do ............... 150 00 150 00 ...... do ............... Do. 
7 Alley, .J. W., (agent) .. 5, 497 00 3, 363 40 ...... do Clothing. 
8 Alden, Thomas H ..... 750 00 500 00 Deitch :B;-~~·-·:::~~~~~: Services. 
9 Alden,R .............. 540 00 450 00 .J . .J. Hull ............. Do. 
10 ArrristroiJg, W. P ..... 900 00 600 00 W. P. Armstrong ..... Books. 
11 ...... do ............... 1, 573 00 1, 210 00 . ..... do ............... Do. 
12 ...... do ... ... ......... 240 00 160 00 ...... do ............... Do . 
13 Bruce & Wright ...... 1,171 00 588 50 Lawful owner ......... Printing blanks and pub-
lishing; advertisements. 
14 Booker, George ....... 720 00 480 00 George Booker .. ...... Services. 
15 Blakely, Martin ··-·-- 2,376 00 1, 584 00 Receiver Ocean N a- Hire of transport;ttion. 
Blake, ,John .......... 00 00 
tional Bank, N.Y. 
16 1,125 675 Robert Watson . _ ..... Fuel. 
17 Bond, N . .J ............ 181 00 . 103 44 Lawful owner ......... Miscellaneous stores. 
18 ...... do ............... 2, 232 00 1, 4R8 00 ...... do -- --- ---- ------ Hire of transportation. 
19 ...... do ............... 792 00 528 00 ...... do ............... Do . 
20 ...... do ··------··----- 576 00 384 00 ::::::~~ :: :::::::::::~: Do. 21 ...... rlo 400 00 160 00 Horses. 
22 ...... do::::::::::::::: 202 25 127 52 ,T ohn Linder ....... Subsistence. 
23 ...... do ............... 1, 368 00 912 @0 Lawful owner ...... . :: Hire of transportation. 
24 Black, L. M ........... 5, 000 18 2, 299 00 McMann & Cudlipp ... Forage. 
25 ...... do 480 00 432 00 . ..... do ............... Wagon-sheets. 
26 ...... do::::::::::::::: 60 00 20 25 ...... do ............... Sugar. 
27 ...... do ............... 5, 305 00 3, 386 25 ...... do ............... Arms, and horse eq ui11· 
ments. 
528 ...... do ............... 26,145 00 10, 080 00 . ..... do ............... Horses. 
29 ...... clo 1,344 00 1,120 00 ...... do ............... Hire of teams. 
30 ...... do::::::::::::::: 1,102 90 760 71 ...... do ............... Miscellaneous stores. 
31 ...... do ............... 472 00 339 25 McMann & Cucllipp ... Miscellaneous stores. 
32 ..... . do ............... 2, 000 00 919 60 Receiver Ocean Na- Forage. 
t.ional Bank, N.Y. 
33 ...... do ............... 3, 799 87 1, 747 10 Edward Cha!le ........ Do. 
34 ...... do 933 80 429 40 P. H. Beadles Do . 
35 ...... do::::::::::::::: 400 20 184 00 H. Siegel ..... : : : : : : : : : Do. 
36 ...... do ............... 7, 250 00 3, 333 30 Deitch Bros ........... Do. 
37 ...... clo 4, 966 45 1, 597 50 Eugene Commiskey ... Do. 
38 ...... do.:::::::::::::: 4, 980 00 1, 920 00 ...... do ............... Horses. 
39 ...... do ............... 6,138 75 2, 677 50 Lawful owner ......... Do. 
40 ...... do .............. 5, 778 00 2, 463 40 .. .... do ............... Do . 
41 ...... do ............... 5, 220 00 2, 400 00 L. W.Black ........... Do . 
42 ...... do ........•...... 493 00 226 70 C. Townsend .......... Do . 
43 ...... do .. ............. 507 50 233 40 L. W.Black ........... Do . 
44 ...... rlo ............... 6. 499 50 2, 891 70 . ..... do ............... Do . 
45 ...... do ............... 3; 480 00 1, ()00 00 ...... clo --------------- Do . 
46 ...... do ............... 374 97 172 40 Lawful owner ......... Do . 
40 
Vouchers. 
47 Black, L. M . ......... . 
48 ...... do .............. . 
49 ...... do------- ....... . 
50 ...... do .............. . 
51 ...... 00 ·--------------
52 ...... do .............. . 
53 ...... do .... _ ......... . 
54 ..••.. do .............. . 
55 ....•. do .............. . 
56 ..••.. do .............. . 
57 ...... do .............. . 
58 Bean, F . .A. ........... . 
59 Booge, H. D. & Co .... . 
60 ...... do .............. . 
61 ...... do .............. . 
62 .•.... do .............. . 
63 ...... do .............. . 
64 ...... do ..... ~ ........ . 
65 Bartruff, John J ..... . 
66 Bailey, R. 0 .......... . 
67 Bruce, J. P _ .......... . 
68 Collins, E. R ......... . 
69 Cover & Mc.A.dam ... . 
70 ....•. do .............. . 
71 ...... do ............. .. 
72 ...... do .............. . 
73 Cover, T. H ......... .. 
74 Camblin, J. L .... 
75 Cannon, C. W., & Co .. 
76 Carrol & Steele ...... . 
77 ...•.. do .............. . 





































. .. . . . do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
Coberly, Joseph G ... . 
Cl:uk, James ......... . 
Crane, Robert ........ . 
Castner, J. :M ........ . 
Creighton, John .A. ... . 
. ?.~~~~l~s: ~--~::: :::::.: 
...... do .............. . 
Chandler, Calvin H .. 
Cummings, Hamilton. 
Cooper, F ........... .. 
...... do .............. . 
Couch & Drew ....... . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
__ , ___ do .............. . 
...... do ............. . 
Campbell, James B .. _. 
Carpenter, Benjamin .. 
Condon, John ........ . 
Conner, J, T ......... . 
. ~~~~~fc; ~: -~: : :: ·. ::::: : 
Davidson, Charles 
Davidson, Joseph .... . 
Dunlevy, James ...... . 
Donaldson, C. B ...... . 
Deegan & Watkins .. . 
...... do .............. . 
Durgan, .A.. C ......... . 
Daems, L ............ . 
MONTANA WAR-CLAIMS. 
No. 4.-List of clai'rns, g-c.-Continued. 
Names of parties en· For what vouchers were 
$2, 175 00 
493 00 
4, 350 00 
507 50 
1, 015 00 
17 777 00 

















1, 746 38 
823 50 
3, 803 77 






2, 595 50 











1, 290 00 
225 00 
1, 015 00 
4, 945 28 
1, 556 00 
13,614 72 
2, 274 40 







1, 400 00 
75 00 
1, 076 32 
750 00 
518 00 




1, 445 00 
titled to relief. issued. 
$1, 000 10 
226 70 




6, 833 40 
400 00 














Phillips & Freeland .. . 
L.M. Black .......... . 
J. J. Hull ........... .. 
Lawful owner ........ . 
C. Townsend, assignee. 
Hughes & Bissell .... . 
J·ames Seligman ..... . 
Lawful owner ........ . 
James Seligman ..... . 
Lawful owner ........ . 
C. Townsend, assignee. 
0. 0. Cullen ......... _ . 
. ~-- ~-(~0~~~::::::::::: 
. ..... do .............. . 
. ..... do-----·---------
...... do_ ............. . 
. ... __ do ............. .. 
J. S. Bartroff ......... . 
.A.. Scheffler .... _ ..... . 
Lawful owner ........ . 
Receiver Ocean N a-
tional Bank, N.Y. 
42 00 T. C. Stevens and J. 
1, 20~ 40 
549 00 
2, 487 48 







. ..... do .............. . 
Deitch Bros .......... . 
Lawful owner ........ . 
:r. C. Stevens and J. 
M.Ryan. 
Julius Kraemer ...... . 
C. W. Cannon ........ . 
Lawful owner ........ . 
. ..... do .............. . 
Party ~uthorize<l to 
liquidate accounts of 
C.,C.,&M . 
1, 749 54 ...... do .............. . 
953 43 ...... do .............. . 
84 00 Clark & Conrad ..... .. 
936 00 J. G. Coberly ......... _ 
324 00 Hughes & Bissell .... . 
375 00 , E. Creighton & Co ... . 
800 00 Lawful owner ........ . 
158 65 C. L. Dahler .......... . 
4 00 D. C. Corbin ......... .. 
101 50 ...... do _ ............. . 
45 37 ...... do .............. . 
114 50 Hughes & Bissell .... . 
630 00 J. J. Hull ....... 
150 00 Weber & Wolff ...... . 
150 00 0. 0. Cullen .......... . 
3, 090 80 Lawful owner ........ . 
972 50 JohnVanVa1kenberg . 
8, 509 20 Couch & Drew ....... . 
1, 421 50 ...... do ............. .. 
741 40 awfulowner ........ . 
337 50 ...... do .............. . 
380 80 ...... do ............. _ . 
150 00 James B. Campbell._ .. 
110 00 .A.. H. Beattie ......... . 
221 00 Lawful owner ........ . 
150 00 ...... do .............. . 
560 00 ...... do ............. .. 
52 50 ...... do ............. .. 
637 13 ...... do .............. . 
625 00 Phillips & Freeland .. 
259 00 James F. Brown ..... . 
2, 462 00 C. B. Donaldson ...... . 
40 00 Ross Deegan ......... . 
255 00 . _ .... do .............. . 
80 00 Mrs . .A.. C. Durgan ... . 







































































115 Daems, L -----·-······ 
116 __ . ___ do __ .. _ ....... :--. 
117 I;:ckle, Martin._. ___ .. . 
118 Erskine, William .. .. . 
119 . ___ .. do_-------------. 
120 Ebert, E. B .... _.- ... .. 
121 _ ..... do __ .. _ ......... . 
122 ...... do .............. . 
123 _ .. _ . _do __ ... _ ........ . 
1~4 Ellis Brothers _ ... _ .. . 
125 ·---_.do _______ ... --- .. 
126 Erickson, Nicholas. __ _ 
127 J!'isk & :Stewart _____ _ 
1:28 ______ do _______ ....... . 
129 Farwell, ~L C .. - ..... _ 
130 __ ... _do __ ..... ___ .... . 
131 J!'arwell & Harper ... _ 
132 .. _ ... do _. _ ..... _ . __ .. _ 
133 . __ .. _do . __ .... __ .. _ .. . 
134 Ford, Thomas _ ..... . 
135 Foster, William 
136 Freelftnd, William ... _ 
137 Goldberg, L . __ .. - ... . 
138 Gay, Lewis & Co .. _ .. _ 
139 Garrett, Colwell & Co. 
140 Goll1berg, Norris & 
Bros. 
141 Gilbert & Richter ... _. 
f42 Gibson, James ___ .... . 
143 Grooms, ,James _ .. __ . _ 
144 Gibbons, W. R ..... __ _ 
145 Gibson, W. R .... _ .. _. 
146 Garcid, Joseph . __ .... 
147 Grant, John F .. ___ .. _ 
148 _ ... __ do ___ .... _ . _ .... _ 
149 _ .... _ do ..... _ ..... _ .. . 
150 - ..... dtl- .. -- ..... · .. - .. 
151 ...... do .............. . 
152 ..... _do _ ...... _ . ___ .. . 
153 ...... clo _ ........ _ .... _ 
154 Giddings. Charles E __ 
155 Gupl, S. P ......... .. 
156 Gordon, Frank. _ ... __ . 
157 Holloway, George G .. 
158 .. _. _ . do __ .. ____ .. __ .. . 
159 Howard, G. C ........ . 
160 _ ... _.do ...... __ ..... _ 
161 ...... do ............. .. 
162 Hancock, E _ ...... _ .. _ 
163 Hamilton, W. F _ ..... . 
i~~ . ~~~~~1~8: ~~~~~~-:::::: 
166 Harri.gon, N ... ___ . _ .. _ 
1ti7 Hineman, Jacob 
16tl Harper, W .......... .. 
169 Hupp, James ......... . 
170 ...... do .............. . 
171 Hurley, E. H ........ .. 
172 ...... clo _ .....• _ .....•. 
17::1 Howe,John ......... .. 
174 ...... do .............. . 
175 ...... do .............. . 
176 __ .... do __ ............ _ 
1 77 ...... do ... .......... .. 
178 ...... do .............. . 
179 ..... _do _ . ___ .. _ ... _ .. _ 
180 Havaner, A .......... . 
MONT AN A WAR-CLAIMS. 41 
No. 4.-List. of claims, g·c.-Continued. 
Names of parties en- For what vouchers were 










2, 290 00 







2, 506 75 














1, 000 00 
2, 400 00 
400 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 400 00 




























16, 791 00 
$31 50 L. Daems ........... .. 
27 75 . -.... do ____ .. _ . _ ..... . 
42 00 Deitch Bros ...... .... _ 
169 75 ·william Erskine_ .. __ _ 
275 00 ..... _do _ ...... _ ..... .. 
. 49 14 E. B. Ebert .......... .. 
84 30 ...... do .............. . 
50 40 ...... do ............. .. 
72 13 ...... do _ .. _ ...... _ .. .. 
1, 545 00 RecehTer Ocean Nat'l 
Bank, New York. 
3,140 00 Mrs. S. Abrahams .... . 
56 00 J uli ns Kramer_ ... _ .. _ 
71 50 R. E. Fisk .......... .. 
273 00 ...... do .............. . 
50 00 Lawful owner _ ... _ .. . 
375 00 M. C. Farwell _ ...... _. 
187 50 ..... -do .............. _ 
1, 879 06 .•.. -.. flo _ ...... _ ... __ .. 
1, 809 75 --- .•. do _ -..... __ . ___ . _ 
120 00 I Thomas Ford _. _. _ .. _ . 
17125 J.J.Hull ........... .. 
25 oo- William Freeland .... _ 
554 00 L. Goldberg ......... .. 
255 25 T-homn,s E. Davis ..... . 
500 67 '\V. C. Lobenstein ..... . 























Gilbert &. Richter._ ... 
J. J. Hull . __ ... _ .. _ . _ . 
H. Siegel &·Co ___ ... _. 
t ~.l:f3r~~::::::::::: 
Phillips &. Freeland._ . 
John 1''- Grant ....... . 
...... do_ ............. . 
...... do-··-··········· 
. ..... do-······---····· 
...... do .......... _ .. . 
. ..... do_ ............. . 
...... do-------------·· 
W. P. Armstrong __ .. . 
-R. S. Hale' ........... .. 
A . H. Beattie ......... . 
-~:-~: d~r~~.::: :: ::: ::: 
Lawful owner ...... _ .. 
...... do.----··-···--·· 
...... do-----······· ... 
Receiver Ocean Nat'l 
Bank, New York, 
12 00 Lawful owner .. _ ..... . 
146 75 ...... do _ ............ . 
894 00 ...... do __ ..... __ .. _ ... 
105 60 ll. P. Wade ..... .. __ .. 
20 00 Phillips & Freeland._. 
375 00 Lawful owner .... _ .... 
96 00 Isadore Strasberger ... 
119 50 ..... , do ..... ....... _ .. 
22 50 Deitch Bros ....... __ . _ 
42 00 ...... do .. _ .......... .. 
1, 246 50 1'. C. Stevens ........ .. 
64 33 ...... do_ ............ .. 
60 00 _ ..... do ........ _ ..... .. 
~I~ ~~ I:::: :: ~~ : :::::: : : ::: :: : 
67 50 ...... do .............. . 
8, ~~~ ~~ 1· B:~~~~z I>o~cie~ · c"o"~~ · 
pany. 









Clothing and blankets. 
Do. 
Saddles. 



























































L82 ...... do .. ---------. __ . 
183 ...•.. rlo . .... . _ ... ____ _ 
184 .••••. do ........ __ .. __ . 
185 .•.... do .... L ........ . 
186 . --- .. do ........ _ .. ___ . 
187 . --- .. do .......... _. __ . 
188 . -- . - . do ........ .... __ _ 
189 1 Hovaker, B. C ....... . 
190 ... ... do----------··--· 
191 Hancock & Fleisch-
192 1 .. -~~~d~ .. -------- .. --. 
193 Hartwell, Jurgenson 
&Co. 
194 ...•.. do .. _ ... ____ .. __ . 
1!:15 ...... do-------· ______ _ 
196 .. - ... do ...... ___ ... _ .. 
197 Higgin1:1, Travis & Bro. 
198 ...... do ... __ . __ ...... . 
199 ...... do ....... ...... . . 
200 ...... do . . ....... . _ . _ .. 
201 ~ ------dO .........•..... 
202 ...... do .............. . 
203 ...... do--·------------
::: I : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : 
~~~ I : : : : : : ~~ : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : 
208 Hooper, Thos., & Lewis 
20!:1 ...... do .............. . 
210 ....•. do .............. . 
211 ...... do ............. .. 
212 ...... do·-----··--·---· 
~13 ...... do .. __ .......... . 
214 Horr, Henry R ....... . 
215 ...... do .............. . 
216 ...... do .............. . 
217 Hale, R. S ........... .. 
218 ...... do . ... . ....... .. . 
219 ...... do .............. . 
220 ...... do .............. . 
221 ...... do ... _ .. _ ....... . 
222 ...... do ............. .. 
223 ...•.. do .............. . 
224 ...... do ............ . .. 
225 ...... do .... ... ....... . 
226 Herman, William .... . 
227 ...... do ....... ....... . 
228 ...... do . ............. . 
229 Hartwell & Co ....... . 
~~~ -~~~~~8~~~~~~ -~::::: :: 
232 Ing·ersoll, J ......... .. 
233 ...... do .. -------------
234 ...... do . . __ .. __ ...... . 
235 Joseph, .Alfred ....... . 
236 Jones, Peter ....... . . . 
237 Jones, Rival ......... . 
238 James, John ... ------
239 Kramer, Julius ...... . 
240 ...... do .............. . 
241 .••..• do .............. . 
242 ...... do . ... .... ..... .. 
243 ... ... do ..... ........ . . 
244 King & Gillette ..... . . 
245 ...... do .......... .... . 
246 Knight, Joseph ...... . 
MONT AN A W AR-CLAHIS. 
No. 4.-List of claims, g·c.-Continued. 
Names of parties en- For what vouchers were 
$5, 191 15 
9, 493 85 
1, 035 00 
4, 301 00 
4, 305 00 
4, 266 00 
223 20 
1, 282 80 
96 00 
1, 014 00 
780 00 
2, 310 00 
579 08 
87 50 




6, 864 00 
1, 188 00 
7, 167 00 
500 00 
500 00 
1, 850 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 067 50 
1, 45R 00 







1, 072 00 































titled to relief. issued. 
$2,532 82 1 J. J. Hull.. ......... .. 
4, 244 15 La-wful owner ........ . 
400 00 C. Townsend, assignee 
of 0. H. Viergatz. 
1, 934 00 Lawful owner .. _ ..... . 
1, 944 00 Deitch Bros .. __ ..... .. 
1, 939 50 ...... do ............. . 
146 05 C. Townsenr1, assiJ~;nee 
of 0. H. Yiergatz, 
594 30 Deitch Bros ...... . 
74 00 Receiver Ocean Nat'l 
Bank, New York. 
702 00 Orr &Lindsley ....... . 
360 00 Receiver Ocean Nat'! 
Bank, New York. 
1, 650 00 ...... do ............ . .. 




8, 000 00 
200 00 
1, 200 00 
792 00 
3, 745 00 
324 00 
250 00 
1, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
1, 527 50 
360 00 






































2, 539 20 
. ..... clo .............. . 
...•.• <lo- --------------
-..... do ............. . 
M.Moor·e -------------
---- .. do ..... _______ ... 
Higgins, Travis & Bro 
. ..... do .............. . 
.. .... do .............. . 
C. Rubens & Co ...... . 
F . .A .. Shielcls ........ . 
Receiver Ocean Na-
tional Bank, N. Y. 
...... do ....... --------
...... do ............. .. 
...... do.·--------·---· 
T. & L. Hoopes ....... . 
...... do ....... ---··-·· 
. ..... do .............. . 
Lawful owner ....... . 
T. & L. Hoopes ....... . 
Lawful owner _ ...... . 
J. L. HorT ........... .. 
...... do .............. . 
.. .... do ........... ... . 
R. L. Hale ...... ------
...... tlo. ---------····· 
. ..... do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ...... ... ..... . 
. ..... do ........ : ..... . 
. ..... do .............. . 
W. Herman ... . 
...... do .... .......... . 
. ...•. clo ........•••..•. 
Joseph W. Hartwell .. 
J. J. Hull . . .. .. . . ... . 
H.Siegel &Co ...... .. 
J. Ingersoll ......... .. 
.. .... do ............. -. 
...... do ...... --- -----· 
John M. Wallace ...... 
W. F. Sanders .. -··- __ _ 
M.H.Lot.t ---········· 
John James .......... . 
J. Kramer ............ . 
.••••• clo .............. . 
.. .... do . ..... ....... .. 
.. .... do .............. . 
. ..... do .............. . 
King & Gillette ...... . 
...... do . --·--···---·-











Horse and mules. 
Subsistence. 







Hire of teams. 
Do. 















Blankets and coats. 
Miscellaneous articles. 



































































































Knight, Joseph ....... . 
Kuigllt, J.M ....... .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ............. .. 
Kearney, Matthew ... . 
Kirkendall, Hugh ... . 
.. .. .. do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
Kiloran, William .... . 
...... do .............. . 
-~~~~a~~---~-:~--~:~::~~ 
Lemon, Robert H .... . 
...... do .............. . 
. ..... do .......•....... 
...... do .............. . 
Leitcht, John ... . 
...... do .............. . 
La Croix & Owings .. . 
. .. . .. do ............. .. 
... ... do ............. .. 
...... do ............. .. 
Lamb, G. W ......... . 
...... do .............. . 
Leggett, R. D ........ . 
Low, 'William ........ . 
. .. . . . do .............. . 
Mansfield, \V. M .....• 
Mul"dlhill, Lawrence .. 
Mayer, L .......... .. 
...... do ............ .. 
Marx, M ...........••• 
Meagllr;r & Redfield .. 
McAndrews, James S. 
Marsh, Fred ......... . 
Mullin, Bernard ...... . 
Morse, E. & B ........ . 
...... do ...........•... 
...... do . ............. . 
Morse, E ............. . 
Morse, E. & B ..... • ... . 
.. . . .. do ............. .. 
. .. . .. do .............. . 
Morse, E ............ .. 
Mansfield, E. S ...... . 
1\'fcFadden, \Va1lace .. 
Merk, F. R. & Co .... . 
... • .. do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ........• ...... 
. . . . . . do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .......... .... . 
...... do ............. .. 
...... do ............. .. 
...... do ... ........... . 
.. .. .. do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
Merk, F. R .......... .. 
Montana Mineral 
Laud and Mining 
Company. 
O'Donnell, John ...... 
MONTANA WAR-CLAIMS. 43 
No. 4.-List of claims, cfc.-Continued. 
Names of parties en- For what vouchers were 






7, 800 00 
7, 800 00 
7, 800 01) 





2, 141 66 
350 00 
49 50 
1, 086 33 














3, 356 00 
84 00 
311 00 





2, 400 00 
2, 480 00 
956 31 
672 00 
1, 398 75 
4, 003 50 
1, 600 00 
9, 400 00 













2, 067 55 
1, 435 45 
1, 451 65 
790 00 







23, 122 37 
5, 460 00 
5, 460 00 
4. 3(i8 00 
8, 190 00 
150 00 
8, 190 00 
320 00 
128 00 


















1, 572 00 
42 00 
167 94 





1, 200 00 




2, 945 40 
800 00 


















1, 275 09 
592 00 
titled to relief. issued. 
Joseph Knight .... ... . 
Lawful owner ... . .... . 
.. .... do .... . ........ .. 
.. . . .. do ............. .. 
J. M. Ryan .......... .. 
M. H. Insley ........ .. 
. . .... do .............. . 
...... do ............. .. 
. ..... do .............. . 
. ..... do ............. .. 
. ..... do .............. . 
L. M. Black ...... .. .. . 
F.R. Merk .......... . 
.. .... do .............. . 
.A.. G. Lowry ......... . 
...... do .............. . 
C . .A.. Morris 
Robert H. Lemon .... . 
Charles .A.. Morris .... . 
.. .... do .............. . 
M. Moore ............ . 
. ..... do .............. . 
La Croix & Owings .. . 
. ..... do . ...... ... ..•.. 
. ..... do .............. . 
. ..... do .............. . 
D. R. Lee pen ......... . 
. ..... do ......... .... .. 
R. D. Leggitt ......... . 
.A.. H. Beattie ......... . 
. ..... do ............. .. 
W. M. Mansfield ..... . 
J. T. Sullivan ........ . 
D. Lincoln ... . .... ... . 
...... do . .... ......... . 
Lawful owner 
W. F. Saunders ...... . 
Lawful owner ....... .. 
...... do .. ............ . 
J.M.Ryan .......... . 
Lawful owner ....... . 
Receiver of Ocean Na-
tional Bank, N.Y. 
Lawful owner 
. ...... do ......•........ 
B. Morse ............. . 
Lawful owner ....... . 
Phillip Thorpe ....... . 
S.H.Bohm .......... . 
Lawful owner ....... . 
R. H. Lemon ........ .. 
F. R. Merk .......... .. 
. ..... do . ............. . 
Lawful owner .. ..... . 
. ..... do .....••........ 
F. R.Merlc .......... . 
...... do .............. . 
. .. . . . do .............. . 
. .. . .. do .............. . 
...... do .........•..... 
...... do .............. . 
. . .. . • do .............. . 
...... do .....••....... . 
.. .... do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
. ..... do ............. .. 
Montana Mineral 
Land and Mining 
Company. 













Hire of teams. 







Medical stores . 
Horses. 






















































314 O'Donnell, John ....... 
315 ...... do .. -------------
316 Orrick, William ___ . __ 
317 Olinghouse, Elias & Co. 
318 Prevost, Medrick _____ 
319 Parham,· J. J. _ ...... _. 
320 Poitras, Isaac ......... 
321 Payne, R .............. 
322 Penwell, 0 ... _ ........ 
3~3 Phillips, William .. ___ 
324 Phillips & Freeland. __ 
325 .. .. . . do __ . _ . _ . _ .. __ .. _ 
326 ...... do _____ :_--------
327 ...... do---------------
328 ...... do-----------·---
329 ...... do---·-··-_ ...... 
330 ...... do.·---------· .. 
331 ...... do_---------·----
332 ---- .. do_------ ........ 
333 ...... do_ ...... -------· 
334 ...... do---------------
335 ...... do . _ ..... _ .. _ . __ . 
336 ...... do-------···-----
337 ...... do··--------·· · ·· 
338 _ ..... do __ ..... ____ ... _ 
339 ...... do--------------· 
340 Powell, .Joseph._ .. _. __ 
341 Power, T. C. _ ...... _ .. 
Patton, F. E. W -------
342 Russell, L. _ ..... __ . _ .. 
343 Rouse & McCracken._ 
344 Ryan, J'ames M ....... 
345 ...... do .. _ .. __ ........ 
346 ...... do ............... 
347 Robinson, James_ ..... 
348 Rockfellow, J . . J ___ .... 
349 ...... do ....... --··-··· 
350 ...... do .... ·---···- ... 
351 Reynolds, Stephen .... 
352 ...... do_ .............. 
353 ...... do.·---··--······ 
354 ...... do ............... 
355 ---~--dO.- ......... 
356 Robins,James -----~:: 
357 Rand & Willis ..... _ .. 
358 ...... do---------······ 
359 Rich and, John ........ 
360 Redick, William F .... 
361 Rodgers, W. H ........ 
362 Sheridan, Thomas ..... 
363 Story, Nelson .. _ ...... 
364 ...... do·---···-·-----· 
365 Simpson &.Warner_ .. 
366 Stafford, W. M. _ ...... 
367 Spencer, L ............ 
368 Sill, S. B _ ............. 
369 Schoof, Lonis . _____ ... 
370 Sparks & McPherson_ 
371 ...... do_··········---· 
372 ...... do-·-············ 
373 ...... do·---------·- ... 
374 Seagrave, William J __ 
375 Sands, Julius __ ....... 
376 St. Amour, Theophile _ 
377 ...... do-----·-······--
378 ...... do ............... 
379 ...... do.---·--···· ... 
3t0 Smith, A. W .......... 
MON'I'AN A WAR-CLAIMS. 
No. 4.-List of clairns, g·c.-Continued. 
w i:l. ;... 
<ll <ll'O 
.-!=< s<ll <ll 
s~ ;:I 0 • 
g~ ;;-rn ..... s 
o·'"" ;...<1) 
~..:s ~p 
1=1 <ll .::o 
;:I :::"" 0 0'0 
::l S<ll 
.;;j --1'0 
$600 0(} $400 00 
48 00 48 00 
141 50 111 50 
55 00 50 00 
150 00 125 00 
295 36 196 90 
750 00 500 00 
270 00 180 00 
190 00 100 00 
40 00 30 00 
28 20 14 30 
5, 356 12 3, 825 80 
5, 294 52 3, 781 80 
5, 224 24 3, 731 60 
2, 904 72 2, 075 80 
1, 184 00 1, 060 00 
395 36 282 40 
60 00 30 00 
2, 376 00 1, 584 00 
5, 9•10 00 3, 960 00 
G, 138 00 4, 092 00 
6, 138 00 4, 092 00 
5, 940 00 3, 960 00 
5, 742 00 3, 828 QO 
1, 270 00 893 00 
4, 230 00 1, 800 00 
143 33 141 66 
5, 676 50 3, 64fi 00 
·. ~ . -. - . -- - - . 
3, 925 00 2, 485 00 
150 00 125 00 
50 00 40 00 
80 00 60 00 
60 00 50 00 
223 25 174 25 
17,561 7! 8, 090 12 
257 50 140 90 
112 50 46 80 
3, 913 so 2,148 50 
180 00 60 00 
3, 007 01 1, 425 10 
76 00 40 00 
423 50 229 76 
112 .75 112 75 
64 00 40 00 
896 00 560 00 
2, 500 00 1, 250 00 
90 s:~ 68 12 
171 00 108 00 
40 00 30 00 
510 00 331 00 
1, 350 50 729 00 
297 00 198 00 
75 00 :n 50 
810 00 540 00 
202 '50 158 00 
500 00 375 00 
25 60 15 36 
600 00 500 00 
18 00 13 50 
400 00 160 00 
202 50 158 00 
2, 245 00 1, 835 00 
1,176 00 784 00 
1, 203 75 802 50 
500 00 333 33 
500 00 3:~3 34 
342 00 221 50 
Names of parties en-
titled to relief. 
J. M. Palmer ......... . 
A. Scheffler_ .... ____ .. 
David Lincoln .... _ .. . 
D. C. Corbin __ ........ _ 
Receiver of Ocean Na-
tional Bank, N. Y. 
Blum Engesser ...... . 
T. St. Amour ......... . 
F. Scharwitz. _ ....... . 
Receiver of Ocean Na-
tional Bank, N.Y. 
D. C. Corbin _ ........ . 
Receiver of Ocean Na-
tional Bank, N.Y . 
Phillips & Freeland ... 
_ ..... do .............. . 
...... do ....... _ ...... . 
_ ..... do ....... _ ... _ .. _ 
.. .. _.do __ . _ ....... _ ... 
. __ .. _do ___ _ : ..... _ ... _ 
...... do--------------· 
...... do·------ ... ___ _ 
_ ... _ . do __ . _ ... _ ... _ ... 
...... do--------··-----
------do_-----·- ______ _ 
...... do---------------
...... do_------ ........ 
·, ..... do---------------
. __ . __ do ____ ..... _ .... _ 
E. Creighton & Co . _ .. 
T. C. Power.------ ... . 
R~jected _ ......... _ .. . 
J.J.Hull ............. . 
•.r. B. Gray .. _ .... ___ .. . 
J. M. Ryan ___ ... ____ -. 
...... do ____ -------_ ... 
___ .. _do _ . __ . ____ .. _ . _ . 
W.F. Sanders ....... .. 
Estate of .J . .J. Rockfel-
low . 
...... do----------· .... 
...... do-----··---- ___ _ 
T. G. Hadley-----·- __ _ 
. ..... do---------------
...... do ___ ........... . 
...... do------·--------
______ do_ ............. . 
David Lincoln ___ .... . 
H. S. Willis .... - .... .. 
..... do .. --···-······· 
Lawful owner .. _ .... . 
0. B. Barber ........ __ _ 
W. H. Rodgers ....... . 
Receiver of Ocean N a-
tional Bank, N. Y. 
...... do.------.--- .... 
...... do---------------
Hosmer & Co ...... - .. 
.J . .J. Hull ..... __ .... __ 
Deitch B1·others. _ .... . 
E. Creighton & Co __ .. 
. ..... do.--·····---·--· 
Sparks & McPherson . 
...... do. ____ ----·· ___ _ 
____ .. do .. _--------_ .. _ 
... · ... do ............. .. 
H. Siegel. __ . __ ....... . 
.Julius Sands ......... . 
T. St. Amour ......... . 
Lawfnl owner. ____ . __ . 
. ..... do---------------
______ do_------.---- __ . 
...... do._------- ..... . 







































Arms ai'.d ammunition. 
Ammunition . 





































385 ::::::~~ :::::::::::::::! :386 
387 Strawley, Charles .. __ . 
388 Saunders, W. F ....... 
1 
389 Saunders, Cole. __ . ___ . 
390 ---- .. do .. _ ... _-------- , 
391 ::::::~~ :::::::::::::::1 392 
393 Shield•, F. A .... .... "I 
394 
-~~~~~: ~~::::::::::: 395 :396 
397 Tracy & Bealle .. _____ 
398 Thompson, W.G ...... 
:3!)9 Thompson, G. W------ , 
400 Thompson, William E. I 
401 Tolbert., William ...... 
402 Tbornbun, .John .. __ .. 
403 ---- .. do ........... ----
1 404 Taylor, Thompson & Co 
405 ..... . do.--- .. _ .. ------
406 ____ .. do .. -- .. ---------
407 Tootle, Leach & Co ... 
408 . . . _ .. do 
40!) ::::::g~: ::::::::::::::1 410 
411 Tutt & DonnelL. _____ 
•112 ...... do---------------
I 
413 . _ .... do 
414 Thiboda:,- il~b~~·t:::::: ' 
415 -----.do---------------
416 Tuller & Rich . __ .. __ . 
417 ...... do.---- ... _ ..... . ' 
418 ...... do--------------- I 
419 . ___ .. do --- ------------
420 Tilton, D. W., & Co .. 
421 ...... clo -------------
422 ----- .clo ------. _ ..... 
423 ____ .. do .. __ ------ ... 
4;2-1 ...... do------ _____ .. 
425 --- ... do--- ..... _ .... _ 
426 .. . .. . do ------------
427 ...... do -----·---------
428 ...... do---------------
429 ...... do------. ____ . __ . 
4:30 ...... do ---------------
431 ...... do-----·---------
432 . , .. ... do------------ ... 
433 ...... do ---------------
434 --- ... do ··-------------
435 Tagert, .Jos. R --------
436 ...... do------- .. ------
4:37 ...... do------- ______ . . 
43.:l ...... do --------------· 
439 ----- .l10 --·----------- I 440 ...... do-----· .. _ -·--· 
441 ...... do ·---·-----·----
442 ...... do -----·---------
443 ...... do ·--·-----------
444 ...... do 
445 
Hi~ ... :. ».: 446 447 448 
MONTANA W AR~CLAIMS. 45 
No. 4.-Lisf of claims, g·c.-Continuecl. 
"'- ~ ;... 
~d <l.l 
.!:1 








$1, 800 00 $900 00 
2, 000 00 1, 000 00 
4, 000 00 2, 000 00 
1, 200 00 780 00 
2, 328 00 1, 226 70 
375 00 250 00 
58 00 58 00 
1,125 00 562 50 
:347 00 190 00 
216 00 155 00 
' 455 50 375 00 
864 00 720 00 
1, 050 00 750 00 
8, 545 00 6, 440 00 
2, 094 00 1, 658 00 
399 98 2135 70 
4136 00 324 00 
375 00 300 00 
1, 000 00 500 00 
116 00 78 00 
52 50 42 00 
656 00 406 00 
524 00 380 ,00 
200 00 100 00 
61 00 38 00 
152 50 94 90 
5,197 02 3, 835 74 
80 00 60 00 
467 00 350 00 
750 00 600 00 
1, 746 50 1, 280 oa 
933 21 504 38 
1, 520 00 1,140 00 
2, 040 00 1, 020 0!.' 
3, 600 00 1, 800 00 
78 00 60 00 
90 00 60 00 
22ii 75 192 00 
1, 305 00 870 00 
162 50 121 87 
107 00 80 25 
138 00 103 50 
247 25 165 76 
260 GO 173 33 
344 00 2:29 33 
1,192 00 794 67 
42 00 2R 00 
191 00 127 34 
137 00 81 33 
198 00 132 0() 
23 00 15 34 
284 :'0 189 67 
79 50 53 0(') 
270 00 180 00 
1, 824 00 1, 216 00 
2,100 00 800 00 
1, 680 00 640 00 
630 00 240 00 
1, 050 00 400 00 
420 00 160 00 
200 00 140 00 
840 00 320 00 
200 00 140 00 
170 00 136 00 
70 00 56 00 
105 00 70 00 
165 00 74 25 
130 00 58 50 
Names of parties en- For what vouchers were 
titled to relief. issued. 
La wfnl owner .. _ . _ .... 
-----.do .. __ ... __ ------
______ do .. __ .. ___ ------
______ do .. ---------- ... 
____ .. do ... _-------.---
______ do __ ----··---.---
A. Scheffien ... ____ .... 
Lawful owner. __ .. __ .. 
-~--~~d;~~::: ~:: ::::::: 
...... do-------- ____ ---
------do.-----·- ____ ---
F. A. Shields. ___ .... _. 
H. Siegel & Co. __ .. __ . 
...... do.------. ___ .--. 
Receiver of Ocean Na-

















T. B. Gray ___ --------- Do. 
E Creighton & Co . . . . Services. 
Receiver of Ocean Na- Do. 
tiona] Bank, N.Y. 
Lawful owner. ___ ... _. 
Deitch Brothers. _____ . 
.John Thornbun ...... . 
...... do------·--------
T. G. Hadley ....... __ _ 
Taylor & Rumsey .... . 
. ____ .rlo .. _____ . __ .. _. 
Tootle, Leach & Co. __ . 
...... do _______ .. _ ..... 
...... do---------------______ do. ___________ , __ 
Party anth0rized. to li-
quidate accounts iu 
favorofTutt&Don-
nell . 
...... do __ --·--------- -
---- .. do .. _ ... _.-------
Phillips & Freeland ... 
Lawful owner .. _ ... __ . 
Willson & Rich. ___ ._. 
-----.do .. __ ... ·-------
---- .. do ... _____ -------
______ do .. -- --- -------· 
0. B. Barbor .. ____ .. _ . 
...... do .. ____ ---------
______ do . . __ . .. _. _____ _ 
...... do .. ------ -- -·---
-----·do.--------------
______ do .. -------------
E. Cummiskey .. _ .. __ . 
...... do.----- __ - ------
Do. 
Do. 
Hire of transportation. 
Three mules, pine wood. 
Flour. 
One saddle and 2 bridle,; . 
Miscellaneous articles. 
Qnartermaster's storec;. 
\Va gon -sheets . 
Blai1kets . 




Hire of pack animals. 
Do. 




... __ .do ...... _ .. __ .... J?nb~ish'g advertisem'ts . 
.J . .J. HulL ___ . __ ...... 
1 
::::::~~ ::::::::::::::: :Stag~~ery . 
...... do----·--·------- Priutingblanks . 
-.---.do .. -.-.-.- ... -- -1 Pr~nt~ng and stationery . 
. _____ do ........ __ .. __ . Pnntmg vouchers. 
Lawful owner . . __ ..... Hire of teams. 
_ :::· -~d~~-~~~-~1-~::::::: I Hon!s. 
Lawful owner ...... __ . Do . 
\V. C. Griswold ... __ ._ J)·o. 
...... do--------------- Do . 
. _ .. _ . do .. - - ....... - . . . Sallclles . 
_ .. __ . do _ ..... _ ... _.. . . Hor'S-0s . 
Lawful owner .. __ .. __ . Saddles . 
W. C. Griswold . ___ ... Forage . 
...... do----·····----·· Do. 
..... -do . - --- -- ..... - -- Sen·iees. 
Lawful_owner ..... _ _ _ _ Forage. 











































































Tager.t, J o!l. R. ....... . 
..... . do ............. . 
...•.. do ..••••...•. .. • . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ..•.••..••..••. 
..••.. do ...•........•.. 
...... do ..•............ 
.••••. (10 ---···-. ••···•· 
...... do ....•........•. 
..•... do ...........•••. 
...... do ..... • ......•.. 
...... do . .... ......... . 
... ... do . . ........ . .. .. 
...... do ..... , ........ . 
.••... do--·· -·- ---·-·--
..•... do .............. . 
..... . do··-· · ------···· 
...... do---·· ·- -----··-
.•.... do ....... ....... . 
...... do .............. . 
...•.. do ... ··-·-----··· 
..... .. do·-----------··· 
.•.... do ...•••......•.. 
...... do ... .. ........ .. 
...... do .... . ......... . 
...... do ... . , , ........ . 
...... do--·········---· 
...... uo .. ··· -----···-· 
...... do---····-·-····-
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 




...... do ..........•••.. 
.•.... do ... . ... . ..•.. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do----·---·-·-·--
·-----do-------···-----
______ do.-····-·· ·----• 
...... do ............. .. 
...••. do ...•••.•.•.•••. 
..•... do ......... .•••.. 
...... do.---------···-· 
.• ... . do ..••... ....... . 
...... do----·----··----
...... do ............. .. 
...... do ... ......... •.. 
Tubbs, George W .. .. . 
Thompson, R. M ..... . 
Weber & Wolff ..... .. 
...... do .............•. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ............. .. 
.•.•.. do .•••••....••... 
. .. .. . do .............. . 
..... do ..... ......... . 
Whitney, L. J ....... .. 
Weston, William ..... . 
...... do ............. . 
Weinstenk, .Abmham. 
...... do .............. . 
Walen, Jos. W ....... . 
Westbrook, John 
Wilkinson & Ronan ... 
Whipple,Chas., private 
Ware, Ellis & Co .... .. 
...... do .......... .... . 
Wy11nt,John 
White, D. L .......... . 
MONT AN A WAR-CLAIMS. 
No. 4.-List of claims, ~·c.-Continued. 












1, 064 70 
207 50 
5, 250 00 
1, 499 19 






8, 092 50 
1, 260 65 
3, 527 50 
4, 357 50 
301 50 
3, 650 08 
912 00 




1, 037 50 


















































5, 520 00 
684 45 
80 00 
2, 000 00 







3, 120 00 
785 53 
1, 360 00 
1, 680 00 
154 20 
2, 607 20 
608 00 





2, 000 00 
135 00 
1, 200 00 
136 00 



















Lawful owner ........ . 
. ..... do .....•......... 
. ..... do ......... - - ---
·-----do .............. . 
. ..... do .............. . 
. ..... do .......••.•.... 
. ..... do ...... , ....... . 
. ..... do . _ ............ . 
...... do ....•.......••• 
...... do ............••. 
.. .... do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
. ..... tlo ...•......•.••• 
W. C. Griswold ...... . 
Lawful owner' ........ . 
.. .. .. do ..... ., ...... .. 
.. .... do .............. . 
...... do ....•.......... 
...... do ............. .. 
W. C. Griswold ...... . 
H. Schwenk ......... .. 
Lawful owner ........ . 
...... tlo .............. . 
. ..... do .............. . 
...... do ......... ------
...... do------··--·----
. ..... do .......•....••. 
C. L. Dahlen ........ .. 
Lawful owner ....... . 
...... do .............. . 
. ..••. do . ....••........ 
...•.. do ........••••... 
...... do .............. . 
..•... do ..•.•••.....•.. 
..... do ........ , , .... . 
...... do ............. .. 
. ..... do ...... ---··--·. 
. ..... do .............. . 
.. .... do ........ , .... .. 
...... do -----·-•• ..... . 
...... do ...... , ....... . 
...... do ........•...... 
. ..... do ..........••... 
. ..... do------·-·-----· 
. .. . . . do ........ , ..... . 
. ... .. clo ........•...... 
...... do .............. . 
...... do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
...... do. -----• ....... . 
G. W. Tubb!! ........ .. 
F. A.. Shields ..•.••.... 
Weber & Wol:fL ...... 
. ....• do ... ...•...•..•. 
.. .. . • clo .............. . 
....•• do-----·········· 
30 00 ...... do -:--.. . : ......... .. 
124 50 ...... do .............. . 
2, 450 13 ...... do ............. .. 
550 oo 0. N. o. Clottgh ....... . 
54 00 P.R. Mullen ......... . 
100 50 ...... do ...•• , •......•• 
2!JS 00 E. S.Higgins .....•..•. 
376 00 ...... do .............. . 
106 00 Lawful owner ........ . 
240 00 ...... do ............. .. 
121 13 Wilkinson .A Ronan .. 
16 50 •.r. G. Hadley ......... . 
635 24 Plant, Stickne_y & Co .. 
225 42 ...... do ............. .. 
20 00 Toodle Leach & Co 
66 00 J. M. Ryan .......... .. 































































Printing blanks, &c. 
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Williams, John ...... . 
Wauen, H. L ........ . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
Waller, John R ...... . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... d(') ···········-··· 
Yerkes, Henry ...... . 
Waller, John R ...... . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 
...... do .............. . 








4, 000 00 
40 00 
400 00 
5, 000 00 














1, 600 00 
35 00 
160 00 
2, OJO 00 







Nam"' of puti" on- ~ F"' what'"'"'"" woco 
titlell to relief. issued. 
Hoopes Bros . . . . . . . . . . Services. 
Receivt~r of Ocean Na- Ono rifle. 
tiona] Bank, N.Y. 
L. H. \Varren . . . . . . . . . ReYolvers, &c. 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l';pn·ices. 
J. M. Ryan ........... - ~ Horses. 
J. R. \V aller. . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
...... do ............... 'l'ent . 




: ::: :: ;1~ : : : : :: ::::::: J IIo~r-
: ~:::: :l~ : :: : ::::: ::: :::I ~~: 
...... do .............. 1 Sarlrlle;;. 
..... .do ............. ·. . Horses . 
·A.: -.J~Ich:::::::::::: :1 Ser~fces . 
ammuni· 
Total .. _. . . . . . . . . s21, 886 -;D:'r456. 504 21 I 
No. Name. 
J. J . .Atchinson ........ . 
2 L. M. Black ..•.......... 
3 ...... do ................ . 
4 .••.•. do ...........•..... 
5 ...... uo ................ . 
6 ...... do ................ . 
7 .A.. W. S. Carpenter ..... . 
8 T. Chenidlier .......... . 
9 .A.. Har:wer ............ . 
10 ...... do ................ . 
11 ...... do ................ . 
12 ...... do ............... . 
13 ...... do ................ . 
14 ...... do ................ . 
15 ...... do ............... . 
16 ...... do ................ . 
17 ...... do ................ . 
18 ...... do ................ . 
l!J B. C. IIovaker .......... . 
20 F. E. W. Patton ........ . 
21 Lamb & Payne ......... . 
22 Nelson Story .......... . 
23 A. G. Smith ........... . 
24 W. W. Watkins ........ . 
25 ...•.. do ................ . 
26 ...... do ................ . 
27 ...... do ................ . 
28 ...... do ................ . 
29 ...... do ................ . 
:30 ...... do ................ . 
31 W. Herman ............ . 
No. G.-List of claims rejected. 
.Amount. Remark~. 
$240 00 This voucher is for a horse which was not deliverell. The 
quartermastet who i>;sued it received mone_v thereon, 
which he claimed to have applied to the public service, 
but rendered no account. 
5, 000 03~ 1 
1, 450 00 I 'f'he deliveries of fora~e, (in :Mag, 1867,) for which these 
1, 740 00 )- Youcbers >Vere issueu, arB not now claimed by L . .M. 
81 120 00 J Black as having been made. 
1, 676 80 
210 O:J Sale of pri-vate horse for public purpo8es not admitted. 
(Carpenter was an o fiicer of the expedition.) 
600 00 Sale of three horses; denied having been made. 
2,175 00 1 
1, 198 42t I 
2, 105 98 
f• ~6~ 6~t l These voncherB were is11UeCl. for forage without the public 
'525 oo' f r~ceiving any forage or equivalent of any kind (itis be· 
2, 622 a2 I heved) upon them. 
893 92 I 
560 00 
625 00 J 
826 66~ Was a snrgeon, commissioned as a military officer. This 
is a claim for sen·icefl, and is not within scope of investi-
gation. 
150 00 
1, 291 25 
7, 260 00 
75 00 
999 92 
Dam:tl!es for property destroyed by soldiers. 
(Duplicated.) Torn out. 
Nothing whateYer wag received on this voucher. 
1, ooo so 1 
2, 093 57! >Same remarks as in "Havaner" case, see ante. 
1, 999 98 1 ($81000 of theee uall voucher~! ~·et to come in. 
499 9G J 
2, o1a 47 
9, 178 50 Item fot rent. Rent not fnrntshecl nor any equintlent. 
150 00 (Herman item added in list of vouchets repoited on.) 
G::?, 181 49 
48 MONTANA WAR-CLAIMS. 
Li8f of claims suspendecl, and partia,lly suspend?d, fo1' want of p1'0of. 
No. I Name. 
SUSPENDED. 
1 .r. W . .Alley ........... .. 
2 G. W. Burson ......... .. 
3 ...... do ................ . 
4 ...•.. do ................ . 
5 . ..... do ................ . 
6 ...... do ................ . 
7 ...... do ................ . 
8 ...... do ................ . 
9 Joseph Coseaux ........ . 
10 IV. J. Givens .......... .. 
11 Daniel Henry ......... .. 
12 James Hupp .......... .. 
13 William Martin ........ . 
14 William McCracken ... . 
15 William McClatchey .. . 
16 ...... do ............... . 
17 E. & B. Morse .......... . 
17t F.R.Merk ............ . 
18 U. Marx .............. .. 
19 H. E. Palmer .......... .. 
20 Rand&Willis ........ .. 
21 IV. S. Scribner ...... : ... 
22 Charles R. Stuart ...... . 
23 . ..... do ................ . 
24 ...... do ................ . 
2-H ...... do . ............... . 
25 David Shelby .......... . 
26 Henry Schwenk ....... . 
27 Joseph R. Tagert ..... .. 
28 ...... do ................ . 
29 .... .. do ................ . 
30 ...... do ............... . 
31 ...... do ................ . 
32 ...... do ................ . 
3:1 .. .. ... do ................ . 
34 ...... do ................ . 
PAUTIALLY SL'SPENDED . 
35 L. M . Black ............ . 
36 ...... do ............ : . .. . 
37 ...... rlo ................ . 
38 ...... do ................ . 
39 ...... do ................ . 
40 ...... do ................ . 
41 .... -.flO ....... --- .... --. 
42 ...... do ................ . 
43 ...... do ............ .. .. . 
4-1 ...... do ................ . 
45 ...... do ................ . 
46 ...... do ................ . 
47 ...... do ................ . 
48 ...... do ................ . 
49 ...... do ................ . 
50 ...... do ................ . 
51 ...... do .. .. ............. . 
52 ...... do ................ . 
53 ...... do ................ . 
54 ...... do ................ . 
55 ...... do ..... .. ......... . 
56 ...•. . do ................ . 
57 ...... do ................ . 
58 ...... do ................ . 
59 ...... do ................ . 
.Amount. 
$-108 00 
1, 687 50 
2, 600 00 
1, 351 00 
1, 594 50 
329 25 
1, 436 27 
46.1 57 
1, 000 00 
100 00 
1, 887 73 
86 00 
5, 100 00 
264 00 
402 00 




1, 075 90 
240 00 
6, 567 15 














55, 172 01 
Remarks. 
Want of proof. 
l . 
l Want of sufficient proof of U.elh·ery of property in kind, or 
1 
in full equivalent. 
J 
Do. 
Want of proof. 
Same remarks as "Burson." 
\Vant of proof. 
Same as" Burson." 
Do. 
J Do. 
·want of adequate proof of delivery. 




Same remarks as" Burson. " 
} Do. 
No proof of delivery for the benefit of the sen·ice. 
l 
(Want of adequate proof of d~liYeries. 
I 
) 
$374 97 1 933 80 
400 20 
5, 220 oo I 493 00 
493 00 
7, 250 00 
507 50 I 
17,777 00 
14, 862 50 
4, 966 45 I 
~·, ~~~ §~ ~Want of proof of full deliveries claimed. The suspension 
6, 138 75 I is partial. Amount suspended, $41,947.91. . 
6, 499 50 
17,837 25 I 
3, 480 00 
5, 778 00 
499 96 
508 95 I 
2,175 00 
4, 350 oo I 
507 50 
1, 015 oo I 
5, 000 18 J 
.Amount suspem1ecl of --~ 
above vouchers..... 41, 947 91 
I 
MONTANA WAR-CLAIMS. 49 
List of vouchers not heard j1·om since the- Chicago fiTe of OctobeT, 1871, and concm·ning which 
information is too incomplete to justify final disposition. 
NOTE.-The following claims have been examined, but the records having been completely destroyed 
in their cases, and the holders not having presented them in t.ime for this report, Lhey cannot, now 
be other than generally reported upon. An approximate e,;timate is maue of the amount that ought to 
be appropriated to liquidate them. They are likely to be presented at any time. 
No. Name. 
1 Allen, John ....... --------
2 Bradford, Clayton . ....... . 
3 Bntler,A.D ·-----·-------
4 ...••. do_·----------------· 
5 Burnette,John ........... . 
6 ...... do_ ...... ·-------- - --
7 Brawuer, Thomas J _ ..... . 
8 Bakeman, J ... _. _ .... ___ . _ 
9 Beidler, John X. __ .. ..... . 
10 Butler&Simonton ....... . 
11 Bortel, William ___ ...... _. 
1:2 ...••. do __ -____ ....... ·-----
13 Casto, William ........... . 
14 Caffrey, John ...... _ ... _ .. 
15 Comell, F. C .o •••••••••••• 
16 Couaday, Milton _ ........ . 
17 ...... do ..... oo -·-·-· ·o···· 
18 .... _.do __ .. __ ....... _ .... . 
19 Crump, James P _ ... 000 •• _ 
20 Cowan, Thomas J _ .. __ . 0. _ 
21 Curd, R. S ...... _ ........ __ 
22 Carpenter, George . ... _ .. _ 
23 Cleveland, Frank .... __ .. _ 
24 oooooollO- OoOooo 000000000000 
25 Curti>~, C. J. D _ ... 0 0 •••• •• • 
26 Davis, William .. 0 • •• 0. 0 ••• 
27 Dadfl, George ...... _ .... __ 
28 Douglass, Thomas __ 0. _ ••• 
29 Downey, James ...... _ .. __ 
30 Davis, Thomas_ ......... 0. 
31 Edgington, T. J _ ... __ .. 0 •• 
32 Ed wards & Blackman ... _ 
33 Farrell, Thomas J .... _ .. . 
34 ...... do_ ....... o •••• ••• ••• 
35 Foster,James ............ . 
36 ...... do __ .o ••••••••••••••• 
37 Fall,A .................. o. 
38 Fisher, Robert _ ... 0 _ •••••• 
39 Foyler, Dominick ........ . 
40 Foster, Fletcher ...... _ .. . 
41 French & Thomas _ .. _ ... . 
42 Gerrard, Joseph . _ 0 • 0. _ ••• 
43 Gofl'rey, John . . . . . . . ..... 
44 Gallagber, J. M ...... _. _ . 
45 Glick & Maupin . ~ ... __ . _ 
4fi Giddings, Ullarles E . 0 ••• 0 
47 Hynson, G. W .. oo • ••• ••••• 
48 ...... do __ ....... __ ...... __ 
49 Hnston, George A _ ..... __ 
GO Harrison, James H ....... . 
51 Holcom h, Lyman .. _ ..... . 
52 Hoyt,E.M ............... . 
53 Henderson, J. T _ ......... . 
54 Hamlet., N ·····--·-··· ... . 
55 Hamlin, P. D _ .. o ••••••••• 
56 Hopley, Charles._ ....... __ 
57 Hendrie, Charles ...... _ .. _ 
58 ...... do_ ................. . 
59 Hamilton, W ........... :. 
60 Hoyt, P __ .. _ . 0 •••••••••••• 
61 Johnson, Lee ..... _._ ... 0 0 0 
62 J e:ffers, William . 0. 0 •••••• 
6:3 Kriendal, Charles .... _ .... 
64 Kenck, Charles, sergeant._ 
65 Kingsley, John. ··o··· ... . 
66 Kaiser, M., private .... _ .. . 
67 Lane, Oliver .... 0 •••••••• _ 
68 Lamb, G. W ............. . 
69 ...... do . ................. . 
70 Loth ridge, William ...... . 
71 Ludlow, F. M ............ . 
72 Martin, Sylvester ........ . 
73 Morrison, W. B .......... _ 
74 McDonald, G. A ......... . 
75 Martin, A. ···o···········. 
Amounts of Estimated amount 
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50 MONTANA WAR-CLAIMS. 
List of vouchers not heatdfrom since the Chicago ji1·e of October, 1871, .fc.-Continued. 
No. Name. 
76 Morrow, Harvey ......... . 
77 Millin, Nick ............. . 
78 Miner, William .......... . 
79 Mitchell, W. A .......... . 
80 ...... do .................. . 
81 ...... do .................. . 
82 Moore, Isaac .J ........... . 
83 Morehouse, L ....... ···-·· 
84 Mans, George ............ . 
85 





































Niese, .John .............. . 
Nowland, .James ......... . 
Owens, Edwards ......... . 
...... do .................. . 
...... do .................. . 
...... do .................. . 
Overall, P ............... . 
O'Connell, Ed ............ . 
Oldham , George H ....... . 
Pinney, George M ....... . 
Parsons, N. M ........... . 
Phillips, Edward ..•...... 
Prevost., Medrick ........ . 
...... do .................. . 
...... do . ................. . 
...... do .................. . 
...... do ...... . ........... . 
Rathburn, Charles ... . ... . 
...... do .................. . 
Smith, H. F .............. . 
...... do . . .. 7 ........ . ... . 
St. Clair, .James .......... . 
Siegel, H., & Co ...•...... 
Spears, .John ............. . 
Stoddart, E. C ........... . 
Sheffler, A ............... . 
Saunders, Cole .......... . 
Suyder, S ................ . 
Stone, Samuel ........... . 
Simonton, W. Z ........•.. 
Seymour, .J. H ........... . 
Thompson, W. Z ......... . 
Waggoner, Max ......... . 
...... do .................. . 
Weinshenk, A ........... . 
126 ...... do .................. . 
127 Watson Brothers ........ . 
128 Watkins, W. W .......... . 
129 ... , .. do .................. . 
130 ...... do . ................. . 
131 ...... .do .•.••...•••........ 
132 ...... do .................. . 
133 ...... do .................. . 
134 ...... do ............... . .. . 
1:~5 ...... do .................. . 
136 ...... do .................. . 
137 Wilson, .James W . ...... . . 
138 White, R. L .............. . 
139 Wright, E ............... . 
Total not heard from .. 
Remarks. Amounts of Estimated amount voucllers. to be awarded. 









(1 voucher, $200 00 
I 1 voucller, 63 00 
844 93 \ 1 voucller, 262 55 
1 1 voucher, 200 00 



































6, 354 00 





1, 157 10 
1, 217 13 
1, 000 50 
1, 999 98 
2, 000 13 







r. -- .... --- ...... \ 
J I 
0 
Since came in, May 15, 1872. 
Since came in, May 15, 1872. 
Since came in. Represented by E. 
L. Stanton. 
These vonehers, other than three 
for about $3,000, which cannot be 
distinguished from the rest at 
present, are for forage, not de-
livered. When the three bona-
fide vouchers can be discovered 
they may be allowed, at a re-
duced amount, but the remainder, 
amounting to about $8,00J, will 
be rejected. 
